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ABSTRACT
NEEDS ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY:

THE FIRST FIELD TEST

OF THE DETERMINING AND DEFINING PROCESSES
(February 1976)

Karen P. Thomann, B.A., Fordham University,
Ed. D.
University of Massachusetts
,

Directed by:

Dr. Thomas E. Hutchinson

During recent years the concept of needs assessment
has become popular in the field of education.

The importance

placed upon the concept has resulted in attempts to find ways
to do needs assessment tasks.

In general there are three

types of needs assessment models:

determining needs, meas-

uring a predetermined need, and determining and measuring
needs
In the model of determining needs, the studies con-

sisted of procedures to ascertain what needs of certain people
Studies categorized within the measuring a pre-

existed.

determined need model followed a pattern where

a

predeter-

mined need was measured to find the extent to which it was
being met.
In the determining and measuring needs model

,

the

deterstudies followed a pattern where needs of people were

what extent
mined and measuring the needs was done to see to

they were being met.
Vll

.

At the University of Massachusetts School of Education,
a methodology was developed with the purpose:

needs data for decision-making.

to provide

This methodology can be

categorized as a determining and measuring needs model.

This

study field tested parts of this methodology to find inherent

problems and to solve them.
The methodology contains ten major parts.

They are

the Preparation, Contract Negotiation, Planning, Determining,

Defining, Definition Reporting, Measuring, Measurement Reporting, Evaluation of the Needs Analysis, and Revising Processes.

The two of concern in this study were Determining and Defining.

In the Determining Process, the needs analyst has

the decision-maker, for whom data will be provided, elicit

names of people whose needs he/she is concerned about, kinds
of needs he/she is concerned about, and who can best define

these needs.

Defining provides for those named as definers

to define needs.

The Determining and Defining Processes were tested

according to Metamethodology.

The field test was performed

in a university setting, where the need was expressed that

Ohio State University and its Greek community have a rela-

tionship fully satisfactory to both.
to define the need.

Ten persons were named

Four cycles of defining were completed:

to an
each cycle consisted of having each definer respond

vm

open-ended question intended to help the definer elicit his/
her ideas about a given concept; all responses were then

combined into a survey instrument to which each definer
responded.

An item was picked from a survey for further

defining and a cycle was completed for that item.

A number of inherent problems were found to exist
within the Determining and Defining Processes which made
them difficult to perform.

Solutions were determined as a

result of the test and are described in the study; other

problems could not be solved at this time.
Problems centered around difficulties in arranging
for definers to respond to open-ended questions and survey

instruments.

Other problems were difficulties in under-

standing what was meant by definer responses on the part of
definers and the needs analyst.
Solutions for difficulties in arranging for definers
to respond recommended that the needs analyst enlist the

decision-maker's help in contacting definers, and insure

a

time and place for responding convenient for the definer.
For difficulties in understanding what was meant by definer

responses on the part of definers, it was suggested that

definers make note of difficulties on paper as they respond.
it
For difficulties in understanding by the needs analyst,

by a
was suggested that the definer be asked what is meant

response when responding to an open-ended question.
IX.

This study makes no pretention to have found all

problems in the two processes tested.
said

#

Before that can be

these processes as well as the entire Methodology must

go through many more cycles of testing.

x.

.
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CHAPTER

I

THE PROBLEM AREA AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Overview of the Chapter
This chapter will introduce the concept of needs

assessment and give examples of studies done in the field.
It will also introduce the Needs Analysis Methodology as a

significant development in the field and give
its major components.

a

summary of

Also, the statement of the problem

for this study will be discussed at some length.

The state-

ment of the problem is to field test two of the major com-

ponents or processes of the Needs Analysis Methodology:

the

Determining and Defining Processes.
Introduction
In recent years, the concept of needs assessment has

enjoyed popularity.

It is an outgrowth of public discontent

with the current educational system and the products it had
been delivering.

it stems from the call for

In addition,

accountability by legislators and recent legislation requiring school districts within states to submit goals and

objectives based on educational needs of their communities
(Fitzgerald, 1972)

.

Public discontent has centered around

1

2

its perceptions that a large number of children had not
been

learning what had been prescribed for them, and the feeling
that they were learning some things which they should not
have been learning (Hershkowitz

,

1972).

This discontent

may be evident in the increasing number of public school

bond issues and operating budgets defeated at the polls, and
the dichotomy of public opinion over school board election

issues concerning educational goals

(Herskhowitz

,

1972).

Further evidence of this discontent is provided in constantly

increasing pressure to expand federal assistance to improve
public education.

Educators have been called upon by legislators as

a

result of public controversy to become "accountable" to the

communities which they serve.

They are to do this by re-

sponding to the public's needs and demands for certain types
of education.

Educators are also accountable to the federal

government since in order to obtain federal assistance for
school programs they must provide the government with goals
and objectives based on educational needs of their communities.
The call for accountability has provided for increased

awareness on the part of educators that the offerings of

education have often failed to meet needs according to the
priorities of the community served.

And in order to improve

needed a vehicle
their capacity to meet these needs, educators
needs were. Needs
that would enable them to know what these

3

assessment has come to be viewed as

a

systematic method

which is to be implemented for the purpose of communicating
to educational planners what the needs of their community are.

This is the first step in planning for improved educational

programs that are better able to meet the needs of students.
Educators have further become aware that in order
for school programs to remain relevant in constantly changing

milieux, it is necessary to construct needs assessment models
that can be systematically and periodically implemented to

provide themselves continually with current needs of their
communities.

"Controlled change, based upon a comprehensive

analysis of needs and resources and projected through logical
judgmental processes, is preferable to chaotic uncontrolled
change"

(Street et al

.

,

1971).

Further, the development and

implementation of such models will provide

a

means of eventu-

ally evaluating the effects of resulting school programs on
the student (Fitzgerald, 1972).

The awareness of the need

for such systematic models has resulted in attempts to build

them.

Some of these attempts are more prescriptive and less

vague than others; many contain very similar tasks that seem
to be considered necessary in any needs assessment effort.

This last results from a concept shared by many as to

what a needs assessment should encompass.

In such efforts,

done
determining the needs of a group of people is usually

who elicits
in some fashion, although models differ as to

4

these needs.

In other models,

the need is predetermined

and studies consist of ascertaining to what extent this need
is met for a group of people.

In very few instances will

models prescribe that needs be determined in a study and that
these needs be measured as to what extent they are being met.
In order that the reader understand the basics of

this dissertation study, it is necessary to provide here

specific examples of the models described above.

This will

provide a basis for later understanding of the needs assessment model that was used in this study.

Immediately follow-

ing the examples of the described models, the author will

compare them in terms of similarities and differences.
Examples of Models in the Field
of Needs Assessment
Needs assessments can be placed into three categories.
These are:

determining of needs only, determining and meas-

uring of needs, and measuring of the extent to which a pre-

determined need has been met.

In the determining of needs

only category, the needs assessment models provide only for
means by which needs of an enterprise can be determined;
are
they do not provide for measurement to what extent needs

currently being met.
category,
In the determining and measuring of needs

accomplished
models provide for determining of needs to be
what extent
within an enterprise as well as measurement to

.

5

needs are being met.

Models within the category of the

extent to which a predetermined need has been met provide for

means by which a need, which has been determined to exist
apart from any specific enterprise, is measured within a

specific enterprise as to what extent it is being met.
Needs assessment models can be said to differ also
as to whether they are presented in prescriptive or descrip-

tive form.

A model can be said to be prescriptive when means

or steps by which a needs assessment is to be performed are

presented clearly enough so that little deviation from the
steps is necessary when performing a needs assessment.

A

model can be categorized as descriptive when procedures by

which a needs assessment is to be performed are not presented
sufficiently clearly, so that some extraction from the procedures is warranted to determine the steps to be performed
for a particular needs assessment.

The following models

illustrate these differences.

A study was done in the State of Maryland to "validate educational goals and to determine discrepancies between

current attainment and maximum level of goal attainment
desired"

(Hershkowitz

,

1972, pp.

l - 2)

Tnis model is an

by
example of one which prescribes that needs be determined

done on
educators and the community and that measurement be

the extent to which needs are being met.

The model is

and is not
described by means of what was done in the study

put into any prescriptive form.

6

The Maryland State Department of Education staff

identified ten areas of concern in which they felt effective
educational programs should produce measurable student behavior;

for these areas goals were written.

Respondents includ-

ing students, parents, general public, and educators were

randomly sampled and asked to judge the importance of each
goal and the extent of goal attainment.

Respondents ranked

goals by means of five-point scales, where "1" was equivalent
to "not at all important," "3" to "moderately important,"

and "5" to "very important" for the importance of each goal.
In terms of the extent of goal attainment, a five-point scale

was used where "1" was equivalent to "not at all attained,"
"3" to "moderately attained," and "5" to "attained to a great

degree."

Mean scores were then derived for each goal for

each group.

Gaps were established for each goal by comparing

its mean scores with the overall mean goal importance score

which was calculated for each group, and the overall mean
score for perceived extent of goal attainment, calculated
for each group.

critical need was defined as a goal whose importance
score was above the overall mean importance score and whose
attainment
attainment score was at or below the overall mean
score.

imporA low level need was defined as a goal whose

importance score
tance score was at or below the overall mean
the overall mean
and whose attainment score was at or below

7

attainment score.

A successful program was defined as one

whose goal's importance score was above the overall mean
and whose attainment score was above the overall mean.

A

low level successful program was defined as one whose goal's

importance score was at or below the overall mean and whose

attainment score was above the overall mean.

For each group

of respondents, critical needs, low level needs, successful

programs, and low level successful programs were defined
separately.

Another model developed by the Center for the Study
of Evaluation follows these same principles as seen in their
booklet, CSE Elementary School Evaluation Kit:

ment (Demuth, 1973)

.

Needs Assess -

There is one difference in that the

determination of needs is carried out in one case by an
educator, the elementary school principal; determination
can also be carried out collectively by school and community

groups who the principal asks to participate.

The principal

in the first case determines what educational goals given in

the kit should be examined at his/her school by giving

priority ratings to these goals and choosing from the most
important.

The principal then chooses tests to be used in

assessing pupil progress towards the goals, starting with

the^highest priorities.

In administering these tests, the

being
principal determines the extent to which goals are
met;

considered to
if scores are low for a goal, a need is

have been determined.

8

In the collective viewpoints method of need deter-

mination, individuals in each group rate the goals in terms
of importance to them.

Goals are prioritized by averaging

ratings for each goal.

The principal then chooses the most

important goals to be measured for the school.

The goals

are measured by tests suggested in the Kit which the principal chooses and administers.

In administering the tests,

the principal determines the extent to which goals are being
met.

Again, if scores for a goal are low, a need is con-

sidered to have been determined.
In this process, then, needs are determined and the

extent to which the need is met is also determined.

The

model for needs assessment is laid out in step-by-step form
for major tasks to be done; the "how to" for each step is

given in descriptive form.

This particular needs assessment model is also demonstrated in a project done for the San Diego Community College

District (Heinkel, 1973).

The purpose of the project was to

develop and field test a needs assessment model for occupational education.

One difference from other studies follow-

ing the model is that all those concerned with the educational

community

— employers,

current students, former students,

instructors, counselors, and administrators

determine needs.

written
Another substantial difference is that this model is
to follow and
in prescriptive form, making procedures easier

9

dnd understand.

A separate set of procedures exist for

each of the groups of the community named.

Some of the

procedures are given in Appendix A.
As shown by the appended procedures, needs for

occupational education are determined by requirements of
employers and projected needs from former students; these
needs are then measured against currently existing programs,
and if a need exists which is determined not to be met

adequately, a program is selected to meet the need.

Similarly,

if a need is determined to be too well or adequately met,

plans are made to delete or reduce current programs.

This

model prescribes both that needs be determined and that

measurement be done to find to what extent needs are being
met.

It also represents an important departure from other

models of this type in that, while it is also seen as

a

systematic and logical process, it is written in prescriptive form.

Another example of this approach to needs assessment
is a model developed for planning for educational programs

in Nevada

(Nevada State Department of Education, 1973).

This

example is also put into a prescriptive form, although not
as detailed as that described above.

The model for needs

assessment fits into a "systematic approach for problemsolving"

(Nevada State Department of Education, 1973, p.

would take the
for program planning and evaluation which

1)

.

10

following form:

1)

needs assessment,

3)

program development,

5)

final analysis of evaluative data,

4)

2)

problem definition,

program operation and evaluation,
6)

dissemination,

recycle (Nevada State Department of Education, 1973,

p.

7)
l)

.

In the needs assessment model, needs are determined by policy-

makers and the process is conceived as

a

determination of

"whether there are discrepancies between what policy-makers

believe ought to be and what is"
Education, 1973, p. 2).

(Nevada State Department of

High priority determination of needs

is also the responsibility of educators.

lined as follows in Figure

Education, 1973, p.

1

The model is out-

(Nevada State Department of

3)

Here needs are determined and measurement to what

extent needs are met is accomplished by first stating the

desired conditions and ascertaining to what extent current

conditions are matched to desired conditions.

The model is

written in a prescriptive form, although not as clear-cut
as the one above.

Other examples of this model type are to be seen in

Flores (1973) and Office of Economic Opportunity (1971).

In

Flores' study, the determination of needs was done entirely

from "authoritative pronouncements" from the student personnel

profession; in the study for the Office of Economic Opportunity, the population of concern, day care users, deter-

mined their needs.
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Of the few model types in existence in the
field

of needs assessment, the most popular seems
to be one in which
a determination of needs only is done.

As with the different

examples of the model type described above, here also the
studies differ in ways of going about the determining of
needs and in the extent to which the models are organized
into a prescriptive form.

A study done for Project BASICS in the San Francisco
South Bay Area (Eastmond, 1971) had as its purpose to pro-

vide solution strategies for kindergarten to third grade
students to result in ninety percent of the project students

achieving at the same mastery level as the top twenty percent
of California students in a normal classroom situation.

Efforts were concentrated in the areas of reading, communi-

cation skills, and mathematics deficiencies.

The study

attempted to incorporate the scientific method in its
"systematic approach" to problem-solving.

The model was

conceived in the following outline form (Eastmond, 1971,
0.0

solve educational problems

1.0

identify critical needs

2.0

define needs into problems and constraints

3.0

analyze problems for objectives

4.0

generate alternative solution strategies

5.0

select "best" solution strategies

6.0

implement "best" solution strategies

p. V)
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7.0

evaluate and revise as necessary

Step 1.0 was further broken down as follows:
1.1

identification of concerns about primary

education
1.2

winnowing concerns for critical needs

1.3

a

hierarchy of validated needs in the context

of target times and criticality
1.4

the beginning of an operational philosophy

of education
In a study using the above needs assessment model,

needs were determined by surveying a population of students,
parents, and teachers of selected grade levels.

The model

provides for the determining of needs and it is conceived in
systematic, prescriptive form, although not as detailed as
the studies described immediately above.

Another example of this approach to needs assessment
is a study conducted for students in the State of Washington

(Consulting Services Corp.

,

1970).

The purpose of the first

phase of the study was to allow a cross section of the population, teachers, non- teaching staff, senior high school

students, parents, businessmen,

and dropouts, to give their

perceptions of Washington State educational needs.
accomplished through questionnaires and interviews.

This was
Infor-

of
mation was also collected from experts in the fields

education, psychiatry, and psychology.

Needs were also
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priority ranked by respondents "recognizing
the magnitude
of the need and social urgency" (Consulting
Services Corp.,
1970,

p.

7).

Other examples of this type of needs assessment

effort can be found in studies done for the Guam Department
of Education (1973), the Wisconsin State Department of
Public

Instruction (1969)

,

the Kentucky State Department of Educa-

tion (1971), by Moses and Hill for the Stephen F. Austin

State University (1972), by the Center for the Study of

Migrant and Indian Education in Washington (1971)

by the

,

Bureau of Educational Research at the University of Illinois
(1970), and by the National Education Association

(1970).

Guam as in Wisconsin, needs were determined through

In

a ques-

tionnaire administered to a random sample of the population,
who also put them in priority order.

In Kentucky educators

ranked needs determined by the population in priority order.

Although different means were employed in the process
of determining needs, as shown above, all of the studies of

concern here followed the same general model of needs assessment, which is concerned with the determining of needs only.

Other needs assessments have taken the form of measuring to what extent a predetermined need is being met in
school or other enterprise.

a

Mr. Frank Brown, Director of the

Urban Institute at the City University of New York, conducted
a

survey to try to assess public school administrators' need

*
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satisfaction to answer his question, "is it true that
high
level administrators receive greater satisfaction from
their
jobs than lower level administrators?"

(Brown,

1972, p.

2).

He based survey questions on five psychological need classes,

determined before any measurement was actually done, which
he wanted to research:

security, social needs, esteem,

autonomy, and self-actualization.
in general terms.

These classes were defined

Respondents were asked to rate thirteen

need items on two scales from one to seven, according to the

following questions:

"To what extent are my needs being met

in my present position?" and "To what extent should these

needs be provided for in my present position?"
p.

17)

.

(Brown,

1972,

Need satisfaction was determined by the difference

between the first and second scales.
In this case,

the needs or need items were already

determined from the field of psychology before the population
was considered, and measuring to what extent they were being

met comprised the focal point of the study.

The model was

presented in descriptive form.
This type of approach to needs assessment was also
used by the Appalachia Educational Laboratory, Inc., in West

Virginia to assess the need for a new preschool television
series for the Appalachian region.

The laboratory was com-

missioned to do this by the National Institute of Education
in a development effort.

Methods to accomplish the needs

.
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assessment were described in general.

They included review-

ing literature to explicate preschool needs of
children,

developing requirements of

a

preschool television series,

obtaining reactions to the proposed program based on the
requirements of the series, and measuring the reaction of
children to available television programs in terms of percent
of attention and number of overt responses to various taped

segments
Other examples of this type of needs assessment can
be found in the Texas Assessment of Reading and Mathematics

Objectives (1971) and An Assessment of Educational Needs
for Learners in Florida (1970)

.

The purpose of the Texas

study was to provide educators in participating schools useful information about performances of their pupils relative
to specific skills and concepts in reading and mathematics.

The degree to which pupils' needs in these areas were being

met were determined by school personnel.

In the Florida

study, the measurement to what extent predetermined objec-

tives in seven areas were being met by students was accom-

plished by educators in the state department of education.
In the cases described immediately above,

likely

needs or objectives to be met by a group of people were

predetermined before the main parts of the studies were
undertaken.

The important parts of each study had to do

with measuring to what extent these predetermined needs were

.
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being met.

None of these models that were researched
were

presented in any type of prescriptive form as was the
case
in other studies, but were presented in descriptive
fashion.

From tne above discussion, it can be seen that major
® iroi-l^r it ies

and differences in the models presented center

what kinds of activities are done in the studies,

determining of needs only, determining and measuring of needs,
or measuring of the extent to which a predetermined need has

been met, and whether the models are presented in any kind
of prescriptive form or are presented in descriptive fashion.

A model can be said to be prescriptive when the steps to be
performed in the needs assessment are presented clearly
enough so that little deviation from the steps is necessary

when performing a needs assessment.

Little extraction from

the given procedures needs to be done in order to relate the

procedures to the task at hand.

A model can be termed descrip-

tive when the procedures do not give sufficiently clear infor-

mation to determine what steps are to be performed in
assessment.

In this event,

a needs

some extraction from the pro-

cedures must be done to determine steps to be performed in
a specific needs assessment.

Where it seemed to the investi-

gator that a model did not give sufficiently clear information
as bo what steps were to be performed in a needs assessment

and where the author of the model did not state that it was

prescriptive, the investigator categorized the model as

descriptive

,

following two charts summarize the major simi—

l^^ities and differences among models as discussed.

Within the literature presented here, some problems
were found to exist which should be mentioned at this point.
First, in no instance was the concept "need" defined; the

investigator had to infer what was meant by "need" in each
case and the lack of definition caused difficulty in com-

prehending the material.

In the literature a need seems to

mean a discrepancy between that which currently exists and
that which is desired.

For example, in the CSE Elementary

School Evaluation Kit:

Needs Assessment (Demuth, 1973)

a need is considered to have been determined if scores of

pupils on a certain test are too low relative to a desired
level of scores.

Another problem which was found to exist was

a con-

fusion of the concept "goal" and the concept "need;" in the

literature these concepts were often used interchangeably

while the investigator had understood them to be different
concepts.

For an example of the problem in the Maryland

State Department of Education study (Hershkowitz

,

1972), a

critical need was defined as a goal whose importance score
in the study was above the overall mean importance score

and whose attainment score was at or below the overall mean

attainment score.

CHART

1
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COMPARISON OF THE TYPES OF MODELS
Kinds of Activity

Model

Determining
of

Needs Only

Determining
and Measuring
of Needs

Hershkowitz

X

Demuth

X

Heinkel

X

Nevada State Department
of Education

X

Flores

X

Office of Economic
Opportunity

X

Eastmond

X

Consulting Services
Corporation

X

Guam Department of
Education

X

Wisconsin State Department
of Public Instruction

X

Kentucky State Department
of Education

X

Moses and Hill

X

Center for the Study of
Migrant and Indian
Education in Washington

X

Bureau of Educational
Research University of
Illinois

X

National Education
Association

X

Measuring of
the Extent to
which a Predetermined Need
has been Met

—

Brown

X

Appalachia Educational
Laboratory

X

Texas Assessment

X

Assessment of Educational
Needs in Florica

X

—
CHART

2
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COMPARISON OF THE NATURE OF THE MODELS PROCEDURES
AS REPORTED IN THE LITERATURE
Model

Prescriptive

Hershkowitz

Descriptive

X

Demuth

X

Heinkel

X

Nevada State Department
of Education

X

Flores

X

Office of Economic Opportunity

X

Eastmond

X

Consulting Services Corporation

X

Guam Department of Education

X

Wisconsin State Department
of Public Instruction

X

Kentucky State Department
of Education

X

Moses and Hill

X

Center for the Study of Migrant
and Indian Education in Washington

X

Bureau of Educational Research
University of Illinois

X

National Education Association

X

Brown

X

Appalachian Educational Laboratory

X

Texas Assessment

X

Assessment of Educational
Needs in Florida

X

,
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A third problem was that the descriptions in
the needs
assessment studies of the methods that were used to
perform
the task often were not sufficiently specific. This
situation
did not allow the investigator to know exactly what was
done

and what all the resulting data were.

For example, in the

Maryland State Department of Education study (Her shkowitz
1972)

,

all resulting data were not given concerning what mean

scores were derived for each goal for each group of respondents, nor were mean importance and attainment scores pre-

sented.

The investigator could not therefore relate these

scores to the five-point scales by which respondents were

reported to have rated the goals to understand the overall
results.

In a study done in the State of Washington

(Con-

sulting Services Corp., 1970), the method that was followed
was described very generally and specific information was
not reported as to what was done.

This did not allow for

complete communication to the investigator and caused some

difficulty in understanding the method.
The state of the art of needs assessment reported in

this study should provide a basis for understanding the needs

assessment model that was used in the study.

Methodological Development
In terms of development in the field of needs assess-

ment, researchers at the School of Education at the University
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of Massachusetts have also developed a model to perform

needs assessment.

a

The model is called the Cof f ing/Hutchinson

Needs Analysis Methodology.

The term methodology is defined

as a systematized, standardized, operational set of rules

and procedures to accomplish a definable purpose (Thomann,
1973

)

.

Many methodologies are undergoing development in

different fields at the University.

The concept of methodo-

logy as defined here was developed because of the perceived
lack of any systematic, standardized, and operationalized
set of procedures in most fields of the social sciences to

perform any kind of activity.

It was felt that if such pro-

cedures were to exist, different activities could be performed

more efficiently (Thomann, 1973)

.

Methodologies have been

developed in such areas as evaluation, where the purpose of
the methodology is to provide data for decision-making
(Benedict, 1973).
So it is with the Needs Analysis Methodology.

oped by Drs

.

Richart

T.

Coffing and Thomas

E.

Devel-

Hutchinson, it

is a methodology whose purpose is to provide needs data for

decision-making (Coffing et al

.

,

1973).

The Needs Analysis Methodology, as is the case with

other methodologies, was developed due to
by its developers of a systematized,

a

perceived lack

standardized, operational

set of rules and procedures to accomplish a needs analysis
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task for the social sciences.

While some needs assessment

models are in outline form, they do not possess the clearcut, operational characteristics of this methodology, making

the methodology a more

needs assessment.

explicit model for performing a

Further, since the procedures of the

methodology are constructed to be used in many different
situations, it is also a more efficient model to have available than any other that exists in the field.

For instance,

the previously mentioned model constructed for the field
of occupational education (Heinkel, 1973) would not neces-

sarily be useful when applied to the needs assessment of
grade school children, although this one model best approaches
a methodology.

However, one might possibly use the Needs

Analysis Methodology in either situation because the procedures are of such a nature as to be adaptable to either
situation.

This adaptability to different situations is

further evident in the fact that the methodology provides
for determining of needs and measuring to what extent these

needs are being met.

Because this methodology is the first

of its kind in the field of needs assessment and because
of the advantages it has over existing models, it can be

considered to be a significant occurrence in and contribution to the field of needs assessment.
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Description of Major Processes of
Needs "Analysis Methodology
A major process is defined as one of the
components
of the first-level operationalization of the
definable purpose of the methodology.
Subsequently, each major process

is further operationalized into components called
sub-steps.

This sequential operationalization is accomplished by imple-

menting Metamethodology, a methodology with the purpose to
develop a methodology for the accomplishment of any definable
purpose (Thomann, 1973)

To provide some background for the

.

understanding of this study, the major processes of the Needs

Analysis Methodology are here described.
Major Process

I:

Preparation
r

The methodology is written to be used by a person

who might wish to become a needs analyst (NA)

;

that is, a

person who would learn and then apply the methodology in one
or more settings in order to provide needs data for decision-

making (Coffing et al

.

,

1973).

The methodology begins with

listing what one must do in order to prepare for this role.

Preparation would consist first of having the person
determine whether he/she is interested in being able to
carry out the purpose of the methodology.
is not,

If the person

it makes no sense for the person to continue to

learn how to implement it.

Assuming the person is interested in carrying out
the purpose of the methodology, he/she would then read at
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least the main sub-steps of the Preparation Process.

The

person then learns to implement the methodology by reading,
instruction, and practice as provided in the sub-steps of
the Preparation Process.

The needs analyst, in preparation for actually imple-

menting the methodology, would specify his/her personal
goals for wanting to implement the methodology and should

plan to refuse a job that does not meet these goals.

The

NA then identifies potential clients, chooes a sequence for

contacting them to determine what interest they may have in
such a undertaking, and contacts them to determine their

interest.

The NA would then have to determine in what

sequence he/she should negotiate with clients who are

interested and for whom an application seems appropriate
and desirable.

Having chosen to negotiate with a client, the NA

would then proceed to Major Process II.
Major Process II:

Contract Negotiation

In the Contract Negotiation Process, the NA works

with the chosen client to see if a contract for needs analysis
services can be successfully negotiated, and, if so, to produce it.

In this process the client is termed the Contract

decision-maker (CDM)

,

since it is the client who makes the

basic decisions about the content of the contract.

The
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purpose of the contract is to insure that both NA
and CDM
understand, agree to, and remember the parameters

of the job

to be done.

In the contract, the decision-makers

(DM's)

for

whom needs data will be collected for their use in their
decision-making, the available resources and the division of
these resources to each DM are specified.

Having the rudiments of a needs analysis project

with which to work, the NA proceeds to the Planning Process.
Major Process III:

Planning

This process aids the NA in planning more specifically

what he/she will do to carry out the remaining steps of the
methodology for each DM.

The process also provides the

necessary management steps for designated points in subsequent major processes.
The NA first secures the cooperation of the DM's.

He/she then plans a sequence for each DM through the remaining major processes of the methodology.

The process also

provides for securing the cooperation of needers and definers
at the appropriate times.

This is done in order to insure

the availability and cooperation of a given needer or definer.

The process is used to plan the sequences for each
DM,

according to the priorities of their need concerns (put

in the form of who-what-whom phrases as explained in the

Determining Process)

,

through the remaining steps of the
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methodology.

Finally, the process is used by the NA to

manage the needs assessment project according to the schedules and within the resources available.

Major Process IV:
Determination of
Who-What- Whom Concerns
In this process, the NA has the DM determine the

areas where the NA will supply needs data for decisionmaking.

This is done by specifying needs phrases in the form

"Who needs what as defined by whom."

There are slightly dif-

ferent procedures to follow here depending upon what kind
of DM the NA is working with:

an individual DM, a group DM,

or a group of individual DM's, but the basic concepts remain
the same.
The NA asks the DM to specify whose needs he/she is

concerned about (the needers)

,

what kinds of needs for those

people he/she is concerned about, and who should define or

operationalize those needs (the definers).

The NA then con-

structs phrases from these separate responses in the form:
"Whose needs for what as defined by whom."

The DM reviews

these phrases, makes changes if desired, and puts them in

priority order.

The construction of the phrases makes the

task of dealing with the DM's concerns easier for the NA
since the phrase provides all the information necessary to

categorize

a need.

Having the DM put the concerns into
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priority order assures that within probably
limited resources
the DM will receive the data he/she needs
most.
Having had a DM's concerns specified, it is
now

possible to proceed to Major Process V.

Major Process V:

Defining

In this process, the NA asks the definers as speci-

fied in Major Process IV to provide their definitions of a

given need of a given needer.

This is done in order to

determine the components of the area of need for the particular needer.

In this way,

the different meanings that

different people give to a need can be reduced into more

observable components that have the same meaning for these
different people.

Measurement can then be done on commonly

understood need components, and due to their direct observability, measurement data will be more exact and reliable.
There are several different procedures that can be
followed.

the phrase:

The one used depends upon the type of definer for

individual, a group numbering less than 11, a

group numbering less than 101, and a group of 101 or more;
however, the basic logic for all these procedures is the
same.

The NA first develops what is called

stimulus."

a

"defining

This is an open-ended question that provides the

definer with the limits within which he/she should respond
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but leaves the definer free to use his/her own terms
to

define the components of the need.

The DM then has to

approve the stimulus, affirming that he/she believes it will

obtain needs definition data he/she can use in relation to

his/her purpose.
stimulus.

The NA then has the definer respond to the

The NA then breaks down the responses into "unitary

response statements."
If the definer is a group, the NA compiles all

unitary response statements into a survey.
each definer respond to the survey.

Then he/she has

The survey provides the

NA with the definers' combined view of which of the unitary

response statements are components of the need.
order of these components is also found.

The priority

The NA then deter-

mines whether the highest priority item is directly observable;

if it is, he/she sets it aside for the Definition

Reporting Process (Major Process VI)

.

For the most important,

or next most important, item that is not directly observable,

the NA has the definer further define it.

When the definer

has completely defined the need in terms of observable

behaviors or states, or when no more resources are available
for defining, whichever occurs first, the NA would go to

Planning to determine what should be done next.

The next

ma jpr step for a given phrase would be for the NA to report

the definition to the DM.

.
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Major Process VI:

Definition Reporting

This process provides procedures whereby the needs

analyst prepares and presents a report to the DM on the
definer

s

definition of the phrase.

Reporting definitions

gives the DM a basis for choosing the needs or need com-

ponents for which he/she wants to measure the extent to

which the need has been or is being met.
The NA puts the results of the Defining Process
into the body of the report.

This report should also contain

a statement of procedures used, difficulties encountered and

limitations which, if left unexpressed, might cause the DM
to inadvertently misinterpret the definition

1973

(Coffing et al.,

)

The NA then has the report delivered to the DM and

offers to answer any questions the DM may have.

If measuring

has been provided for, the NA asks the DM to say whether

he/she wants any measuring done with respect to any parts
of the reported definitions.

If the DM wants some measuring

done, the NA can then proceed to the Measuring Process.

Major Process VII:

Measuring

During this process, the NA designs a way of measuring
a.

particular need, decides how to carry out the measurement,

and actually collects the data on the extent to which the

need is met.

In working with a particular DM, the NA
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determines on which need components the DM wants to have
data.

The DM then puts these into priority order.

The NA

chooses the first or next need component to be measured, and
begins

to

develop a measurement plan.

In developing the plan, the NA first figures out the

ideal way to measure the component.

Often it is too costly

to carry out the ideal plan; when practical, however, the

ideal should be used.

If too costly, the NA develops a

practical plan since he/she wants to come as close as possible to the ideal within the available resources.

This

will insure that he/she obtains the best quality data possible at a reasonable cost.

The NA does this by making ad-

justments to the ideal plan so that a practical plan is
produced.

At this point the NA also designs the materials to
be used to record the observations made.

Then the measuring

technique and recording device is tested for reliability and
validity.

If problems are found,

either or both must be

redesigned and retested.
The NA then has the DM approve the entire plan before

data is collected, to insure that the DM is more likely to
use the data for decision-making.
the measurement plan.

The NA then implements
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Major Process VIII:

Measurement Reporting

Once the measurement data are
collected, the results
are compiled and communicated to
the DM for whose intended
use they have been gathered.
The procedures again differ
slightly for different kinds of DM’s, but
again the logic
of the process is the same for each case.
The NA compiles the data for presentation
in tabular,

graphic, and narrative form as may be appropriate.

He/she

then prepares the documentation of deviations and
problems

encountered in collecting the data for presentation so
that
the DM can understand the actual process by which the
data

were gathered.

If the particular need component has been

observed more than once, the NA prepares to include in the
report previously collected data, if any, along with the new
data.

Included as appendices are the documentation of the

ideal measurement plan and (if different) of the practical

measurement plan.

The NA presents the report to the DM.

Major Process IX:
of Needs Analysis

Evaluation

In this process the NA will answer the question of

how well the NA is accomplishing the methodology's purpose
of providing needs data for decision-making.

Three cases

for^this process have been identified; one at this point
has been drafted, evaluation by the NA at the end of

a

one

,
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year interval as a regular part of a
long-term (two years
or more) needs analysis.
The main concern of the NA here is to
find out the
extent to which the data are actually used
in decision-making.
The NA must therefore find out what decisions
have been made
by the DM after the data were reported and
what needs data

actually have been used in making those decisions.
of potential implications for revising

Because

(Major Process X)

the NA should also find out from the DM what persons
have

been affected by the decisions (do they need to be added
to
the DM's list of needers?), what kinds of needs were affected

by the decisions
needs?)

,

(do they need to be added to the list of

and what other needs data would have been useful

if they had been available

(Coffing et al., 1973).

The NA then calculates the Percentage of Efficiency
(E)

of the needs analysis.

This is defined roughly as the

ratio of data used to data reported.

Another useful statis-

tic to be calculated is the Percentage of Focus

(F)

this

;

can be defined as the relationship between data used and the

importance of the decisions according to the DM.
the NA determines the Percentage of Completeness

Finally,
(C)

;

this

is defined as the extent to which the application has pro-

vided needs data for the decisions for which the DM wanted
needs data.

.
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A percentage below a specified level
suggests that
the NA look for problems and that he/she
consider making
revisions to a given application.

Major Process

X:

Revising

Because changes and problems can be expected to
occur in a needs analysis application, the methodology has

procedures for responding to them in this process.
Four cases have been identified, but only one exists
in writing as of now:

regular revising in a long-term needs

analysis
As a regular part of a long-term study, the NA, in

attempting to revise, first determines who now has control
of the resources for needs analysis under the contract; this

person is the CDM.

The NA and CDM then revise the contract.

The NA would here report all needs analysis activities to
date.

The CDM identifies resources available for doing needs

analysis work in the ensuing period, and identifies and

prioritizes the DMs

for whom work should be done.

Any

other revisions in contract terms are made that are appropriate.

The NA then revises the needs analysis application.
For each new DM, the NA proceeds to the Planning Process.

For each "old" DM, the NA allocates resources among the steps
of the methodology for the ensuing period, and then also

proceeds to the Planning Process for these DMs.
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Statement of the Prnhi pm

Major Process VII of Metamethodology
provides for
the field testing of parts or
the whole of a methodology
(Thomann, 1973).

since Needs Analysis Methodology
is being

developed using Metamethodology and
since no field testing
has yet been done for Needs Analysis
Methodology, but the

methodology is ready for field testing,
a field test of all
or part of the methodology is in
order.

The author, there-

fore, conducted the first field test
of Major Processes IV

and V of Needs Analysis Methodology.

This study is the next

logical step in the development of the Cof f
ing/Hutchinson

Needs Analysis Methodology.

^

test is a controlled use of the methodology

that provides data for further design or redesign of
parts
°f the methodology.

That is, the methodologist, one

who develops and applies methodologies, tries out the

methodology and at the same time observes the operation of
the methodology, using the operationalized elements of the

purpose (steps and sub-steps) as criteria for observation
(Thomann,

1973).

It is necessary to perform field tests on

any methodology to eliminate its inherent problems and improve
it.

This is done so that the methodology can be improved in

its ability to have its purpose accomplished; in this case,

improving how it can provide needs data for decision-making.
One cannot know how well a methodology and its parts accom-

plish their purpose without trying them out in

a concrete,
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real world situation.

Without this, the question of the

methodology's adequacy is merely academic and the
answer is
only the "best guess" of the methodologist.

Metamethodology says that parts of or the whole of
a methodology can be field tested at one time.
The author
chose to field test these two major processes of the Needs

Analysis Methodology because these two processes, along

with Measurement, compose the "heart" of the methodology
(see discussion in Chapter II)

and because much more is

known about Measurement at the present time.

For these

reasons, the available resources for the study were con-

centrated on these two processes.
It was stated above that this is the first formal

field test of the methodology.

Many informal field tests

have been conducted with this methodology (Luciano, 197 4

;

Horowitz, 1974; Weinthaler, 1974); the difference here is

that while the purpose of a formal field test is to find and

correct problems in the use of the methodology, in informal
field tests this was a secondary purpose to the collection
of data.

The primary purpose in the informal studies was

to collect needs data for use in decision-making in the

particular enterprise.

Because this study is the first

formal field test of the methodology, the law of parsimony
in field test research was used; that is, the simplest field

test in the simplest situation was done since if the
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procedures will not work under the simplest of
conditions,
they will not work under more complicated
conditions along
the continuum of complexity of field tests.

It is only

after the simple tests no longer bring out problems
that

more complicated tests are done (Thomann, 1973).

The law

of parsimony was used only with respect to the number
of

definers and decision-makers used in the field test.

Fur-

ther discussion of the design of the study is given in

Chapter II.

Because Needs Analysis Methodology is

a

significant

occurrence in the field of needs assessment, because the two
parts of the methodology that were chosen for the study are

important parts, and because this is the first formal field
test to be done on the methodology, this field test can be

said to be a significant step forward for methodological

development in the field of needs assessment.
One important point of the study must be considered
here.

If the purpose of a field test is to provide data for

decisions on revising the methodology, this kind of research
can be referred to as decision-oriented.

It is the purpose

of this research that problems in a given methodology be

found, corrected, and the solutions retested.

It is not the

purpose of this study to do hypothesis-testing, or conclusion-

oriented research, on the methodology in order to generalize
the results to different situations and across time.

Before
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this type of research is done, it is necessary
to find

inherent problems through decision-oriented
research so that
when hypothesis- testing is done, no unknown variables
con-

found the collected data.

Metamethodology prescribes that

more and more complex field testing be done along
of testing situations.

a

continuum

When no more problems are found in

continual retesting, hypothesis-testing should be done.
The results of this study are, therefore, not gener-

alizable beyond the specific situation in which it was done.

Revisions to the methodology can be made on the results, but
again, these must be retested at other points in time to

test their validity and be sure there are no other problems.
This field test is the first piece of research along the

continuum that must be done.
Summary
This chapter has introduced the concept of needs

assessment and given illustrations of models used to perform
needs assessment tasks in the field.

It has also introduced

the Needs Analysis Methodology as a significant development
in the field and described its major components or processes.

Finally, it has described in some detail the nature of the

problem for this study; the problem is to field test the

Determining and Defining Processes of the Needs Analysis
Methodology.
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In the next chapter

,

the steps of these two major

processes of the methodology will be presented
in more
detail and discussed. The design of the study
will also
be presented, including where the field test was
performed,

how it was set up to be performed, and what types of
data
were collected.

Chapter III will give the results of the implementation of the steps of the major processes, Chapter IV will

present the problems that were encountered in implementation,
and Chapter V will give solutions to these problems.

Finally,

Chapter VI will be a summary of the entire piece of work,

including recommendations for further research.

CHAPTER

I

I

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Introduction
This chapter is divided into two sections.

The

first section presents the steps of the two major processes
to be tested along with rationale for them.

These are the

Determining and Defining Processes as previously documented
in Needs Analysis Methodology for Education of the Handi -

capped-Version

I

(Coffing

et al., 1973).

The second

section describes the design of the field test.
The Determining and Defining Processes compose two-

thirds of what may be thought of as the "heart" of the Needs

Analysis Methodology, the other third being the Measuring
Process.

The three major processes in the methodology pre-

ceding the Determining Process; Preparation, Contract Negotiation, and Planning; all serve to set the stage for the

implementation of these processes.

After the needs analyst

accomplishes the necessary functions of these processes,
he/she is then able to proceed with the determining of those
needs with which a particular decision-maker is concerned.

What would then follow would be the implementation of the

defining process, providing for the definers named in the
40
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.
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Determining Process to operationalize designated
need statements.
Following this comes the Measuring Process,
pro-

viding for measuring to what extent particular
needs are
being met or unmet. The procedures following the
measuring
stage. Evaluation of Needs Analysis and Revising,
are con-

cerned with maximizing the utility of the current application
of the methodology for the decision-maker.

analyst

(NA)

Since the needs

is concerned with the utility for decision-

making of the data that were collected, these processes
reflect upon the effectiveness of Determining, Defining,
and Measuring.

Current Sub-steps of the Determining
and Defining Processes

What follows are the current sub-steps of the Determining and Defining Processes with some narrative explanation
of the purposes and outcomes of each.

Further discussions

of these sub-steps can be found in Coffing et al.,

(1973).

DETERMINING WHO-WHAT-WHOM CONCERNS
4. 0

THE NEEDS ANALYST DETERMINES WHAT CONCERNS
THE DECISION-MAKER HAS IN THE FORM OF "WHO

NEEDS WHAT AS DEFINED BY WHOM

4Tl

.

The Needs Analyst (NA) plans how to carry out
the Determining Process with a particular

Decision-maker

(DM)
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The NA identifies the particular DM for
whom
the Determining Process has next been
scheduled.

Having planned the overall sequence for proceeding

through the major steps of the methodology (Planning)

,

the

needs analyst proceeds to implement the Determining Process.
Since planning is done for only one decision-maker at a time,
the needs analyst plans how to carry out the remaining sub-

steps of the process with the particular decision-maker who
has been scheduled next.

This is determined from compari-

sons of the Implementation Schedule Charts of each decision-

maker as prepared in the Contract Negotiation stage; these
charts include the dates for implementation of each major

process with each decision-maker.

Planning how to carry

out the process with a particular decision-maker will consist
of the following sub-steps.

4.1.2

The NA determines from the Needs Analysis

Resource Allocation Chart (see the Contract

Negotiation Process) what resources are
available for carrying out the Determining
Process for this DM.

4.1.3

The NA determines from the DM's Implementation
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Schedule Chart (see the Contract Negotiation
Process) what overall schedule is planned
for the Determining Process for this DM.

The NA determines which case of the Deter-

mining Process (i.e., Case
III, or IIIC)

I

,

IC,

II,

lie,

should be used, and he plans

how to carry out the procedures of that
case.

NOTE:

Where the NA is experienced at apply-

ing the methodology and the amount of

resources is small, the following sub-steps
of 4.1.4 will probably be done "in the head"

rather than on paper.

From the Needs Analysis Resource Allocation Chart,
the NA will be supplied with the amount of needs analyst
time and the amount of decision-making time that has been

budgeted for the Determining Process.

From the Implementa-

tion Schedule Chart, he/she will be provided with the dates

within which the process has been scheduled to be completed
with this DM.

With this information, the NA budgets time

within each available date among the procedures of the case
appropriate for that DM.

The schedule for implementation

that is created is essential so that the overall effort can

.
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be kept on target in terms of time

(Coffing,

forthcoming,

1976).

The following sub-steps of sub-step 4.1.4,
the
"carrying out" of the procedures of the chosen
case, can be
done "in the head" as the note suggests if available

resources for these steps are limited and the NA is experienced.

This also helps in keeping the effort on target in

terms of time.

4.

1.4.1

If the DM is an individual person who has

been a DM under a previous contract, the
NA plans how to carry out step 4.3 (Case
IC

— The

Determining Process for a continuing

individual Decision-maker)
4. 1.4.

1.1

The NA examines the procedures of the chosen

case and lists those which he intends to

carry out.
4. 1.4.

1.2

The NA allocates the available resources
(DM time,

NA time, etc.) among the procedures

on his list.

4.

1.4. 1.3

The NA develops

a

schedule for carrying out

the listed procedures of the chosen case,

within the allocated resources.
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Where the individual DM has been a DM under a
previous contract, the remaining procedures of the
Determining
Process are slightly different from those for an
individual
DM (Case I)
This is due to the fact that previous who.

what-whom concerns need to be taken into consideration for
revision or addition for the new contract.
other types of continuing DM's:

Cases IIC and

For all cases, the same sub-steps,
4. 1.4. 1.3,

would be followed.

So it is with

me.

4. 1.4.

1.1 to

Given the implementation

schedule for the particular DM for the Determining Process,
the NA examines the procedures of the chosen case and lists

those he/she will carry out.

In some instances, the NA

will have to choose among alternative procedures accomplishing the same task;

in others,

the NA may decide not to do

certain procedures due to limited resources.

In any event,

it is necessary for the NA to choose the procedures he/she

will implement in order to keep the process on schedule.

Once the NA has listed the chosen procedures, he/she

must allocate available resources among them according to

which may be more important procedures or which may take
more time to implement.

When the allocation is accomplished,

the NA needs to develop a schedule for carrying out the pro-

cedures so that the overall schedule for accomplishment of
the Determining Process can be met.

.

.

If the DM is an individual, the NA
plans how

to carry out sub-step 4.2

(Case

I

— The

Deter-

Process for an Individual Decisionmaker)

.

If the DM is a group of persons who make

their decisions as a group and where the

group has been a DM under a previous contract,
the NA plans how to carry out sub-step 4.5
(Case IIC--The Determining Process for a

Continuing Group Decision-maker)
If the DM is a group of persons who make

their decisions as a group, the NA plans how
to carry out sub-step 4.4

(Case II--The

Determining Process for

Group Decision-

maker)

a

.

If the DM is a group of persons who make

decisions as individuals rather than as a
group and where the group has been a DM under
a previous contract,

the NA plans how to

carry out sub-step 4.7

Determining Process for

(Case IIIC--The
a

Continuing Group

of Individual Decision-makers)
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If the DM is a group of persons who
make

decisions as individuals rather than as a
group, the NA plans how to carry out sub-

step 4.6
for

a

(Case III

— The

Determing Process

Group of Individual Decision-makers).

The NA goes to the case which is to be
carried out for this particular DM:

— sub-step
— sub-step
— sub-step

4.3 for Case IC
4.2 for Case

I

4.5 for Case IIC

(not yet

developed)

— sub-step

4.4 for Case II

(not yet devel-

oped)

— sub-step

4.7 for Case IIIC

(not yet

developed)

— sub-step

4.6 for Case III

(not yet devel-

oped)

The purposes of the above sub-steps of the Determining Process are to delineate for the needs analyst the

possible types of decision-makers with whom he/she may be

working and to cycle the NA to the correct set of procedures
for the particular DM with whom he/she may be working at a

point in time.

The outcome of the sub— steps is that the NA

"

s

.
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will decide which of the six types of DMs he/she
is working
with and will go to the appropriate procedures, after
planning how to carry them out (sub-steps 4. 1.4. 1.1 to

4. 1.4. 1.3).

Since the purpose of this presentation is to give
the reader an understanding of the procedures which the

investigator has implemented, only sub-step 4.2, The Determining Process for an Individual Decision-maker, will be
outlined.

4

.

2

(Case

I

— The

Determining Process for an

Individual Decision-maker)

The NA identi-

fies in detail a particular Decision-maker

'

concerns about "Who needs what as defined by

whom
4.2.1

.

If the available resources are small,

the NA

uses these "short form" procedures.

If it has been determined in previous sub-steps of

the Determining Process that resources

(NA time,

DM time)

for this process are limited, the NA would implement the

"short form" procedures.

"Middle form" and "long form"

procedures exist for moderate and large resources respectively.
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Since, as described in the previous chapter,
it was

decided to implement the "short form" procedures,
these
will be presented below, with differences
between

the "short

form

and the "middle" and "long" forms mentioned.

Always keeping in mind that the resources for this
step are limited, the NA, in order to keep within the

schedule, would arrange a brief meeting, or, even more timesaving, a telephone contact with the DM.

During this con-

tact, the NA is to obtain from the DM the identification of

one person or group whose needs are most important to the
DM.

This person or group is termed the "needer."

The NA

records this response for future reference in the construction of a "who-what-whom" phrase.
If is appropriate to point out here that although

the NA asks the DM for the most important "needer," it may

,
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not always happen that the most
important needer is identified -by this question.
In fact, what the NA may be
receiving
is the DM s
of f-the-top-of-the-head" response, where
the

DM may not have had time to ponder the
question or to consider alternatives.
Methods for having the DM consider
alternatives

'

called "tests of completeness," are present in

the "middle" and "long" form procedures, and this
helps the

DM to add to or modify his first response to the question

and thus have a better chance of identifying his most important needers.

short form

Tests of completeness are not present in the
sub— steps because of the lack of resources

that the NA has available for them.

In the instance of

limited resources, tests of completeness are less important
to accomplish than the identification of a needer.

With at

least that identification, the whole process can move ahead.

Here the NA obtains the identification of the area

which most concerns the DM with respect to the needer
preparing the way for later defining and measuring of the
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need.

Again, the NA records the DM's response in
prepara-

tion for the construction of the who— what-whom phrase.

Recording is also essential to alleviate mis-communication
between the NA and DM and to do away with placing any burden
of remembering on either the NA or the DM.

As in the previous sub-steps no tests of completeness for the need area are provided due to the circumstance
of limited resources.

4. 2.1. 6

The NA asks the DM to identify the one

person or group

(a

best define

specifics of the above-

the’

"Definer") who could

identified need of the Needer.
4. 2.

1.7

The NA records the DM's response.

The definer is a person or group who the DM thinks
can best elicit the specific needs of the identified need
area.

The intent of this sub-step is that, since the pur-

pose of the methodology is to provide data that will be
used in decision-making by the particular DM, it is necessary
to

have the definers identified from the perspective of that

DM scoffing, forthcoming, 1976).

It is probable that the DM

would be more likely to use the data on the defined needs
that result from definers who the DM felt were best suited

.
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to identify the needs.

As with other "short form" pro-

cedures, no tests of completeness are
provided due to limited
resources

The NA now takes the responses from the DM concerning
needer, need, and definer, and fits them into a phrase in

the above form.

This phrase will be the basis for the

remaining work which will be done for the needs analysis.
An example of such a phrase would be:

a

child's need for

emotional support in school as defined by the child's parent.
Given the development of the phrase, defining can be

carried out.

The net effect of the step is that it combines

segments, about which data are needed by the DM, into a

combined whole such that the NA can proceed and with minimal
loss of communication.

4.2.1.

9

The NA determines whether the DM wants de-

fining to be carried out with respect to
that phrase.
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If the DM does not want defining
to be

carried out for that phrase, the NA asks
the DM to change the Definer and/or the
need

and/or the Needer until the DM has constructed a phrase about which he does want

defining to be carried out.

The preceding sub— steps have only allowed one needer,
need, and definer to be identified.

The identification of

these items took place piece by piece.

Because of this, it

may be that when the DM sees the pieces combined into a
whole the DM may see no reason to have any defining done
for that particular phrase.

Since the purpose of the method-

ology is to provide data that the DM wants and will use, it
may be necessary to change one or more segments of the phrase
until the DM is sure that he/she wants defining done on the
result.
In this way, these sub-steps provide some way around

the problem of not necessarily obtaining the DM's most impor-

tant concerns in the early sub-steps of the "short form"

procedures.

The DM is entitled to make changes here to suit

his/her decision-making purposes.
Further, the sub-steps provide evidence to the DM
that,

in fact, his/her concerns are the basis for imple-

mentation of the methodology.

This should serve to enhance
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the close, cooperative working relationship
between the DM
and the NA that is necessary to accomplish
the purpose of

the methodology (Coffing, forthcoming, 1976).

4.2.1.11

The NA re allocates any unused resources to
the Defining Process.

4.2.1.12

The NA goes to step 3.0--The Planning Pro-

cess

— to

determine what procedure of the

methodology to apply next.

As resources are so valuable, the NA should re-

allocate any unused resources for this step to Defining,
a process which normally requires large amounts of resources.

Since the master plan of the entire endeavor will

have been mapped out in the Planning Process, it is necessary
for the NA to consult the schedule to determine which pro-

cess to implement next.
Since the next process implemented by the investi-

gator was Defining, the sub-steps of the Defining Process
that were implemented will be presented next.

DEFINING

5. 0

THE NA OBTAINS THE DEFINER'S OPERATIONALIZED

DEFINITION OF A PARTICULAR TYPE OF NEED OF
A PARTICULAR NEEDER.

.
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The NA plans h ow to carry out the
Defining
P rocess

with regard to

a

who-what-whom

phrase.

Now that one or more who-what-whom phrases have
been written in the Determining Process, the Defining
Process can be done.

The first thing that should be done is

to plan how to carry out the process, by using the following

sub-steps

5.1.1

The NA identifies the particular DM for whom
the Defining Process has next been scheduled.

5.1.2

The NA determines from that DM's Phrase Time

Allocation Chart (Phrase TAC) the particular

who-what-whom phrase for which defining has
next been scheduled.
5.1.3

The NA determines what resources are avail-

able for carrying out the Defining Process

with respect to that phrase.
5.1.4
%

The NA determines from the DM's Implementation Schedule Chart and from the DM's Phrase
TAC what overall schedule is planned for the

Defining Process for the phrase.
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In at least a moderately scaled
needs analysis a

needs analyst (NA) would usually be required
to deal with
more than one decision-maker (DM)
it is necessary

there-

.

fore,

for the NA to determine for which DM the
Defining

Process has first or next been scheduled.

The NA does this

by comparing the Implementation Schedule Charts
for each DM.
The NA then determines from the DM's Phrase TAC

(Time Alloca-

tion Chart), completed in the planning stage, which of the

DM's who-what-whom phrases is scheduled to be next defined.
In the planning stage the NA is directed to the

Determining Process so that who-what-whom phrases can be
constructed.

The NA then goes back to planning to complete

the Phrase TAC for a DM.

The Phrase TAC will provide the

days scheduled for the completion of defining for each phrase

within the total amount of time allotted for defining for
the DM.

The NA then determines from each chart the total

amount of resources, NA time, DM time, definer's time, dates

scheduled for the completion of defining, with respect to
the phrase in question.

With these resources in mind, the NA can then plan
for the completion of defining with respect to this phrase

by allocating those resources to the remainder of the sub-

steps of defining.

The NA accomplishes this through follow-

ing the sub-steps presented below.

By following each chart,

the NA should be able to stay within the overall schedule

.
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for the completion of the methodology
while moving forward
the entire time.

The NA determines which case of the
Defining

Process (i.e., Case
be used

,

I

,

II,

III, or IV)

should

and he plans how to carry out the

procedures of that case.
If the Definer is an individual

how to carry out sub-step 5.2

,

the NA plans

(Case

I—

Defining by an Individual Definer).
The NA examines the procedures of Case

I

and

lists those which he intends to carry out.
5.

1.5. 1.2

The NA allocates the available resources
(Definer*

s

time, NA time, DM time, etc.)

among the procedures on his list.
5.

1.5. 1.3

The NA develops a schedule for carrying out
the listed procedures of Case

I,

within the

allocated resources.
5.1. 5.

2

If the Definer is a group of persons that

number less than 11, the NA plans how to
carry out sub-step 5.3

(Case II

by a group less than 11)

— Defining
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The NA examines the procedures of
Case II
and lists those which he intends to
carry
out.

The NA allocates the available resources
(Definer's time, NA time, DM time, etc.)

among the procedures on his list.

NA develops a schedule for carrying

j.he

out the listed procedures of Case II,

within the allocated resources.
3.1
If the Definer is a group of persons that

number less than 101, the NA plans how to
carry out sub-step 5.4

(Case III

— Defining

by a Group less than 101, and Greater than
10

5.

)

.

The NA examines the procedures of Case III

1.5.

and lists those which he intends to carry
out.

5.

1.5. 3.

2

The NA allocates the available resources

(Definer's time, NA time, DM time, etc.)

among the procedures on his list.

5.

1.5. 3.

3

The NA develops a schedule for carrying out
the listed procedures of Case III, within
the allocated resources.

4.

.

.

.
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5.

1.5.

If the Definer is a group of
persons that

number 101 or more, the NA plans how
to
carry out sub-step 5.5 (Case

IV— Defining

by a Group of 101 or More)
NOTE:

Case IV has not yet been developed

at this point in time.

The NA should apply

the steps of Case III, making appropriate

adjustments where necessary (size of
samples, etc.).

The NA is given clear-cut instructions about which
set of procedures he/she should implement given the type of

definer as specified by sub-steps
and

5

.

1

.

5

.

4

5.

1.5.1,

5.

1.5. 2,

5.

1.5. 3,

One major difference among the cases is that

for a definer numbering more than one, a form of survey

instrument is employed so that the multiple respondents
will have the opportunity of responding to one another’s

unitary response statements (one defined component of the
need per line) as tests of completeness for their own

thoughts
Also, particularly with Cases III and IV, sampling

procedures are used when it is not possible, reasonable, or
affordable to involve all members of the definer population
(Coffing,

forthcoming, 1976)

The cases were identified by
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increasing the size of the definer
population due to the
need for survey procedures that differ
as populations are
larger.
The NA follows the usual procedures
for planning

how to carry out a case.

He/she allocates the available

resources among the procedures and develops a
schedule for
completion within the allocated resources.

Since the investigator implemented Case II, as

stated in the previous chapter, and as the purpose of this

narrative is to acquaint the reader with the steps imple-

mented by the investigator, this case will be presented.

5

.

3

(Case II)

The NA obtains an operationalized

definition of the Needer's need according to
the Definer where the Definer is a group of

persons who number less than 11

.
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The NA develops a defining stimulus.

The NA asks the DM to state the DM’s
purpose
for obtaining data in relation to
this
phase.

NOTE.

The NA should ask the DM to consider

the following questions:

"How would you use data relative to
the phrase?"

"How would you use the data obtained
by a definition of this need?"

The NA develops a hypothetical situation

appropriate to the DM's stated purpose.
5. 3.

1.3

The NA inserts the Who and What into the

situation.
5. 3.

1.4

The NA determines how the Definer should

observe the situation.
5. 3.1. 5

The NA combines the results of sub-step
5. 3.1. 2

through

5. 3. 1.4

as a defining

stimulus for the Definer in a manner similar
to the following:

cal situation]

,

arid

Imagine [the hypothetiin that situation

imagine that [name of Needer]'s needs for
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[type of need being defined] are fully
met.

Observe that situation [in the manner
specified in sub-step

5. 3.

1.4].

What are all the

things you see in the situation that indicate to you that [name of Needer]'s needs
for

[type of need being defined]

are fully

met?
NOTE:

Here is an example of a stimulus

where the DM's purpose is to use needs data
in planning an individualized program for
a child.

The "what" in this situation is

the child's need for "emotional support"

and the Definer is the child's parent:

"Imagine that our school is providing

individualized instruction for your child
and in this instruction all of your child's

needs for emotional support are being fulfilled.

As vou observe this situation in

your mind, what are all the things that

indicate to you that your child's need for

emotional support is being met?"

5. 3.

1.6

The NA asks the DM for approval of the defining stimulus.

s

.
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NOTE:

The NA should ask the DM to
consider

the following questions:
"Do you think this stimulus will
work?

That is

,

do you think it will produce infor-

mation that you want and can use in decisionmaking?"
If the DM does not approve the defining

stimulus, the NA goes to sub-step

5. 3. 1.1

and asks for further clarification of DM’s

purpose

It is reasonable to assume that many of the needer

'

needs recorded under the Determining Process will have
been stated in ambiguous terms.

The greater the ambiguity,

the greater the likelihood of imprecise tools designed to

measure the extent to which the need is met in the Measuring Process.
The methodology contains these procedures to reduce

this ambiguity; the language used is to "operationalize"
the need into more directly observable or less ambiguous

components of the need.
It is important to mention here that the intention

of operationalization is to reduce ambiguity while main-

taining definer validity:

it is the definer's concepts
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that are attempted to be communicated
through needs analysis
research, not someone else's interpretation
of the definer's
concepts.
Further, operationalization provides
for the

definer's concepts to be expressed unambiguously
to the DM.
In fully operationalized form, the need
components

will have

validity for both DM and definer (Coffing et al.

,

1973)

As Coffing says, "The definer must be free to use
his own terms to define the needer

'

s

need within the limita-

tions of the purpose of defining: i.e., the DM's purposes
for having the definition"

(Coffing, forthcoming, 1976).

The NA asks the DM's purpose in order to give the

definer a direction in which to respond to an open-ended
question, a defining stimulus.

definer in defining the need.

This is used to help the
The defining stimulus is con-

structed by developing a hypothetical situation appropriate
to the DM's purpose.

The NA then inserts the who and the

what corresponding to the phrase in question and then decides
how the definer is to observe the situation in his/her mind.
The combination of these elements constitutes a defining

stimulus and gives the definer a direction in which to
respond.

DM validity is maintained as the DM must approve the

defining stimulus in that he/she believes the defining
stimulus will obtain needs definition data he/she can use
in relation to his/her purpose.

This will increase the
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““““

““

““

by «h.

the purpose of the
methodology.

5.3.2

,„, 11Un ,

The NA arranges for
each definer person to
respond to the defining
stimulus.

According to this sub-step,
there is no restriction
as to how the NA has the
definer respond to the defining
stimulus; the only necessary
condition is that each definer
person must respond without any
input from another definer
at this stage.

5.3.3

The NA analyzes the responses into
"unitary

response statements" with one item
(defined

component of the need) per line and with

elimination of exact duplicates.
NOTE:

Where more than one wording seems

possible to the NA, the NA writes each

alternative possibility.
5.3.4

Using all the unique statements produced in
5.3.3, the NA produces a survey instrument
in the form below:
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1.

[Item]

2.

[Item]

3.

[Item]

The NA adds instructions as follows:

"Imagine in your mind that (Who's) needs
for

(What)

are fully met.

the list that follows.

Read each item in

if the item is some-

thing that Who needs, place a checkmark in
the space provided."

"After completing the above, go back

over the list and circle the numbers of the
five most important needs."
NOTE:

The last sentence of the above in-

structions should be repeated on the last

page of the survey instrument.
5.3.5

The NA arranges for each definer person to

complete the survey instrument.

As the definer responds to the defining stimulus.
it may happen that multiple thoughts are expressed as one

thought.

The purpose of writing unitary response statements

is to break up multiple phrasing into single components.

s

2

.
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This is done in preparation for
producing a survey instrument.
In this survey each definer has
the opportunity to check the
unitary statements he/she believes define
the need.
The
survey is used as a test of completeness
for each definer'
own original thoughts. When written up in
unitary response
statements it is much easier to respond to another
person's
ideas

The survey instrument is, of course, an extension
of the defining stimulus.

pleteness of each definer

Its purpose is to test the com's

thoughts, as mentioned, and to

test agreement of definers across components of the need.

5.3.6

5.

The NA tabulates the results.

3.6.1

For each item on the survey instrument, the
NA counts the number of circles and the

number of checkmarks.

5

.

3

.

6

.

For each item, the NA computes a total which

equals the number of checkmarks plus ten
times the number of circles.

By counting the number of checkmarks for an item,

the NA will determine to what extent the definers have

collectively felt that the item is

a

component of the need

2
3

.
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area being defined.

By having the definer persons
circle

what are to each the five most
important items on the survey,
and by scoring for each of these
items an arbitrary number
of ten for each circle, the NA will
establish a priority
which the definers have collectively
given each item. Thus,
the higher the score for an item, the
higher the priority
given it collectively by the definers. The DM
will be given
for his/her decision-making each score for
each item
in

priority form from the definers' perspective.

5

*

3

*

7

The NA identifies the first (or next) item
to be further defined, i.e., the item that

has the highest (or next highest) total

score
5. 3.

7.1

The NA chooses the item that has the highest
(or next highest)

5. 3. 7.

total.

If there is no item,

the NA goes to sub-

step 5.1.

5. 3. 7.

The NA tests whether the item is a directly

observable behavior or state.
NOTE:

The NA tests whether an item is di-

rectly observable by asking the Definer
persons

a

question of the following type:
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If two people were sent somewhere
to

see whether this item was actually
happening,

would they both come back with exactly
the
same information?"
If the answer is "Yes," the item is consid-

ered a directly observable behavior or state.
the item is a directly observable behavior

or state, the NA sets it aside for the Defi-

nition Reporting Process and goes to substep

5. 3. 7.1.

As resources will usually be limited and incomplete
for defining, it is important to work with the highest

priority items first.

The NA chooses the item with the

next highest score from any one survey instrument corre-

sponding to the defining of the who-what-whom statement
concerned.

If no item exists,

that is, if the need area

contained in the who-what-whom statement has been fully
operationalized, the NA would go to sub-step 5.1 and prepare for defining another who-what-whom phrase.
If defining for the phrase is still incomplete,

the

item with the highest or next highest score will exist, and
it must be determined whether it is operational; if so, the

next highest scored item will be chosen for further
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operationalizing, and if not, further
defining will be done
for that item.
In deciding whether an item is
directly observable

(operational)

,

the investigator, in an informal
application

of the Defining Process in 1974, found
a problem.

time an individual definer was involved.

At the

When the investi-

gator asked the question quoted above of a
particular item
to determine whether it was directly observable,
the definer

determined that it was.

The NA determined to set the item

aside for reporting according to the methodology.

Later in

the interview with this definer, the investigator, having

forgotten that the item had been determined to be directly
observable, compiled a defining stimulus for it, and the

definer responded with a further breakdown of approximately
fifteen sub- items, thereby proving that the item was not

directly observable from the first.

From this situation,

a

question arose for the in-

vestigator as to who should determine whether an item is
directly observable; the definer, the NA, or the definer
and the NA together.

The investigator and her advisor, Dr.

Thomas Hutchinson, determined that of the existing alternatives,

the NA might be the person in the best position for

doing the task because of the NA

'

s

expertise in dealing with

fuzzy concepts and in determining what was directly observ-

able and what was not.

Further, the existing procedures
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of asking the definer the question
to determine direct

observability would be unwieldy to handle
in the case of
more than one definer.
For the purposes

of this field test,

therefore, it was determined to have the NA
determine direct
observability and to see what problems, if any,
would be
found with this approach.

The above procedures were re-

written and implemented as follows:

It is important to point out here that while respon-

sibility for determining direct observability has been
shifted from the definer to the NA, this will in no way
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hamper the purpose of obtaining defining
data for the DM's
decision-making purposes from the perspective

of the definer.

The new procedures are merely a different
way of choosing
which items should be further defined by the
definers.

When an item has been determined not to be directly
observable, the NA will come to sub-step 5.3.8, directing him/
her to recycle to sub-step

to develop a defining

5. 3. 1.2

stimulus (and subsequent survey instrument) appropriate for
The DM's approval of the defining stimulus for his/her

it.

decision-making purposes (sub-step

5. 3. 1.6)

is not needed in

%

subsequent rounds of defining for

a

particular who-what-whom

phrase since this purpose will have been determined in
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sub-step

3.1.1 for the first level of
defining and should
carry through for any further
defining of the same phrase.
The NA would go to the Planning
Process to determine
which process to apply next when
the defining that has been
scheduled within the available resources
has been completed,
or when resources are no longer
available for defining, whichever occurs first.
This is done in order to stay within
the
5.

planned overall schedule.

Design of the Field Test
In order for the Determining and Defining
Processes
to be field tested,

it was necessary for the investigator

to identify an individual who would act as
decision-maker,

for whom data would be collected.

in a formal contract-

based needs analysis, this would be done in the Preparation
and Contract Negotiation stages; these were not done in any

formal manner since it was not the purpose of this study to

field test either of these major processes.
In the proposal for this dissertation, it was stated

that the investigator would be moving to the Columbus, Ohio
area during the summer of 1974 and would conduct the field
test there under the auspices of Dr. Richard

T.

co-developer of the Needs Analysis Methodology.

Coffing,
It was

further stated that the investigator would find a decision-

maker with the help of Dr. Coffing and that this individual

:

.

.
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would be chosen according to the
following specified
criteria
The person says he/she is willing
to go through the
procedures
1.

The person can justify that he/she
will be able to
use the needs data resulting from the
implementation of the
procedures towards decision-making
2.

3.

The person is known to Dr. Coffing as not
being

averse to the concept for implementation of
methodology.
These criteria were set up for the purpose of

determining an acceptable level of motivation for going
through the procedures on the part of the decision-maker.
This was to insure that the needs data will be used, not
wasted, and that lack of motivation on the part of the

decision— maker would not be a factor in the possible failure
of the procedures to work.
The reason for choosing an individual decision-

maker rather than a group decision-maker as an alternative
in the Determining Process is that the law of parsimony was

used in the entire piece of research.

The law of parsimony,

as detailed in Chapter

I,

should be done first.

In this specific situation this means

that,

states that the simplest field test

since this is the first field test of the Determining

and Defining Processes, the"short form" of the Determining
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Process was used, which specifies
that an individual decisionmaker be chosen.
Under the requirements of the law
of parsimony, the
simplest case of the Defining Process,
where the definer is
an individual, also should be used
in this field test.
However, this would in essence amount to a
field test of Step I
of the Operationalization of Fuzzy Concepts
with an individual (Priscantelli 1973), which has already
been done, and
,

it is not sufficiently different from the
accomplished field

test to warrant being done again.

Therefore, the field test

was done with the case next in the line of complexity,
as

defined by the law of parsimony, the Defining Process with
a group of persons who number less than eleven.

Concerning the selection of definers for the field
test, which is done by the decision-maker in the Determining

Process, the investigator developed some criteria for screening definers for acceptance according to her purposes for the

field test.

This is not normally done in a formal needs

analysis, but it was necessary for this study to build in

criteria.

This would insure that the group could be reached

by her and, more importantly, that an acceptable level of

motivation for going through the procedures on the part of
the definers could be attained.

This was done so that lack

of motivation on their part would not be a factor in the

possible failure of the procedures to work.

The criteria

.
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are as follows:

The definers are accessible to the
investigator.
2.
The definers say they are willing to
go through the
procedures
1.

3.

The definers say they are willing to finish
the

Defining Process completely.
The investigator determined that all definer
persons

named by the decision-maker met the criteria.

In the case

of criterion numbers two and three, the investigator
asked
the questions of each of the definers in a small introduction.

Before this introduction, however, the investigator

and Dr. Hutchinson specified "to finish the Defining Process

completely" to mean that the investigator would carry on the

Defining Process as long as possible during the school year
1974-1975, until either the definers were no longer willing
to continue or the end of the school year came, when many of

the definers who were students would leave the area for the

summer and no longer be able to participate, or when the

phrase was completely operationalized.

In either case,

this

would signify that available resources for the study had run
out,

and that there was a limit to the resources available.

It remained for the investigator to discover what those

limits were.

Within this context of discovering limits to available resources, schedules for the completion of any sub-step
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were not set up.

Part of the data that was to
be collected

on the field test was how long it
took for any sub-step to
be completed and whether in fact there
would be a limit to
the amount of time any definer would
be willing to give.

There was no preexisting appropriate base
for setting up
these schedules.
In fact, the sub-steps at the beginning
of
both Determining and Defining Processes that
prescribe

setting up schedules for the completion of the
processes

were not implemented.

Other data that were collected for the field test
were collected as a result of the definition of field test,

which is to find problems in the implementation of procedures.

These problems or their manifestations were all

duly noted in a

log

of all the field test activities.

One

type of data that was determined to be relevant was the

observation of the investigator by the investigator on
whether she had any problems doing any of the procedures.
The investigator asked herself whether she had any problems

doing a sub-step as soon after doing it as possible, and if
so, what problems.

These she wrote in the log for the sub-

step concerned.

Two other sets of data were produced in the same

way for the decision-maker and the definers.

Each was asked

as soon as possible after each of their tasks was completed

whether he/she had any problems doing the task, and if so,
what problems.

These were also noted.
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Another set of data from the
investigator, decisionmaker, and definers was also
determined

to be useful to col-

lect.

This was the observation by the
investigator of the
end product of each step and the
final products produced by
the investigator (needs analyst),
decision-maker, and definers.
Any problems discovered with any product
were noted.
Here, a

problem was determined to be any product
which was seen by
the investigator to be out of line with
what was called for
by a sub-step.
All of these problems will be presented and
discussed in Chapters IV and V.
It is now necessary to point out some limitations
of

the study that exist from the investigator's perspective.

As

was stated, the field test was limited by the law of parsi-

mony because the law dictated which of the alternatives of
the major processes. Determining and Defining, would be field
tested.

Resources were not available for all alternatives to

be worked with in the study.

Further, the criteria for

acceptance of decision-maker and definers limited the field
test.

Due to their implementation, there existed built-in

possibilities for rejection of any person for the two roles.
Ordinarily, these would not exist.
The reader should also note that because this is the
first field test of the methodology, the data collected on
it were collected for a specific decision-making purpose
in a specific decision-making situation:

to provide data

for decision-making as to revisions of any sub-step that
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proves to generate problems when
implemented.
The data
and revisions that were made
are specific to the needs
analyst, decision-maker, definers,
and the situations in question.
They are not generalizable to any
other persons who

may take on the same roles in another
situation.
This field test is the first small
piece of decision-

oriented research that must be performed
on the methodology.
This type of testing is done until no
more problems are
found with the procedures when tried with
different needs
analysts, decision-makers, definers, contexts,
and levels of
complexity.
Researchers then can enter into the realm of

generalizability to different populations in different locations or across time, which is conclusion-oriented
research.

Because this first field test was done in the simplest of
conditions, the reader must keep in mind that its purpose
was to provide data for decision-making on possible revisions
of current sub— steps and that its results are therefore not

readily generalizable beyond the specific situation in which
they were generated.

Summary
This chapter presented the sub-steps of the Deter-

mining and Defining Processes which were field tested by
%

the investigator along with some discussion of them.

Also,

some specifics of the field test were given in the chapter.
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and some limitations of the
results of the study were discussed.
The next chapter will contain the
results of the
implementation of the sub-steps of the two
major processes
concerned.
Chapter IV will present the problems
encountered
in implementation and Chapter V will
present solutions to
these problems generated by the investigator.
,

CHAPTER
FIELD TEST RESULTS PART

III
I

:

DATA RESULTING

FROM THE USE OF MAJOR PROCESSES IV AND
V
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to report
the results
of the actual use of the Determining and
Defining Processes.

This is presented here so that the extent to
which these

processes work as a whole and the extent to which each substep works may be seen.

This is a first stage in the identi-

fication of problems inherent within the processes and the

determining of solutions to the problems.
To carry out this purpose, the chapter is arranged
in the following manner.

The results of the use of the

"short form" procedures of the Determining Process will be

presented first.

The results of Case II of the Defining

Porcess will then be given, one cycle at a time (four cycles
of this case were completed)

Finally, there will be a

.

brief summary of the chapter.
For each sub-step of the major processes that was
done, the following process for reporting will be used.

First, the sub-step for which data are being reported will
be stated.

A brief description of how the sub-step was
81
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carried out will then be given, after
which the actual data
produced from the sub-step will be
reported.
In some cases
there will be a reference to a
particular appendix
to find

the data.

This was done due to the particular
volume of
some data and the unwieldiness of reporting
these data within
the chapter.
It must be noted at this point that
certain sub-steps

were not done.

They were not used since the nature of the

field test made them unnecessary or not possible
due to

resource limitations to do them.

For example, the beginning

steps of preparation in apportionment of resources at the

beginning of each major process were not done because accordto the specifications of the field test it was not in
its purpose to complete any step within a certain, definite,

small amount of time.

The purpose, rather, was to see how

long it would take to complete each sub-step, given no defi-

nite time restrictions.
In this chapter,

then,

is a report on the results

of the operation of the Determining and Defining Processes
as described in Chapter II.

The steps will be presented

along with how they were used, and the data they produced
will be reported.

Presentation and Results of Steps
The investigator and Dr. Richard Coffing felt that

the investigator's immediate supervisor, Mr. Charles

H.

"
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Williams, would be a likely prospect
as a decision-maker
since his position as supervisor
of the Student Programs
and Development Office at Ohio
State University would lend
itself to a need for needs data. Dr.
Coffing listened to a
taped interview between the investigator
and Mr. Williams
and determined that he had met all
criteria as specified
for the acceptance of decision-maker
(see discussion in

Chapter II, p. 74).

DETERMINING WHO -WHAT -WHOM CONCERNS
4,0

THE NEEDS ANALYST DETERMINES WHAT CONCERNS
THE DECISION-MAKER HAS IN THE FORM OF "WHO

NEEDS WHAT AS DEFINED BY WHOM
4

•

1

.

The NA plans how to carry out the Deter -

mining Process with a particular decisionmaker
4.1.1

.

The NA identifies the particular DM for whom
the Determining Process has next been

scheduled.
4.1.2

The NA determines from the Needs Analysis

Resource Allocation Chart (see the Contract

Negotiation Process) what resources are
available for carrying out the Determining
Process for this DM.
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4.1.3

The NA determines from the DM's Implementa-

tion Schedule Chart (see the Contract Negoti-

ation Process) what overall schedule is planned for the Determining Process for this DM.
4.1.4

The NA determines which case of the Deter-

mining Process (i.e.. Case
III or IIIC)

I,

IC,

II,

lie,

should be used, and he plans

how to carry out the procedures of that
case.

NOTE:

Where the NA is experienced at apply-

ing the methodology and the amount of re-

sources is small, the following sub-steps
4.1.4 will probably be done "in the head"

rather than on paper.

Since the field test required that one DM be involit was not necessary for the NA to identify one among

ved,

Sub-steps 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 were not done for these

many.

reasons.

The NA determined that Case

I

should be used after

reading the following sub-steps.

4

,

1

.

4 .!

if the DM is an individual person who has

been a DM under a previous contract, the NA

2
3

2
3

.

.
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plans how to carry out sub-step
4.3 (Case
IC

The Determining Process for a Continuing

Individual Decision-maker).
4. 1.4.

1.1

The NA examines the procedures of the chosen

case and lists those which he intends to

carry out.
4.1.4.

1.

The NA allocates the available resources
(DM time, NA time,

etc.)

among the procedures

on his list.
4.

1.4.1.

The NA develops a schedule for carrying out
the listed procedures of the chosen case,

within the allocated resources.
4.1.4.

If the DM is an individual, the NA plans how

to carry out sub-step 4.2

(Case

I

— The

Determining Process for an Individual
Decision-maker)
4.1. 4.

If the DM is a group of persons who make

their decisions as a group and where the

group has been a DM under a previous contract, the NA plans how to carry out sub-

step 4.5

(Case IIC

— The

Determining Process

for a Continuing Group Decision-maker)
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4. 1.4.

.

.

.

If the DM is a group of persons
who make

their decisions as a group, the NA
plans
how to carry out sub-step 4.4 (Case
II

—

The Determining Process for a Group
Decision
maker)
4#1 *

4

*

5

If the DM is a group of persons who make

decisions as individuals rather than as a
group and where the group has been a DM

under a previous contract, the NA plans how
to carry out sub-step 4.7

Determining Process for

a

(Case IIIC

— The

Continuing Group

of Individual Decision-makers)
4-

1.4.

If the DM is a group of persons who make

decisions as individuals rather than as a
group,

the NA plans how to carry out sub-

step 4.6

(Case III

— The

Determining Process

for a Group of Individual Decision-makers)

4.1.5

The NA goes to the case which is to be

carried out for this particular DM:

--sub-step 4.3 for Case IC
--sub-step 4.2 for Case

— sub-step
oped)

I

4.5 for Case IIC

(not yet devel-

"
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After determining that Case

I

should be used since

the field test was to be done with
the simplest case first,
the NA then decided that the procedures
for how to carry out
the case (sub-steps 4. 1.4. 1.1, 4. 1.4.
1.2, and
4. 1.4. 1.3)

would not be used.

This was because of the available

resources for the field test, very few were allocated
for
this process.

Therefore, the 'short form" procedures were

used.

The NA then went to sub-step 4.2 for Case

(Case

I

— The

I.

Determining Process for an

Individual Decision-maker)

.

The NA identi -

fies in detail a particular decision-maker's

concerns about "who needs what as defined
by whom

4

.

2.1

.

If the available resources are small, the NA

uses these "short form" procedures.

3

.
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4. 2.

1.1

The NA arranges a brief meeting or
telephone

contact with the DM.
4. 2.

1.2

The NA asks the DM to identify one person or

group

(a

"needer "

)

whose needs are most

important to him.
4. 2.1.

The NA records the DM's response.

The NA arranged a short meeting with Mr. Williams,
the DM, and met with him in his office.

the DM the above question of sub-step

and verbatim.

The NA then asked

4. 2. 1.2,

verbally

The DM responded by naming himself.

The NA

wrote down the response.

4. 2. 1.4

The NA asks the DM to identify one type of

need that most concerns him with respect
to that needer

4. 2.

1.5

The NA records the DM's response.

The NA asked the DM the above question verbally and

verbatim.

The DM responded with a need,

"to know what the

relationship ought to be between Ohio State University (OSU)
and the Great community."

The NA wrote down this response.

)
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According to the requirements of the field test, the
NA asked the DM to identify "one group of persons numbering
less than 11 who could best define the need."

The DM gave

the following group of persons:
*

.

Ms. Barb Tootle

Mr. Tom Conkle

(Coordinator, Greek Affairs Office)
(student, President of the Inter-

fraternity Council)
v

Ms. Cynthia Bauer

(student, President of the Women's

Panhellenic Association)
.

Mr. Jerry Morelli

-

Mr.

..

Ms. Cindy Staub

Bob Mintz

(student. Vice President of IFC)

(student, member of a fraternity)
(student, member of a sorority)

Ms. Sherri Washburn
,

„

(alumnus, member of Greek system)

Mr.

John Jenkins (alumnus, member of Greek system)

Mr.

Eric Gilbertson (Special Assistant to the

President of OSU)
Dr.

Services

Richard Armitage (Vice President of Student

9

"

.
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The NA wrote down this response.

•

CM

•

rH

•

00

From the recorded responses, the NA constructs
a phrase in the form "who needs what as

defined by whom.
4. 2.1.

The NA determines whether the DM wants defining to be carried out with respect to that

phrase

4.2.1.10

If the DM does not want defininq to be car-

ried out for that phrase, the NA asks the

DM to change the definer and/or the need
and/or the needer until the DM has con-

structed a phrase about which he does want

defining to be carried out.

At this meeting, the NA, given the recorded responses,

wrote down the following phrase:
Mr. Williams needs to know what the relationship ought

to be between OSU and the Greek community as defined by this

specified group of persons:

Ms.

Barb Tootle, Mr. Tom Conkle,

Ms. Cindy Bauer, Mr. Jerry Morelli, Mr. Bob Mintz, Ms. Cindy

Straub, Ms. Sherri Washburn, Mr. John Jenkins, Mr. Eric

Gilbertson, Dr. Dick Armitage.
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The NA recited this phrase to the DM and
asked

whether the phrase met his approval for defining.

The DM

said it did.

The entire interview took about a half-hour's time.

After defining had begun with this phrase, the author

(NA)

and her advisor. Dr. Hutchinson, determined that there was
^ P^^klsm with the -phrase as stated.

discussed in later chapters.

This problem will be

The phrase was reworded as

follows:

OSU and the Greek community need a relationship that is

mutually satisfactory to both as defined by the following
group of persons:

Ms.

Barb Tootle, Mr. Tom Conkle, Ms.

Cindy Bauer, Mr. Jerry Morelli, Mr. Bob Mintz, Ms. Cindy
Straub, Ms. Sherri Washburn, Mr. John Jenkins, Mr. Eric

Gilbertson, and Dr. Dick Armitage.
It is to be noted that the rephrasing does not change

the essence of the matter and more readily lends itself to

defining and especially measuring.
DEFINING
5.0

THE NA OBTAINS THE DEFINER'S OPERATIONALIZED

DEFINITION OF A PARTICULAR TYPE OF NEED OF A
PARTICULAR NEEDER

5. l

.

The NA plans how to carry out the Defining

Process with regard to a who-what--whom phrase.
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.

1.1

The NA identifies the particular
DM for whom
the Defining Process has next been
scheduled.

5.1.2

The NA determines from that DM's Phrase
Time

Allocation Chart (Phrase TAC) the particular

who-what-whom phrase for which defining has
next been scheduled.
5.1.3

The NA determines what resources are available for carrying out the Defining Process

with respect to that phrase.
5.1.4

The NA determines from the DM's Implementa-

tion Schedule Chart and from the DM's Phrase
TAC what overall schedule is planned for the

Defining Process for the phrase.
5.1.5

The NA determines which case of the Defining

Process

(i.e., Case I

,

II,

III or IV)

should

be used, and he plans how to carry out the

procedures of that case.

The NA read over these procedures and identified
Mr. Williams as the DM for defining as he was the only

decision-maker during the field test.

She also decided not

to do sub- steps 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 for reasons mentioned in the

introduction.

The Contract Negotiation and Planning Processes,

—

.
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where these are constructed, were
not part of the field test
Sub-step 5.1.4 was done informally; no
charts were available
but it was decided that the investigator
(NA) would carry on
the field test with no definite time
restrictions
on the

separate sub-steps.

Each sub-step would be processed until

completed and the field test would be discontinued
at the
end of the school year or when the definers
refused to co-

operate any longer, whichever occurred first.
The NA determined then that Case II of the Defining

Process should be used when reading over the sub-steps
of

sub-step 5.1.5.

These steps took very little time to com-

plete.

If the definer is an individual,

1.3

the NA plans

how to carry out sub-step 5.2 (Case

I

Defining by an Individual Definer)
5.1. 5.1.1

The NA examines the procedures of Case

I

and

lists those which he intends to carry out.
5.

1.5. 1.2

The NA allocates the available resources
(definer 's time, NA time, DM time, etc.)

among the procedures on his list.

5.

1.5.

The NA develops a schedule for carrying out
the listed procedures of Case

allocated resources.

I,

within the

If the definer is a group of
persons that

number less than 11, the NA plans how
to
carry out sub-step 5.3 (Case

II— Defining

by a Group less than 11).

The NA examines the procedures of Case II

and lists those which he intends to carry
out.

The NA allocates the available resources
(definer'

s

time, NA time, DM time, etc.)

among the procedures on his list.
The NA develops a schedule for carrying out
the listed procedures of Case II, within

the allocated resources.
If the definer is a group of persons that

number less than 101, the NA plans how to
carry out sub-step 5.4

(Case III--Def ining

by a Group less than 101, and greater than
10

)

.

The NA examines the procedures of Case III

and lists those which he intends to carry
out.

The NA allocates the available resources

4

3

.

.
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(definer'

time, NA time, DM time, etc.)

among the procedures on his list.

*

5. 1

s

.

5

.

3.

The NA develops a schedule for carrying
out
the listed procedures of Case III, within

the allocated resources.
5

.

1

.

Tf the definer is a group of persons that

5.

number 101 or more, the NA plans how to
carry out sub-step 5.5 (Case IV

— Defining

by a Group of 101 or more)
NOTE:

Case IV has not yet been developed

at this point in time.

The NA should apply

the steps of Case III, making appropriate

adjustments where necessary,
etc

5

.

1

.

5.5

.

(size of samples,

)

The NA goes to the case which is to be

carried out for this particular definer:

— sub-step
— sub-step
— sub-step
— sub-step

5.2 for Case

I

5.3 for Case II
5.4 for Case III

5.5 for Case IV (not yet developed)

After having decided that Case II (sub-step

5.

1.5. 2)

should be used, the NA proceeded to read its sub-steps.

3
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The NA, according to sub-step

5. 1.5. 2.1,

examined the pro-

cedures of Case II, and as she intended
to carry them all
out, she did not make a separate list
of them.
She referred
to the original document (Coffing, et
al., 1973)
for imple-

mentation at all times.

Sub-steps

5. 1.5. 2. 2

and

5. 1.5. 2.

were done informally; it was decided that the NA
would carry

out the procedures with no definite time limit on any
of
them but the field test would be stopped at the end of
the
school year or when the definers refused to cooperate any
longer, whichever occurred first.

These steps took very

little time.
The NA then began implementing Case II.
Cycle
5

.

3

(Case II)

I

The NA obtains an operationalized

definition of the needer

'

s

need according to

the definer where the definer is a group of

persons who number less than 11
5.3.1

5.

3.1.1

.

The NA develops a defining stimulus.

The NA asks the DM to state the DM's purpose
for obtaining data in relation to this phrase.

NOTE:

The NA should ask the DM to consider

the following questions:

3
5

"

:
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"How would you use data relative to
the

phrase?
"How would you use the data obtained by
a definition of this need?"
5.

3.1.2

xhe NA develops a hypothetical situation

appropriate to the DM's stated purpose.
5.

3.1.

The NA inserts the Who and the What into the

situation.
5. 3.

1.4

The NA determines how the definer should

observe the situation.
5. 3.1.

The NA combines the results of sub-step
5. 3.1. 2

through

5. 3. 1.4

as a defining stimulus

for the definer in a manner similar to the

following
"Imagine [the hypothetical situation], and
in that situation imagine that

[name of

neederj's needs for [type of need being
defined] are fully met.

Observe that situa-

tion [in the manner specified in sub-step
5. 3.

1.4].

What are all the things you see

in the situation that indicate to you that
[name of needer]'s needs for

[type of need

being defined] are fully met?"
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NOTE:

Here is an example of a stimulus

where the DM's purpose is to use needs
data
planning an individualized prooram for
a child.

The "what" in this situation is the

child's need for "emotional support" and the

definer is the child's parent:
"Imagine that our school is providing

individualized instruction for your child
and in this instruction all of your child's

needs for emotional support are being fulfilled.

As you observe this situation in

your mind, what are all the things that in-

dicate to you that your child's need for

emotional support is being met?"

The NA did not do sub-step

5.

3.1.1, to ask the DM

to state DM's purpose for obtaining data, because she did

not remember it in time.

When she realized that she had

forgotten, the defining stimulus had already been developed
and approved.

Since it had been approved, and since in pre-

vious conversations the NA had gotten a sense of the DM's
prupose, which was to use the data to develop new programs
for the Greek students,

it was felt that at this time it was

not necessary to perform this sub-step.
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The NA did not understand how to do
sub-steps
5.

3.1. 3,

5. 3.

1.4, and 5. 3. 1.5.

5. 3. 1.2,

It made no sense to her as

to how to develop a hypothetical situation,
insert the Who

and the What into the situation, determine how
the definer

should observe the situation, and combine these results
into
the form indicated in sub-step

The NA therefore

5. 3. 1.5.

proceeded to develop the defining stimulus by using the
example given in sub— step

5. 3. 1.5 as a

model.

This process

resulted in the following defining stimulus:
Imagine that OSU and the Greek community have a rela-

tionship that is fully satisfactory to both.

As you observe

this situation in your mind, what are all the things that

indicate to you that this relationship is fully satisfactory
to both?

The NA at first had some trouble developing a de-

fining stimulus.

She was not sure that what she had started

to write conveyed the meaning of the needs phrase.

She

checked what she had written with Dr. James Thomann in Ohio,
who suggested that she make a change along the lines of the

stimulus above.

She did so.

These steps took a combined

total of about two hours.

5. 3.

1.6

The NA asks the DM for approval of the de-

fining stimulus.
NOTE:

The NA should ask the DM to consider

the following questions:
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Do you think this stimulus will
work?

That is

,

do you think it will produce infor-

mation that you want and can use in decisionmaking?"
If the DM does not approve the defining

stimulus, the NA goes to sub-step

5. 3.

1.1

and asks for further clarification of the

DM

'

s

purpose.

The NA brought the defining stimulus for approval to

the DM, but again neglected to remember to ask the questions

specified in sub-step

5. 3.1. 6.

The NA rather asked the DM

if the stimulus met with his approval as a defining tool for

the definers.

The DM gave his approval.

These steps took

about one-half hour.

5.3.2

The NA arranges for each definer person to

respond to the defining stimulus.

In order to arrange for each definer person to re-

spond to the stimulus, it was necessary for the NA to introduce herself, to explain the purpose of the undertaking and
to secure the cooperation of the definers.

Ordinarily, this

would be done in the Planning Process, but since this process
was not to be done in the study, it was necessary to secure
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definer cooperation at this point.

The NA did this by talk-

ing personally with two of the
definers who were located next
to her office and by telephone
contact with the others.

Beforehand, the NA had prepared a small
speech with the help
of Dr. Richard Coffing in which she
introduced herself and
stated that she and the DM, Mr. Williams,
were interested in
the question at hand, and that Mr. Williams
wanted the person
to help us with the issue.
The NA repeated the speech to the

proposed definers and secured their cooperation.
The NA made an appointment with Ms. Cindy Straub.
Ms.

Straub kept the appointment and we met as arranged in the

NA's office.

The NA recited the question to her and she

responded verbally when given the choice of responding verbally or in writing.

The NA wrote down the response.

A copy

of this response as well as the responses of other definers

are contained in Appendix B.

The NA then met with Ms. Barb Tootle in Ms. Tootle's
office, next to the NA's.

first arranged.

Ms.

Tootle kept the appointment as

The NA recited the stimulus to her and she

chose to respond in writing.

She started writing in general

statement form and then asked, "You want this as specific as
possible, don't you?"

She and the NA had been working to-

gether previously and she was familiar with the NA's style
of working.

The NA said that she should respond in whatever

way that came most naturally for her.

She knew that this was
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to be put into survey form and
she and the NA agreed that it
would be fine if she could write more
specifically.
she did
so at this point.

The NA met with Dr. Armitage in his
office, next to
the NA's, as first arranged.
The NA recited the stimulus
and Dr. Armitage chose to respond verbally
as the NA wrote
down the response.

The NA met with Mr. Eric Gilbertson as first
arranged
in Mr. Gilbertson's office.

The NA recited the stimulus and

he chose to respond verbally as the NA wrote down
the response

After responding, Mr. Gilbertson said that he had expected
an
"interrogation" and could not understand why he was asked to
Participate, since he said he really did not have close contact with the Greek system.

The NA said she was not given

any reason by the DM, but said that often people removed from

situations can give a differing perspective, and this may
have been the DM's reasoning.

Mr. Gilbertson gave the NA a

copy of a speech he gave against setting rules for Greek

community drinking so the NA could "understand his position
better."

The NA read the speech at a later time.

The NA and Mr. Bob Mintz met in the NA's office as

arranged.

The NA gave the stimulus to Mr. Mintz to read

after he decided to write his response.
The NA met with Ms. Sherri Washburn, who, after the
NA read the stimulus to her, said she "wouldn't feel
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comfortable" answering the question because
she was "really
not involved" in campus Greek affairs.
It was decided
by

the DM to drop her from the list of definers
because of this
at this time.
The NA called Mr

.

John Jenkins in order to set up an

appointment with him, but since he said he had not the time
for one he agreed to respond to the stimulus over the phone.

The NA wrote down his response at this time.
The NA met with Mr. Jerry Morelli as arranged in her
Mr. Morelli had broken one appointment previously.

He decided he would respond verbally while the NA wrote down

his response.

Since the NA realized she had trouble under-

standing her notes from her conversation with Mr. Jenkins,
she made sure she understood her notes of Mr. Morelli

's

response by going over what she did not understand with him
at this time.

The NA met with Mr. Tom Conkle in her office as

arranged after his having broken one appointment previously.
The NA had to repeat the stimulus two or three times so that
Mr. Conkle was sure he understood it, since at first he did

not.

When the NA read the stimulus the first time, Mr.
/

Conkle asked, "In terms of how to get there?", signifying
to the NA that Mr. Conkle did not understand the stimulus.

The NA responded that she was asking him to imagine the

satisfactory relationship between OSU and the Greek community
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already existing, as the stimulus states.
respond verbally while the NA wrote.

He decided to

The NA did not review

her notes with him at this time.
The NA met with Ms. Cindy Bauer after
her having

broken one appointment, in the NA's office.

She decided to

write her response after reading the stimulus.

She had first

asked the NA's preference as to whether the NA
wanted to write
or have her write.
The NA preferred to have Ms. Bauer write.
The time that elapsed in having all definers respond
to the stimulus was almost two weeks

.

Time was taken up

with the spacing of appointments as convenient to
each definer; also, two appointments were broken.

The number

of hours actually involved was three hours, forty minutes.

5.3.3

The NA analyzes the responses into "unitary

response statements" with one item (defined
component of the need) per line and with

elimination of exact duplicates.
NOTE:

Where more than one wording seems

possible to the NA, the NA writes each alternative possibility.
5.3.4

Using all the unique statements produced in
5.3.3, the NA produces a survey instrument
in the form below:
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1.

[Item]

2.

[Item]

3.

[Item]

The NA adds instructions as follows:

"Imagine in your mind that (Whose) needs
for

(What)

are fully met.

the list that follows.

thing that Who needs

,

Read each item in

if the item is some-

place a checkmark in

the space provided."

"After completing the above, go back over
the list and circle the numbers of the five

most important needs."
NOTE:

The last sentence of the above in-

structions should be repeated on the last
page of the survey instrument.

The NA first wrote instructions indicated in substep 5.3.4, following the general indicated format.

She

then proceeded to break down the defining stimulus responses
into unitary response statements as indicated in the form of
a

survey instrument.

The NA had some trouble reading notes

she had written and was unsure of how to phrase unitary

response statements from the notes she had.

After writing

them, some with her best guess as to what the definer meant,
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she checked with Dr. Thomann to make
sure that the statements
were all unitary. He said that they were.

Further instructions were added at the end
of the
instrument as indicated. A copy of this
instrument is contained in Appendix

B.

These steps took about two weeks to complete
because
of the NA's difficulties of understanding notes
and writing

unitary statements.

The actual number of hours of NA time

used was approximately eight.

The NA arranges for each definer person to

complete the survey instrument.

The NA met with Ms. Cindy Bauer in the NA's office

after having made an appointment by phone and completed the
instrument.

Mr.

Tom Conkle came to the NA's office to com-

plete the survey unexpectedly, as he had not kept one appoint-

ment and the NA had left numerous messages for him at his
house but had not heard from him.

The NA gave a copy of the

survey to Dr. Armitage's secretary, and he returned it to
the NA.
The NA made an appointment by telephone to go with
the survey to Mr. Gilbertson's office.

ment and completed the survey.

He kept the appoint-

Mr. Gilbertson felt that for

some of the items he had insufficient information.

The NA
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said that he might decide whether to
check an item on the
basis:
were the positive thoughts called to
his mind by the
item outweighing the negative or were
the negative outweighing the positive.
He also expressed the fear that by
not
checking an item it would appear that he were
not in favor
of it.
He asked if he could place question marks by
those

items for which he had insufficient information,
and the NA

agreed but did not include the question marks in later
tabulation of the results.

He gave the NA a copy of a speech he

made on "this very subject, if that will help."

The NA looked

at the speech at a later time.

The NA gave a copy of the survey to Ms. Tootle and
she returned it completed.

The NA made an arrangement by

telephone with Ms. Cindy Straub for her to come in and pick
up the survey and return it to the NA when completed.

returned it by campus mail.

She

The NA discovered that she had

circled eight items rather than the requested five.

When

asked why, she replied that she felt they were all of equal
importance.
The NA made this same arrangement with Mr. Bob Mintz.
He did not return the survey until weeks later because he

had forgotten about it as the end of the Fall quarter and

Christmas break were upon him.

During this time the NA made

several calls to him with no response.
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The NA discovered that Mr. Mintz had put
"N/A" beside
some of the items. When asked why, he replied
that this

meant some of the items were "not applicable" because
of

decisions already made.
The NA telephoned Mr
to mail him the survey.

.

Morelli and made an arrangement

The NA mailed it, and as she did not

receive it back within the pre-specif ied period of time, she

made several calls to him.

She reached him finally, and

since he said he had not received the survey in the mail,
an appointment was scheduled for him to come to the NA's

offi ce to complete the survey.

He did not keep this appoint-

ment, and the NA made a few calls and reached him that same
day.

By that time he had received the survey in the mail

and had completed it, but had not returned it because he

wanted to explain some of his answers.

He gave the NA his

answers over the phone and the NA recorded them on another
copy of the survey.
The NA also made arrangements with Mr. Jenkins to

send him a copy of the survey as his office was inconvenient
to the NA.

The agreement was that after a few days the NA

would call him after he had seen the survey and she would
record his responses over the phone.
to his office,

On the NA's second call

she reached him and he said he had almost com-

pleted the survey and hoped to have it in the mail very soon.
Since he had not completed the survey, the NA could not

.
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record his answers and decided to let him
complete and mail
it,

as he said that was his intent.

The NA had not received

the survey two weeks from this time, and she called
Mr.

Jenkins again.

He said he had sent the survey.

When the survey had not arrived a few days later,
she called again.

He said he would check his office's mail-

ing system as often mail was delayed or misplaced.

The NA

called again a few days later, and Mr. Jenkins said the survey had not been sent out by the mail room and he intended
to send it out by U.S. mail.

At this time, the NA suggested

that she record his responses over the phone, and he said he

did not have time then but would call back if he did later.
He did not call back, and when the survey did not

arrive at the NA's office she called his office three times

during one day.

On the third attempt, she reached him and he

said it was in the mail.

Two days later it arrived.

The time that had elapsed from the NA's developing
the instrument to the date of the arrival of Mr. John Jenkins'

survey was almost one month.

Large delays were due to the

difficulty faced by the NA in receiving completed instruments
as definers took their own time, and to the Christmas break.

The number of hours of NA time actually used was about four

hours

5

.

3.6

The NA tabulates the results.

23

.
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For each item on the survey instrument,
the

NA counts the number of circles and the

number of checkmarks.
5. 3

.

6.

For each item, the NA computes a total which
equals the number of checkmarks plus ten
times the number of circles.

5

.

3.7

The NA identifies the first (or next)

item

to be further defined, i.e., the item that

has the highest (or next highest) total

score

5

.

3

.

7.1

The NA chooses the item that has the highest
(or next highest)

5

.

3

.

7.

If there is no item, the NA goes to sub-step
5

5

.

3

.

7.

total.

.

1

.

The NA tests whether the item is a directly

observable behavior or state.
NOTE:

The NA tests whether an item is

directly observable by asking himself/
herself a question of the following type:
"If two people were sent somewhere to

see whether this item was actually happening,

would they both come back with exactly the

Ill

same information?"

if the answer is "Yes,"

the item is considered a directly
observable

behavior or state.

The NA tabulated the results of the survey as
indicated; a copy of the survey with numerical results
is con-

tained in Appendix

B.

Item #4 on the survey was identified as having the

highest total.

The item is,

"That there be reciprocal sup-

port for common aims/goals of the host institution and

chapters with regard to student development."
The NA neglected to formally test whether the item

was directly observable as she did not consult the methodology
to remember this until after a defining stimulus was developed.
It was proven through further defining efforts that the item

was not directly observable.

These steps took about one-half

hour.

5. 3. 7. 4

If the item is a directly observable beha-

vior or state, the NA sets it aside for the

Definition Reporting Process and goes to
sub-step
5.3.8

5. 3. 7.1.

The NA goes to sub-step

5. 3. 1.2

(and follow-

ing sub-steps--excluding sub-step

5.

3.1.6)

:
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substituting in those procedures the
word
"sub- item" in place of the word "item."

The NA went directly to sub-step

5. 3.1. 2

to develop

a defining stimulus for Cycle II for
Item #4 on the survey,

and neglected to consider sub-steps 5.3.7.

Cycle

3

and

5. 3. 7. 4

for

I.

Cycle II
5. 3.

1.2

The NA develops a hypothetical situation

appropriate to the DM's stated purpose.
5.

3.1.

3

The NA inserts the Who and the What into the
situation.

5.

3.1.4

The NA determines how the definer should

observe the situation.
5. 3.

1.5

The NA combines the results of sub-step
5. 3.

1.2 through 5. 3. 1.4 as a defining stimulus

for the definer in a manner similar to the

following
"Imagine [the hypothetical situation],
and in that situation imagine that [name of

needer]'s needs for [type of need being
defined] are fully met.

Observe that situa-

tion [in the manner specified in sub-step

:
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5. 3.

1.4].

What are all the things you see

in the situation that indicate
to you that

[name of neederj's needs for

[type of need

being defined] are fully met?"
NOTE:

Here is an example of a stimulus

where the DM's purpose is to use needs data
in planning an individualized program for a

child.

The "what" in this situation is the

child's need for "emotional support" and the

definer is the child's parent:
"Imagine that our school is providing

individualized instruction for your child
and in this instruction all of your child's

needs for emotional support are being fulfilled.

As you observe this situation in

your mind,

what are all the things that

indicate to you that your child's need for

emotional support is being met?"

Again, the NA did not understand how to do sub-steps
5. 3.

1.2,

5. 3. 1.3,

5.

3.1.4, or

5. 3.1. 5.

In developing a

defining stimulus, the NA patterned it after the example
%

provided in sub- step
follows

5.

3.1.5, and the stimulus was as
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Imagine that there is reciprocal support
for common
aims/goals of the host institution, OSU,
and the chapters
with regard to student development. As
you observe this
situation in your mind, what are all the things
that indicate to you that this reciprocal support
is being given
fully?
The NA was unsure that this stimulus would be
readily

understandable due to what she felt were many fuzzy concepts,
and was unsure that what she had written was getting
across
the idea of the item being defined.

She consulted Dr. Thomann,

who felt she should consult the DM.

The DM approved the

stimulus, although according to the methodology this was not

necessary at this point.

Elapsed time for these steps was two days, consisting
largely of consulting with Dr. Thomann and the DM.

The num-

ber of NA hours used was about one hour.

5.3.2

The NA arranges for each definer person to

respond to the defining stimulus.

The NA made an appointment to meet with Ms. Barb

Tootle in her office.

Beforehand, the NA had decided that

whenever possible and convenient she would have each definer
read the written stimulus and respond in writing because of
the problems she encountered in reading her own notes of

.
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definer responses in Cycle
stimulus in writing.

I.

Ms. Tootle responded to the

She again asked the question,

want this pretty specific, don't you?"

"You

The NA responded that

she should write in whatever way was most comfortable
for

A copy of this and all other responses to this stimulus

her.

are found in Appendix C.

The NA had Ms. Cindy Bauer respond to the stimulus

when the NA saw her visit Ms. Tootle's office.

She also

responded in writing.
The NA had left a message with Mr. Mintz to call her
as soon as possible.
in,

He came to her office when she was not

and arrangements were made for her to call him at his

office, where he would respond to the stimulus over the
phone.

The NA made the decision to have him respond over

the phone because at the time it was inconvenient for them
to meet.

The NA had to call Mr. Mintz eight times within

two days in attempting to reach him.

He called the NA after

the eighth call, and responded to the stimulus over the phone.
The NA wrote down the response and checked what she had

written with him.
The NA called Ms. Straub twice before reaching her;
on the second try, she did reach her and decided to have her

respond over the phone as she had the immediate opportunity
and did not want to take the chance of losing more time.

what
Ms. Straub responded over the phone and the NA checked
she had written down with her
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The NA reached Mr. Morelli on the first
phone attempt
and he responded to the stimulus at that time,
the NA not

wanting to take the chance of losing any time while
she had
an opportunity.
The NA called Mr

.

Conkle four times before reaching

him; on the fourth attempt she reached him and while she had

the opportunity had him respond over the phone.

She checked

what she had written down with him.
The NA called Mr. Jenkins and took this opportunity
to have him respond to the stimulus so as not to lose time.

The NA checked what she had written down with him.

The NA made an appointment to meet with Dr. Armitage
in his office to have him respond to the stimulus.

The in-

tention was to have him respond in writing, but as he read
the stimulus, he responded verbally by saying his answer would
be the same as it was for the last stimulus.

When the NA

asked him to remember the answer, as she wanted to be sure
that in fact his answer was the same, he repeated verbally

what he remembered and the NA, since he had started verbalizing, recorded the answer in writing.

She checked what she

had written with him.
The NA met with Mr. Gilbertson as arranged in his

office.

The meeting was arranged after the NA, at Mr.

Gilbertson's request, could find no answer to the defining
stimulus from copies of the speeches he had given her

.

When
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they did meet, she apologized for taking up his
time to allay
any resentful feelings which she believed he might
have.

When he saw the stimulus, he asked what others had
given as

responses to stimulate his thinking "since he was so removed,"
and he started verbalizing his response.

The NA thought the

best thing she could do was to write down his reponse since
he had started verbalizing.

She checked with him what she

had written.

From this point until the finishing of the field
test, the NA employed a tactic of apologizing for taking up

definer's time as a way of allaying any potential resentful
feeling and to keep up definer cooperation.
Time elapsed from when the stimulus was written to
the date of the last response was about one week.

sisted largely of delay in reaching some definers.

This conThe number

of hours used was about four hours.

5.3.3

The NA analyzes the responses into "unitary

response statements" with one item (defined

component of the need) per line and with

elimination of exact duplicates.
NOTE:

Where more than one wording seems

possible to the NA, the NA writes each alternative possibility.
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5.3.4

Using all the unique statements produced in
5.3.3, the NA produces a survey instrument
in the form below:
1.

[Item]

2.

[Item]

3.

[Iteml

The NA adds instructions as follows:

"Imagine in your mind that (Whose) needs
for

(What)

are fully met.

the list that follows.

Read each item in

If the item is some-

thing that Who needs, place a checkmark in
the space provided.

"After completing the above, go back

over the list and circle the numbers of the
five most important needs."
NOTE:

The last sentence of the above instruc-

tions should be repeated on the last page of
the survey instrument.

The NA first wrote directions for the survey instrument, patterning them after the directions in sub-step 5.3.4.

The NA then broke down the responses from the defining
%

stimulus into unitary response statements as directed, ending the survey instrument with the directions as indicated
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in sub step 5.3.4.

Dr. Thomann again checked to
see that all

statements were unitary.

A copy of the instrument can
be

found in Appendix C.

These steps took about one week, consisting
of some
difficulty in composing unitary statements
from stimulus
responses.
The number of NA hours used was about
seven.

The NA arranges for each definer person to

complete the survey instrument.

The NA made an appointment with Ms. Cindy Straub for
her to come to the NA's office to fill out the instrument.

She called the day before and said that she could not make
the appointment but would try to come in that day.
in that day and filled out the survey.

She came

The NA noticed that

she put a bracket by items 40 and 41; when asked why, she

said that she felt they could be combined into one item.
NA also noticed that by some items she placed a star.

The

When

asked why, she said that this helped her in later deciding

which items to circle.
at his office,

The NA called Mr. Conkle on the phone

and he came up shortly after to fill out the

survey.

The NA gave a copy of the survey to Dr. Armitage's

secretary for him to fill out.

The NA found the survey on

her desk, but no checkmarks had been made on it, just circles
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for the five most important items.

The NA handed the survey

back to the secretary, explaining that
checkmarks needed to
be made.
Dr. Armitage at this time had other
pressing com-

mitments and would not take the time to finish the
survey.
The NA included his circles and checkmarks for
those

circles

in the tabulation of the results of the survey.

She inquired

later as to why there were no checkmarks, and Dr. Armitage
said he did not take the time to read the instructions fully.

The NA made an appointment to go with a copy of the

survey to Mr. Gilbertson's office.

She did so and he com-

pleted the survey, expressing some dismay at the prospect.
Again, he felt he had insufficient information for some of
the items and did not want it to appear that by not checking

some items he was not in favor of them.
"I

really disagree with this item.

At one point he said,

Is there any way

really put my points across as to why?"

I

can

The NA said that he

could write a note next to the item and she would give the

information to the DM.

He did not take this suggestion.

It

was agreed that he would place question marks by these items
and these were not included in tabulation of the results.

The NA ran into Ms. Bauer in Ms. Tootle's office and
it was agreed that the NA would call her to fill out the

suryey.

The NA called her and went immediately to her office

on the floor below and she filled out the survey.
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The NA called Mr. Jenkins and it was
arranged that,
since the NA felt she needed responses from
him in a shorter
amount of time than previously, she would mail a
copy of the

survey to him by U.S. mail and make an appointment
with his

secretary to call him the week after to obtain his
responses
over the phone.

The NA called him twice the following week;

the second time she reached him and he said he had received
the survey, filled it out, and sent it back through the U.S.

mail.

The NA received it that same day.

The NA called Mr. Mintz who picked up a copy of the
survey and returned it completed a few days later.

He in-

cluded a few comments next to some items.
The NA gave a copy of the survey to Ms. Tootle's

secretary.

Ms. Tootle returned it a few days later.

The NA called Mr. Morelli and scheduled an appointment, which he put on his calendar so he would not forget,
for him to come to the NA's office to fill out the survey.

When he did not come, the NA called him again.

He said he

had forgotten about it and that he had many other things to
do that were higher priorities for him.

The NA asked if he

did not want to participate any longer, as it seemed to her
that he was hinting at this, and he said he did not.

He did

not*complete this survey.
The time elapsed from the time when the NA con-

structed the survey to the time when the last survey was

2

.

.

.
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given to the NA was about two and one-half
weeks.
caused by sending of surveys through U.S.

Delays were

mail, Dr. Armitage's

completing of his survey, and Mr. Morelli's
breaking an
appointment. Actual NA time used was approximately

three

hours.

5.3.6

5. 3.

The NA tabulates the results

6.1

For each item on the survey instrument, the
NA counts the number of circles and the

number of checkmarks
For each item, the NA computes a total which

5. 3. 6.

equals the number of checkmarks plus ten
times the number of circles.

The NA tabulated the results as directed; the results
can be seen on the copy of the survey in Appendix C.

These

steps were completed in about one-half hour.

5.3.7

The NA identifies the first (or next) item
to be further defined,

has the highest

i.e.,

the item that

(or next highest)

total

score

5. 3.

7.1

The NA chooses the item that has the highest
(or next highest)

total.
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If there is no item,

the NA goes to sub-step

5.1.

The NA as previously arranged with the DM reported
the results of the survey to him.

He felt at this time he

had all the information he needed for his purposes.

The NA

explained that she had to do further work for her dissertation.

It had been decided that since sub-step 5.3.7 did not

clearly identify which survey an item should be taken from,
from this time on the NA would consult the DM as to which of
the highest items should be worked with next.

While dis-

cussing alternatives as to which item to define next, which

would include taking the next highest item from the first
survey or taking the highest item from the second, the DM

expressed dissatisfaction with the method of scoring items
as used in the methodology.

According to the procedures, an

item which was circled and checked by one person would have
a score of eleven, while an item checked by seven people but

not circled would have a score of seven.

In the DM's opinion,

an item which was recognized by seven people was worth more

than an item recognized by one because of its value of pre-

dominant opinion.

Therefore, the DM was not necessarily

willing to take the highest item as scored by the NA in the
%

survey.

Rather, the DM wanted to choose from those items

with a high number of checkmarks; at this time, he could not
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decide readily and desired to talk with
Ms. Tootle, Coordinator of the Office of Greek Affairs, before
raaking a
decision.

A few days later, the DM and Ms. Tootle
conferred and
decided that they wanted Item #89 from the second
survey

fur-

ther defined.

Item #89 is, "That the staff and resources of

the Greek Affairs Office be expanded so that there will
be

staff people who would provide expertise and resources for

chapter officer training."

These steps took about one week

to complete largely because of the DM's delay in deciding

upon an item to be defined.

Actual NA time used was approxi-

mately forty-five minutes.

5.

3.7.

3

The NA tests whether the item is a directly

observable behavior or state.
NOTE:

The NA tests whether an item is di-

rectly observable by asking himself /herself
a

question of the following type:
"If two people were sent somewhere to see

whether this item was actually happening,

would they both come back with exactly the
same information?"
If the answer is "Yes," the item is consid-

ered a directly observable behavior or state.

24
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5. 3. 7.

If the item is a directly
observable behavior

or state, the NA sets it aside
for the Definition Reporting Process and goes to
substep
5.3.8

5.

3.7.1.

The NA goes to sub-step
ing sub-steps

— excluding

5. 3. 1.2

(and follow-

sub-step

5. 3. 1.6)

substituting in those procedures the word
sub-item" in place of the word "item."

The NA tested Item #89 against the criteria in substep

5. 3. 7.

observable

and determined that the item was not directly
The NA then went to sub-step

define this item.

5. 3. 1.2

to further

These steps took very little time to com-

plete.

Cycle III
5.

3.1.

The NA develops a hypothetical situation

appropriate to the DM's stated purpose.
5. 3.

1.3

The NA inserts the Who and the What into the

situation.

5. 3.

1.4

The NA determines how the definer should

observe the situation.

5. 3.

1.5

The NA combines the results of sub-step
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5. 3.

1.2 through 5.

3.

1.4 as a defining

stimulus for the definer in a manner
similar
to the following:

"Imagine [the hypothetical situation],
and in that situation imagine that [name
of

needer

]
'

s

needs for

[type of need being

defined] are fully met.

Observe that situa-

tion [in the manner specified in sub-step
5.

3.1.4].

What are all the things you see

in the situation that indicate to you that
[name of needer] 's needs for

[type of need

being defined] are fully met?"
NOTE:

the

Here is an example of a stimulus where
DM's

purpose

is

to use needs data in

planning an individualized program for a
child.

The "what" in this situation is the

child's need for "emotional support" and the

definer is the child's parent:
"Imagine that our school is providing in-

dividualized instruction for your child and
in this instruction all of your child's needs

for emotional support are being fulfilled.

As you observe this situation in your mind,

what are all the things that indicate to you
that your child's need for emotional support
is being met?"
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5. 3.

The NA again followed the example
given in sub-step
1.5 and wrote the following defining
stimulus:

Imagine that the staff and resources of the
Greek Affairs
Office are being expanded and in this expansion
all chapters'

needs for expertise and resources from the staff
for chapter
officer training are being met. As you observe this
situation in your mind, what are all the things that
indicate to

you that all chapters' needs for expertise and resources
from
the staff for chapter officer training are being met?

These steps took about one-half hour to complete.

The NA arranges for each definer person to

respond to the defining stimulus.

The NA again resolved to have the definers respond to
the defining stimulus by reading it for themselves and writing their response,

if at all possible and if in the estima-

tion of the NA it would not delay the conducting of the

field test too long.
The NA arranged a meeting with Dr. Armitage in his
office, at which time the NA gave the written stimulus to

him to read, provided paper and a pen, and requested that he

write his response.
"Do you mean ways

NA said,

"Yes."

his response.

I

When he read the stimulus, he asked,
would know that this was happening?"

The

He responded verbally at first and then wrote

.

.

.
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After he had written his response, the
NA looked it
over and did not feel that it really
answered
the question.

She did not ask further questions of him,
however, as she
felt that her primary role was to gather data
on the defining

stimulus
some doubts about her procedures in this

matter, however, she consulted Dr. Thomann, who felt
that she

should have asked further questions until she had gotten

a

satisfactory answer as she had contracted also to provide
usable data.

The NA did this in other similar situations from

this point on.

The NA made an appointment to meet with Ms. Tootle in

her office.

She had her read the stimulus and respond in

writing
The NA arranged that Mr. Mintz come to her office to

respond.
a

He did and when he read the stimulus, he asked for

xerox copy so he could think about his answer.

The NA gave

him one and received his written response in person one week
later

When the NA met with Ms. Tootle, Ms. Bauer happened
to be in her office.

The NA made arrangements with her to

have her respond later in the day.

Ms. Bauer came to the

NA's office, read the stimulus, and wrote her response.
The NA called Ms. Straub to make an appointment with
her.

Ms.

Straub said it would be inconvenient for her to
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meet with the NA at that time, so
the NA decided that since
she had proved reliable in the
past, the NA would read the
question over the phone to her and ask
for the written response as soon as possible. When she
heard the question,
Ms. Straub asked whether the NA
wanted her to concentrate
on the part of the question dealing with
expansion or the part
dealing with needs for chapter officer training.
The NA

explained that they were meant to be thought
of together.
The NA asked for the response as soon as
possible and received
her response through campus mail one week later,
as she wanted
some time to think about her response.
The NA arranged with Mr. Conkle to come to her office
to respond.

response.

He did so, read the stimulus, and wrote down his

The NA was not sure he answered the question and

asked further questions until she felt it was satisfactory.
The NA called Mr. Gilbertson's office to make an

appointment to go to his office.

His secretary said he did

not have any time left for other appointments for some time.
The NA decided that since he had been cooperative in the past,
it would probably be an acceptable procedure to dictate the

question to his secretary and to have him respond in writing
as soon as was possible, and to have the response sent to the
NA.

The NA made these arrangements with the secretary.

At this time the NA also spoke with the secretary

about the possibility of Mr. Gilbertson's no longer serving
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in the capacity of definer.

He had previously expressed

difficulties in responding to defining
stimuli and surveys,
and the NA had spoken of these with Dr.
Thomann, who suggested placing the alternative of no longer
cooperating
before him for his decision. The secretary
at this time

said she would place the alternative before
Mr. Gilbertson,
and if he did not wish to continue as a definer
she would
let the NA know; if he wished to continue she would
give him
the stimulus for his written response.

The secretary called the NA one week later and said
that Mr. Gilbertson no longer wanted to continue as definer.

At this time, he was eliminated from the list of definers.
The DM, Mr. Williams, expressed frustration at this occur-

rence because he wanted Mr. Gilbertson, whom he considered
as an administrator removed from the Greek community and

therefore an "objective" observer, to have input into the
study.

The DM, however, did not follow up on the suggestion

of the NA that he talk personally with him to convince him
to continue.

At this time the DM also expressed concern that Mr.

Morelli had been dropped, because he represented
senting" view.

a

"dis-

The DM did not follow up on the NA's sug-

gestion to personally contact him and ask him to continue.
The NA called Mr. Jenkins with the intent of setting
up an appointment to call him to recite the stimulus over
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the phone and to write down the
response, as the NA felt it
was too inconvenient to arrange a
personal meeting. The NA
arranged to call him the next day. The
NA called, recited
the stimulus, and last "essential"
part again so he could

collect his thoughts," and wrote down the
response.
The NA
then checked what she had written with Mr.
Jenkins and asked
further questions to make sure she had accurate
notes, since
here also she was not sure he had answered the
question.

Copies of each definer's response to this defining

stimulus are found in Appendix D.
The time that had elapsed between the NA's con—

structing the stimulus and the final definer's response was
ten days.

Delays were caused by Mr. Gilbertson's deciding

whether to continue, and Ms. Straub's and Mr. Mintz' wish to
have time to compose their responses.

Actual NA time used

was approximately one hour, fifty minutes.

5.3.3

The NA analyzes the responses into "unitary

response statements" with one item (defined

component of the need) per line and with

elimination of exact duplicates.
NOTE:

Where more than one wording seems

possible to the NA, the NA writes each alternative possibility.
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Using all the unique statements
produced in
5 3 3
the NA produces a survey instrument
.

.

,

in

the form below:
1.

[Item]

2.

[Item]

3.

[Item]

The NA adds instructions as follows:

"Imagine in your mind that (Whose) needs
for

(What)

are fully met.

the list that follows.

Read each item in

If the item is some-

thing that Who needs, place a checkmark in
the space provided."
"After completing the above, go back over
the list and circle the numbers of the five

most important needs."
NOTE:

The last sentence of the above instruc-

tions should be repeated on the last page of
the survey instrument.

The NA first wrote instructions for the survey instrument, patterning them as closely as she could after those

given in sub- step 5.3.4.

The NA had felt that there was some

problem with the defining stimulus to be used for these
instructions in that it was wordy and seemed to present problems in understanding for definers.

She consulted with Dr.
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Thomann as to whether she should use the
same wording for the
survey instrument, and he said that the
same wording should
be used.

She then broke down the stimulus responses
into

unitary response statements and put them into
survey form as
suggested after the instructions. She then added the
final
instructions at the end of the instruments.

A copy of the

survey may be seen in Appendix D.

At this stage it occurred to the NA that when definers

responded verbally to the defining stimuli, their responses
seemed to include more material tangential to the "meat" of
the question than when responding in written form.

She con-

sulted with Dr. Thomann as to whether this tangential material
should be included in the survey instrument.

He said that it

should because it was possible that there would be some agree-

ment among the definers as to this material.
These steps took about one day to complete.

5.3.4

The NA arranges for each definer person to

complete the survey instrument.

The NA called Mr. Jenkins, whose secretary answered

because he was not in.

The NA explained the purpose of her

call and the secretary said that since Mr. Jenkins was very

busy right now, the best thing to do would be to send a copy
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of the survey through the mail so he
could complete it on
his own time.
The NA decided that since he had
been reliable
and prompt during the previous cycle,
she would take the
chance of sending a copy to him.
She felt that even if he

were slow in returning it, Spring break was
due very soon at
the campus and definers who were students would
not be available to start another cycle of the study for about
three weeks
from this time.
The NA sent Mr. Jenkins the survey with
an

explanatory note attached.
Three weeks after this time, when the NA had not

received Mr. Jenkins' survey after having called him the week
before, she called him again.

He said that he had lately taken

on new job responsibilities, had been on vacation, and had

not had time to complete the survey; he said that he would
fill it out and send it back.

About two weeks after this, as

all other responses had been received and his had not, the

NA talked with the DM about having Mr. Jenkins discontinue
his participation due to lack of time.

The DM consented.

The

NA called Mr. Jenkins who, when presented with this alternative, said he preferred not to continue due to lack of time.

He was then dropped from the list of definers.

The NA, after leaving a message for Mr. Mintz to call
her, arranged with him that he come to her office to fill

out the survey.

He did so one day later, saying laughingly

that he thought he had better do this now otherwise the NA

s
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would be chasing him to his spring vacation
spot with it.
The NA, after leaving a message for Ms.
Straub to
call her, arranged that Ms. Straub should
come in and complete the survey in her office.
She came in one day earlier
tahn arranged and completed it.
The NA left messages to contact her for Mr. Conkle
twice.

She met him in the hall of her office building by

accident and arranged for him to come in a few days from
that time to complete the survey.

He did so.

On the thrid attempt to reach Ms. Bauer, the NA set
up an appointment for her to complete the survey in the NA

office.
a fter

.

'

She called and changed this appointment for the day
She kept this appointment and completed the survey.

The NA gave a copy of the survey to Dr. Armitage's

secretary for him to complete.

It was returned completed a

few days later.

The NA gave a copy of the survey to Ms. Tootle, who

completed it and returned it a few days after that.
During this time Mr. Morelli came to the NA

'

s

office

to say that he wanted to be included in the study from this

point on,; he said he felt a responsibility to the people in
the Greek system to continue to be a part of the study.

The

NA agreed to include him for the next defining stimulus.

The time elapsed between the constructing of the

survey and the time of John Jenkins' notice of his wish not

22
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.
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to continue was about one and one-half
months.

This delay

was due largely to Mr. Jenkins' delay in
completing the sur
vey

5.3.6

5. 3.

The NA tabulates the results.

6.1

For each item on the survey instrument, the

NA counts the number of circles and the

number of checkmarks.
5. 3. 6

For each item, the NA computes a total which

.

equals the number of checkmarks plus ten
times the number of circles.

The NA tabulated the results as indicated; a copy

of the survey with numerical results can be found in Appen-

dix D.
These steps took about one-half hour to complete.

5.3.7

The NA identifies the first (or next) item
to be further defined, i.e., the item that

has the highest (or next highest) total score.

5

3

.

7.1

The NA chooses the item that has the highest
(or next highest)

5. 3. 7.

total.

If there is no item,

the NA goes to sub-step

5

.

1

4
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As had been previously arranged,
the NA went to the
DM wi.th the results of the survey
and asked him to choose
which item from which survey should
be further defined at
this time.
One week later after some prodding
by the NA,
the DM chose Item #87 from the latest
survey, "That there be
executive developmental programs for all
officers."

These steps took one week to complete due
to the DM's

delay in choosing an item to be defined.

Actual NA time

used was approximately fifteen minutes.

5.

3.7.3

The NA tests whether the item is a directly

observable behavior or state.
NOTE:

The NA tests whether an item is di-

rectly observable by asking himself/herself
a

question of the following type:
"If two people were sent somewhere to

see whether this item was actually happening,

would they both come back with exactly the
same information?"
If the answer is "Yes," the item is considered
a

5. 3. 7.

directly observable behavior or state.

If the item is a directly observable behavior

or state, the NA sets it aside for the Defi-

nition Reporting Process and goes to sub-step
5. 3. 7.1.

2
3
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5.3.8

The NA goes to sub-step
ing sub-steps

— excluding

5. 3.

1.2

(and follow-

sub-step

5.

3.1.6)

substituting in those procedures the word
’sub-item" in place of the work "item."

The NA when looking at the question posed in
sub-step
5. 3.7. 3

instinctively felt that Item #87 was not directly

observable
her mind.

,

so she did not formally imagine the question
in

The NA went directly to sub-step

5. 3.

1.2 after

determining tnau the item was not directly observable.
Cycle IV
5. 3. 1.

The NA develops a hypothetical situation

appropriate to the DM's stated purpose.
5.3.1.

The NA inserts the Who and the What into the

situation.
5. 3.

1.4

The NA determines how the definer should

observe the situation.
5. 3.

1.5

The NA combines the results of sub-step
5. 3.

1.2 through 5. 3. 1.4 as a defining stimu-

lus for the definer in a manner similar to

the following:

"Imagine [the hypothetical situation],
and in that situation imagine that [name of
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of needer

]
'

s

needs for [type of need being

defined] are fully met.

Observe that situa-

tion [in the manner specified in
sub-step
5. 3.

1.4].

what are all the things you see

in the situation that indicate to you
that
[name of needer] 's needs for

[type of need

being defined] are fully met?"
NOTE:

the DM

Here is an example of
1

s

a

stimulus where

purpose is to use needs data in

planning an individualized program for a
child.

The "what" in this situation is the

child's need for "emotional support" and the

definer is the child's parent:
"Imagine that our school is providing

individualized instruction for your child
and in this instruction all of your child's

needs for emotional support are being fulfilled.

As you observe this situation in

your mind, wnat are all the things that in-

dicate to you that your child's need for

emotional support is being met?"

The NA again modeled her defining stimulus after the

example given in sub-step
lowing

:

5.

3.1.

5

and constructed the fol-
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Imagine that executive developmental
programs exist for
all chapter officers and in these programs
all officers'
needs for executive development are being
met.
As you observe this situation in your mind, what are
all the things
that indicate to you that all officers' needs
for executive

development are being met?
These steps took about one-half hour to complete.

The NA arranges for each definer person to

respond to the defining stimulus.

The NA again determined that in conducting this substep she would have the definers read the stimulus and

respond in writing, if at all possible, in the hope that

when doing so there would not be large time delays.
The NA made an appointment with Ms. Tootle to meet
in Ms. Tootle's office.

She kept the appointment, read the

stimulus, and responded in writing.
The NA made an appointment with Dr. Armitage, who

had to reschedule for later in the week.

The NA went to his

office for the appointment, he read the stimulus and wrote
his response.

The NA left messages with Mr. Mintz and Ms. Straub
to call her.

The NA made an appointment with Mr. Mintz when

he called, but he called again later and had to reschedule.
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He said at that time he would be
coming with Ms. Straub.

Ms.

Straub also called and confirmed that
she would be there at
that time.
Both came, read the stimulus, and
responded in
writing.
The NA scheduled appointments with Ms. Bauer
and Mr.

Conkle to come to her office, after having left
messages for
them to call her. Ms. Bauer called again and had
to reschedule; Mr. Conkle did not keep his appointment and
the NA called
to leave a message with him.

At the time Ms. Bauer was sup-

posed to have kept her appointment, the NA returned to her

office and found a note from Mr. Conkle.

He had copied the

stimulus and said that he and Ms. Bauer would have their

written answers the following week.
The NA called the following week to make sure she

would receive the responses.

A few days later she received

them.

The NA called Mr. Morelli as previously agreed so

that he could partake of the study.

Someone in the fraternity

house answered, who said he would see if Mr. Morelli were
there; the NA gave her name in response to his inquiry.

NA distinctly heard this phrase:
to talk to Karen Thomann?"

"Hey, Jerry, do you want

The person immediately said to

the NA that Mr. Morelli was not there.

try again.

The

The NA said she would
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The NA inferred from this that Mr.
Morelli did not
want to take part in the study.
She talked with various
people, who said that he was inconsistent
in his appointments.
The NA discussed various alternatives with
the DM,

including dropping Mr. Morelli as

a

definer if he did not

call the NA within a certain period of time, and
replacing
him, at Dr. Coffing's agreement, with someone else.

It was

agreed that the NA would drop him if he did not call by

certain date.

a

The NA called him twice and left messages

this; he did not call back v/ithin a period of a week

and was dropped as a definer.

Copies of responses to this defining stimulus are
found in Appendix E.
The time that had elapsed from the date when the NA

constructed the stimulus to the receiving of the last
responses was about two and one-half weeks.

Delays were

caused by rescheduling of appointments by several definers
and the inability to reach Mr. Morelli.

Actual NA time used

was approximately one hour, forty-five minutes.

5.3.3

The NA analyzes the responses into "unitary

response statements" with one item (defined

component of the need) per line and with

elimination of exact duplicates.

,
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NOTE:

Where more than one wording seems pos-

sible to the NA, the NA writes each alter-

native possibility.
5.3

1

Using all the unique statements produced in
5.3.3, the NA produces a survey instrument
in the form below:
1.

[Item]

2.

[Item]

3.

[Item]

The NA adds instructions as follows:

"Imagine in your mind that (Whose) needs
for

(What)

are fully met.

the list that follows.

Read each item in

If the item is some-

thing that Who needs, place a checkmark in
the space provided."

"After completing the above, go back

over the list and circle the numbers of the
five most important needs."
NOTE:

The last sentence of the above instruc-

tions should be repeated on the last page of
the survey instrument.

The NA first wrote instructions for the survey instru-

ment

patterning them after those given in sub-step 5.3.4.
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She then broke stimulus responses into unitary response

statements and added final instructions as directed at the
end of the instrument.

A copy of the survey is found in Appendix

E.

These

steps took about two hours to complete.

5.3.5

The NA arranges for each definer person to

complete the survey instrument.

The NA and Mr. Mintz set up a meeting in the NA's

office, during which she gave a copy of the survey to him.
He completed it then.

The NA called Ms. Straub and arranged for her to
come into the office to complete, the survey.

She did so.

The NA gave Ms. Tootle a copy of the survey for her
to fill out.
it,

After having to be reminded once to complete

she returned it after about two weeks.

The NA gave a copy of the survey to Dr. Armitage's

secretary; there was some delay in his filling it out as he

was out of town for some time.

The NA reminded his secretary

once and received the survey about two weeks after giving it
to the secretary.

The NA called and left two or three messages for Mr.

Conkle to fill out the survey.

He came in unexpectedly one

2
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day and completed it.

He circled six items altogether as

he felt that Items 26 and 27 were very
similar and equally

important.
The NA left messages for Ms. Bauer two or
three times

within two weeks.

On the fourth phone call, the NA contacted

her and made arrangements for her to come in a few days
later.

When she did not come, the NA called and left mes-

sages twice for her.

When the NA did not hear from her, and

as it was finals week and she was graduating, the NA decided

that there was no point in further following up with her.

The time that had elapsed from when the NA constructed
the instrument to when she decided not to contact Ms. Bauer

any longer was about one month.

Delays were caused when Dr.

Armitage was out of town, when Ms. Tootle took two weeks to
complete the survey, and when the NA failed to contact Ms.

Actual NA time elapsed was approximately one hour,

Bauer.

ten minutes.

5.3.6

5. 3.

6.1

The NA tabulates the results.

For each item on the survey instrument, the
NA counts the number of circles and the

number of checkmarks.

5. 3. 6.

For each item, the NA computes a total which
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equals the number of checkmarks plus ten
times the number of circles.

The NA tabulated the results of the survey as indicated; a copy of the survey and the results are in
Appendix

E.

At this point, the resources for the study had been

depleted since the end of the school year had come.

No

further defining was done.

Summary
This chapter presented the results from the imple-

mentation of the Determining and Defining Processes.

Chapter

IV will present problems that were encountered in implement-

ing the steps, and Chapter V will give solutions created by

the investigator to solve the problems.

The chart below summarizes the amount of calendar
time and number of NA hours used in implementing the steps
of Case

I

of the Determining Process.

CHART

3
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AMOUNT OF CALENDAR TIME AND NUMBER OF NEEDS ANALYST
HOURS USED IN THE DETERMINING PROCESS

CAL = Calendar Time used
HRS = Number of NA hours used

The chart below summarized the amount of calendar
time and number of NA hours used in implementing the steps
of Case II of the Defining Process.
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CHAPTER
FIELD TEST RESULTS

— PART

I

V

II:

PROBLEMS

RESULTING FROM IMPLEMENTATION OF STEPS

Introduction
Now that the occurrences from the implementation of
the steps of Determining and Defining have been presented in

Chapter III, the problems that were found to have occurred
from their implementation can be presented.

This is in pre-

paration for improving the Determining and Defining Processes
by developing solutions to the problems; these will be pre-

sented in Chapter V.
In order to carry out the purpose of this chapter,

the chapter is arranged in the following manner.

First, the

step or steps with which a problem was found will be stated.
The problem will then be stated, followed by indications

from the data as to how the step presented a problem.

In

addition, any other appropriate commentary will be given.
Second, problems that occurred in which the methodology did

not provide solutions will be presented and discussed.

Finally, data concerning what additional problems definers,
tasks will
from their perspective, had in completing their
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be presented.

These also were data that were collected as

part of the field test.

Because the field test focused only on the Deter-

mining and Defining Processes, the extent to which the definitions produced were actually used will not be presented.
This chapter, then, is a presentation of the problems en-

countered in field testing the Determining and Defining
Processes.

In presenting each problem in the first stage

of this chapter, the step with which it is associated will
be given, the problem will be stated, and indications from

the data as to how the step was a problem will be stated.

Presentation of Problems with Steps
The determination of whether any problem existed was

made based on the following criteria:
1.

The results of a step did not occur as implied in

the methodology.
2.

It was necessary to do things not specified in the

methodology to obtain implied or specified results.
3.

Something occurred for which the methodology had no

solution or with which it did not deal.

DETERMINING PROCESS

4. 2.1. 2

The NA asks the DM to identify one person or

group

(a

"needer") whose needs are most

important to him.

:

8
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4

.

2

.

From the recorded responses, the NA con-

1.

structs a phrase in the form "Who needs what
as defined by whom."

The first needs statement that the NA wrote was as

follows
Mr. Williams needs to know what the relationship ought
to be between OSU and the Greek community as defined by the

specified group of persons.
The NA and her advisor, Dr. Hutchinson, discovered

later that this phrase as written was incorrect.

This is

due to the words "needs to know."

A potential problem with these words is that they may
limit the definer in defining the problem because it puts
the definer in the position of defining what the DM should

know about this problem, rather than defining the problem
In the phrase above, the NA may very well write a

itself.

stimulus that would lead the definer to define what Mr.

Williams should know about what the relationship ought to
be, while in fact Mr. Williams may want defined what the

relationship ought to be and not just what he should know
about it.

In fact, Mr. Williams did want defined what the

relationship ought to be.
Because this problem in knowing exactly what the DM
wants has occurred, there is a problem with the above sub-steps

5

,
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because they do not provide for some check as
to what the
DM exactly wants defined. When the problem
with the above

phrase was discovered, the phrase was revised.

The NA,

however, had no problem understanding what the DM
wanted
defined.

This was because in previous conversations the NA

obtained a clear idea of the DM's intent.
DEFINING PROCESS
5. 3.

1.2

The NA develops a hypothetical situation

appropriate to the DM's stated purpose.
5.

3.1.3

The NA inserts to Who and What into the

situation.

5.

3.1.4

The NA determines how the definer should

observe the situation.
5.3.1.

The NA combines the results of sub-step
5. 3. 1.2

through

5. 3. 1.4

as a defining stimu-

lus for the definer in a manner similar to
the following:

"Imagine [the hypothetical situation]
and in that situation imagine that [name of

needer]'s needs for [type of need being
defined] are fully met.

Observe that situa-

tion [in the manner specified in sub-step
5. 3.

1.4].

What are all the things you see
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in the situation that indicate
to you that
[name of needer] 's needs for
[type of need

being defined] are fully met?"
NOTE:

Here is an example of a stimulus

where the DM's purpose is to use needs
data
in planning an individualized
program for
a child.

The "what" in this situation is

the child's need for "emotional supDort"
and
the definer is the child's parent:

"Imagine that our school is providing

individualized instruction for your child
and in this instruction all of your child's
needs for emotional support are being fulfilled.

As you observe this situation in

your mind, what are all the things that in-

dicate to you that your child's need for

emotional support is being met?"

The problem found with the above sub-steps was that
the NA did not understand how to do any of them and so con-

structed defining stimuli based on the example given in substep

5. 3.1. 5.

With sub-step 5.3.1.

2,

the NA feels that she

was not sure about how to develop a hypothetical situation
and did not know how to go about making it appropriate to the
DM's stated purpose.
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Concerning sub step

5. 3. 1.3,

the word "insert" did

not seem to communicate anything to the NA; she
could not

envision putting pieces into an already intact
hypothetical
situation without breaking up its thought.
In fact, in

the

example given in sub-step

5. 3. 1.5,

the Who and What were

not exactly inserted but placed after the hypothetical situ-

was presented.

As for sub— step

5. 3. 1.4,

the only

thing the NA can say is that it is very obscure.
5

.

3

.

Sub-step

1.5 seems as if it can make sense providing that the

preceding sub-steps can be accomplished.
In Cycle

I

of the Defining Process, the NA had some

problems constructing a defining stimulus from the first
needs statement that was constructed.

The defining stimulus

was found to be incorrect and was revised.

The few words of

this defining stimulus that were written down by the NA and
the perspective from which the NA was looking at the needs

phrase were determined to be incorrect in consultation
Dr.

Thomann.

v/ith

The perspective from which the NA was looking

was having only the Greeks' need for a fully satisfactory

relationship met by OSU.

The NA then constructed a defining

stimulus from the perspective of the needs of both the Greeks
and OSU and used this in the field test.
The problem, then, that occurred in developing the

first defining stimulus was that the NA had trouble deciding
how or from whose perspective the DM wanted the problem defined.
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The NA felt that there was a problem
with the wording of the defining stimulus for Cycle
III as many definers
had trouble with it. The problem seemed
to be that it conveyed two parts rather than a unitary thought.
The NA in

constructing it used a unitary response statement
and followed the example of a defining stimulus given
in sub-step
5

.

3

.

5

:

Imagine that the staff and resources of the Greek Affairs

Office are being expanded and in this expansion all chapters'
needs for expertise and resources from the staff for chapter

officer training are being met.

As you observe this situa-

tion in your mind, what are all the things that indicate to

you that all chapters

'

needs for expertise and resources from

the staff for chapter officer training are being met?
Ms. Cindy Straub asked of this,

"Do you want me to

concentrate on the expansion or the officer's training?"
This seems to point out the two separate parts that seem to
exist.

Mr.

Tom Conkle seemed to concentrate on the "expan-

sion" part at first until the NA questioned him further.

The

NA did not feel he was totally answering the question.

The NA also had trouble deciding whether to keep the

wording the same for the survey instrument as it was causing
trouble.

It was decided to keep it the same at this time as

the survey was felt to be an extension of the stimulus; however, this remained a question for the NA.
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The NA asks the DM for approval of
the de-

fining stimulus.
NOTE:

The NA should ask the DM to consider

the following questions:
"Do you think this stimulus will work?

That is

,

do you think it will produce infor-

mation that you want and can use in decisionmaking?"

The NA forgot to do this step with the DM and the

realization of this brought forth this problem.

The problem

was not with this step essentially; there exists a gap here
as with any other step which is making sure that the NA does

not forget to do a step which is intended to be done.

Had

the NA followed previous steps in the Defining Process which

would have had her list those steps which she intended to use
it is more likely that she would not have forgotten this step

However, the marking of steps does not necessarily insure
that they will not be forgotten.

It is therefore the NA’s

opinion that some sort of check list, whereby the NA would
be required to check off steps when accomplished, might be
a solution to the problem.

That the NA neglected this sub-step did not appear
to affect her work in a detrimental way, however.

The DM was
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pleased with the data provided him.

This could lead one to

believe that this sub-step is not needed,
but the investigator does not believe that there is
sufficient data at this
time to do away with it.

5,3,2

The NA arranges for each definer person to

respond to the defining stimulus.

Three sets of problems presented themselves to the
NA in performing this step.

The first problem was the ways

in which the NA had the definers respond.

In the early

cycles of the field test, the NA read the stimulus to some

definers and the definer responded verbally.

This presented

problems later in that the NA had trouble keeping up with
the definer in taking notes and could not make sense of some
of these notes.

Also, it was common for a definer to give

comments that were tangential to or did not follow from the
stimulus.

The same problems occurred whether the NA and

definer met in person or by telephone contact.
In later cycles,

the NA tried reading the stimulus

to the definer and having the definer respond in writing.

This helped reduce the quantity of tangential and off-the-

subgect answers, although this still sometimes occurred as
some definers had a "stream-of -consciousness " writing style.

Whenever the NA did not understand

a response,

she would try
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to clarify it with a definer.

This helped to clear up mis-

understanding on the NA's part.
definer'

s

It also resulted in the

making additions and elaborations to his/her
first

response.

The NA finally tried having the definer read the
wr itten stimulus and respond in writing.

This seemed to be

the most effective way of having the definer communicate

what he/she wanted to say with a minimum of tangential and
of f- the- subject responses.

in some cases, however, this

still occurred.

The second set of problems had to do with actually

arranging a time and place for the definer to respond.

The

NA had problems when she made telephone contact with definers
and made appointments with them to come to her office.

Many

times throughout the field test this resulted in broken

appointments, difficulties in rescheduling, and difficulties
in making contact with definers.

contact.

Definers were difficult to

It seemed that whenever the NA tried to telephone

them, they were out or occupied.

call, they often went unanswered.

When she left messages to
If the NA was lucky,

contacted them herself later that same day or week.

she

These

problems all resulted in delays in the field test so that

a

cycle would take a long while to complete.
The NA faced some problems with Mr. John Jenkins,

who was located far from the University.

The NA decided to
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have him respond by telephone.

Often her phone messages

went unanswered and he was difficult to
contact.
The NA had no problems when she scheduled
appointments
with definers to meet with them at their
offices.
They were
Ms. Tootle, Dr. Armitage, and Mr.
Gilbertson, all of whom
are administrators with stable hours, unlike
student definers.
The third set of problems that the NA encountered

with this step was that definers sometimes had difficulty

understanding a defining stimulus.

For example, in Cycle

I,

after the NA read the stimulus to Mr. Tom Conkle, he asked,
"In terms of how to get there?"

The NA had to repeat the

stimulus and emphasize to him to what he was to respond before he understood what to do.

In Cycle III, Dr. Armitage

asked,

"Do you mean ways

ing?"

When the NA responded in the affirmative he wrote an

I

would know that this was happen-

answer that did not follow from the stimulus.
III, Ms. Cindy Straub asked,

Also in Cycle

"Do you want me to concentrate

on the expansion or the officer training?"

5.3.3

The NA analyzes the responses into "unitary

response statements" with one item (defined

component of the need) per line and with
*

elimination of exact duplicates.
NOTE:

Where more than one wording seems
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possible to the NA, the NA wrotes each

alternative possibility.

The NA had three problem with this sub-step.

The

NA at first had trouble writing unitary response statements;
she was not sure that in her construction of these they were

unitary since some were compounded with phrases.

It does

not seem that unitary response statements are explained well

enough in the step to have enough operational meaning for a
NA.

However

,

the NA checked her unitary response state-

ments with Dr. Thomann and each time all were felt to be
unitary.
The NA also found that some responses were difficult
to translate into a response item for a survey;

for example,

"I don't like the administration going to the Greek community."

Finally, the NA had difficulty deciding whether tan-

gential and what seemed to her to be of f-the-subject responses
should be included as unitary response statements on

a

survey.

She decided that she would include them as some definers may

identify with them.

When faced with the problem of deciding

whether to include responses which were said by definers to
be already met, she included them as she felt that some de-

finers might disagree.
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Using all the unique statements
produced in
5*3*3/ the NA produces a survey
instrument
in the form below:
1.

[Item]

2.

[Item]

3.

[Item]

The NA adds instructions as follows:

"Imagine in your mind that (Whose) needs
for

(What)

are fully met.

in the list that follows.

Read each item
If the item is

something that Who needs, place a checkmark
in the space provided."

"After completing the above, go back over
the list and circle the numbers of the five

most important needs."
NOTE:

The last sentence of the above instruc

tions should be repeated on the last page of
the survey instrument.

Because of the way the NA had worded her defining
stimuli, she found it difficult to word the instructions to
the' survey instruments as directed in this step.

The prob-

lem here seems to be that the given format for instructions

does not seem to include other possibilities for wording.

.
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For an example of the NA's problem,
in Cycle III the defining stimulus was as follows:

Imagine that there is reciprocal
support for common
aims/goals of the host institution, OSU,
and the chapters
with regard to student development. As
you observe this
situation in your mind, what are all the
things that indicate to you that this reciprocal support
is being given
fully?
The NA had worded the first sentence from
this stimulus

exactly as it had been worded by
survey.

a

definer from the previous

This was so that the meaning of the definer could

be conveyed as the definer had conveyed it.

When the NA

began to write the instructions for the survey of Cycle II,
she felt that she had to keep this wording intact to main-

tain definer validity and so could not use the format "Imagine
in your mind that

(Whose)

needs for

(What)

are fully met."

Rather, she wrote the following instructions:

Imagine in your mind that there is entire reciprocal
support for common aims/goals of OSU and the Greek chapters

with regard to student development.
list that follows.

Read each item in the

If the item is something that indicates

to you that reciprocal support with regard to student develop-

ment is being given fully, place a checkmark in the space

provided
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After completing the above, go
back over the list
and circle the numbers of the
five most important items that
indicate this.
The wording used by the NA did not
seem to present
problems for definers.
One other problem noted here was that
in the given
instructions the "(Who's)" is grammatically
incorrect.
The
word should be "Whose."

Many of the problems encountered with this step did
not directly relate to the connotation of "arranges
to complete

,

"

.

.

as it would seem that to arrange would only

mean to set up times and places for survey completion.

The

step does not directly deal with the actions that must be

taken to get the survey actually completed by the subjects.
The problems that were encountered by the NA serve to point
out the fact that a gap exists in the methodology.

It does

not provide for actions that should be taken by the NA to
get the survey completed.

This in essence is the problem

with sub-step 5.3.5; it needs additions.

Problems encountered

are described here and some are examples of the types of

things the methodology must provide in trying to get the
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task accomplished.

Solutions in the form of additional

steps are given in Chapter V.

The first problem had to do with
arranging times and
places for survey completion. Throughout
all cycles, it was
a constant problem to arrange
for definers to complete the
survey.
The NA tried to contact them by
telephone to set up
an appointment for them to come to
her office. Many appointments were broken, and were difficult to
reschedule largely
because definers were difficult to reach. When
the NA left

messages for definers to return her call, many
times they
were not answered and the NA had to try to contact
them
again.

These problems were mainly with student definers who

often did not have stable daily hours.
The NA faced other problems in Cycle

X

with Mr. Jerry

Morelli and Mr. John Jenkins regarding the completion of the
survey.

The NA made arrangements with both to mail them a

copy of the survey for them to complete as soon as possible.
The NA did not receive any survey from Mr. Morelli and left

many phone messages.

After he missed a scheduled appoint-

ment, the NA reached him by phone at his home and he com-

pleted the survey by phone.

These occurrences took much

time.
In Cycle I, the NA tried a different way of having

Mr. Jenkins complete the survey.

She had at first made

arrangements to mail it to him and had arranged to call him
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on a certain date after he had had a
chance to complete the
survey.
When she called him, he apparently had
forgotten
about this arrangement as he said he had not
finished the
survey.
It was arranged that he would send it
when it was

completed as he would not have time to spend over the
phone.
In Cycle I, he took a long while to return
his survey;
in

Cycle II, he completed it swiftly and returned it to the
NA because of the NA's persistence and statements that she

needed it quickly.

He did not complete any other surveys.

The NA had minimal problems in arranging for Dr.

Armitage and Ms. Tootle to complete the survey, except when
the task conflicted with what Dr. Armitage considered to be

more important priorities.

The NA gave copies of the survey

to his secretary and either to Ms
for completion.

.

Tootle or her secretary

Whenever the NA felt she should remind

either of them to complete the survey when they had had it
awhile, it was only a matter of walking to their offices

since both were located next to the NA's office.
The NA had no problems in having Mr. Gilbertson

complete the survey because each time she made an appoint-

ment to go to his office with the survey in hand for him to
complete at that time.

He had stable office hours as he was

an administrator.

Whenever a definer delayed completing a survey, much
time was lost.
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A problem consistently noted by definers was
that it
was difficult to pick five items to circle.
The surveys
always contained numerous items and often definers
would
find that they considered more than five to be equally
important.

Consequently, they sometimes circled more than five.

Mr. Mintz stated that in Cycle

I

his problem in circling five

was that some items were almost the same except for some

different words giving them a different emphasis.

It was a

decision on what he "wanted to sacrifice" in choosing five.
Mr. Gilbertson noted in Cycle II that in trying to circle

five there were too many items and everything was "meshed

together in his head" by the end of the checking process so
that it was difficult to go back and circle five.
One potential problem in the structure of the survey

was noted by the NA.

This may be that the surveys as

structured do not provide for enough room for expression on
the part of the definers.

On two separate surveys, Mr. Mintz

for some items wrote "N/A"; when the NA asked why, he replied

that this was because some items were "not applicable" as

things that could be accomplished because of decisions that
had already been made.

On another survey he wrote "NO!" next

to an item; the NA interpreted this as an emphasis he felt

he needed to place for this item.
Mr. Gilbertson found the surveys very constricting

in this regard.

His major problem in answering any stimulus
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or completing any survey was that
he felt he had incomplete
information. When completing a survey,
this meant that he
often felt that he did not understand
what was meant by an
item or items; for these items, he
wanted to place a question
mark as he did not feel comfortable
checking them or not

checking them.
with this item.
as to why?"

In one instance, he said,
Is there any way

I

"I really disagree

can put across my reasons

When the NA suggested he make a note in the

margin and that she would advise the DM of this
note, he
laughed, did not take the suggestion, and said no
more about

A problem that was discovered with sub-step 5.3.7 is
that it does not specify from which survey the item to be

next defined is to be chosen, assuming that more than one
cycle of the Defining Process is being done.

To solve this

problem for the field test, it was decided to have the DM

.
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choose from which survey he wished to pick the item
to be
next defined.

A second problem also occurred for 5.3.7.

The DM

expressed disagreement with the way items were prioritized.
He did not want to choose items to be next defined on the

basis of high scores derived from circles (if an item is
circled, a total of ten points is added to the total score)
Rather, he wanted to choose, and did so, items which had

been given a high number of checkmarks disregarding circles,

because to him this expressed a consensus for

which he wanted to look.

He therefore chose items to be

defined from among those with

a

high number of checkmarks,

many of which had the same number.

5.3.8

The NA goes to sub-step

5. 3. 1.2

(and follow-

ing sub-steps--excluding sub-step 5.3.1.

6)

substituting in those procedures the word
"sub-item" in place of the word "item."

A problem kept occurring with this step, which was
that for the remaining three cycles the NA forgot to use

"sub-item" in place of "item."

The problem with the step

may be that this instruction is so placed as to be easily

overlooked when the NA knows that he/she must go back to the
beginning of the process if starting a new cycle.

Here,
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again, a check list might be useful in
helping the NA not to
forget to do this step.

Occurrences with which the
Methodology did not DeaX
In the middle of the school year 1974-1975,

it was

announced that the office with which the NA was working

would be discontinued for the following school year and
that
its head, the DM for this field test, would therefore
have

no job.

The DM thereupon announced that he would be leaving

within a few weeks.

The occurrence of the discontinuance of

a DM s cooperation is not provided for in the methodology
but

must be since the DM has input throughout the methodology
according to its procedures.

In this field test the problem

was avoided because the DM stayed longer than the few weeks.

After the second cycle of the Defining Process had
been completed, the DM announced that he had enough data for
his decision-making purposes.

It was agreed that the field

test would go on as it was stipulated that it would be dis-

continued in June, 1975.
It would seem that when a DM announces unexpectedly

and before stipulated work is completed that he/she has

enough data for his/her purposes, this constitutes

a

problem.

It is a problem since the methodology does not provide for

this occurrence and, in a larger needs analysis, this could

create problems if a contract exists stipulating the work to
be done and the time it will span.
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About two months after the field
test had begun the
investigator was briefing the DM on what
had happened thus
far.
When refreshing his. memory with the
names of the de-

f iners

,

Mr. Williams asked,

"Who's John Jenkins?" and "I

didn't give you this person's name?" and made
an expression
as if to say,

"How did

I

miss that?"

On another occasion

similar to this a month or two later, Mr. Williams
again

asked who Mr. Jenkins was.
On neither occasion did Mr. Williams request a
change
in def iners.

However, as seen from this incident it is pos-

sible that a DM may request a change for some reason similar
•

those above, and the methodology should therefore provide
for it.

^

Furthermore, the DM should be aware of an option to

change so that he/she does not continue to receive data from
a

definer in whom he/she has lost interest, thereby allowing

for the possibility of the DM's not using the data.

A final occurrence which presented a problem, since
the methodology did not provide for it, was the discontinuance
of a definer 's cooperation.

At the beginning of the second

cycle of defining Mr. Jerry Morelli no longer wanted to be a

part of the field test.

The methodology does not provide for

this occurrence and must if data that is wanted is to be

collected.
Also, Ms. Sherri Washburn discontinued her partici-

pation due to what she felt was a lack of contact with the
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situation, and Mr. John Jenkins and Mr. Eric Gilbertson
also
did this due to lack of time, although for the latter
two

the NA asked whether they wanted not to continue, since
she

was receiving indications that they were feeling this.
It seems that the methodology should provide for

initiation by a definer to discontinue if he/she so chooses,

because there is a chance that definer validity may not be

maintained if a definer participates against his/her will.
Further, the methodology should provide for the discontinu-

ance of a definer due to lack of cooperation at the initiation of the NA or DM, if either receives indications that

a

definer would rather not participate or if the DM loses interest in recieving data from that person.

In either event,

what is to be strived for is definer and DM validity.
Data Collected Concerning Problems
that the NA, DM, and Definers had
doing any Step
As part of the field test, the NA collected data as
to what problems she, the DM, and the definers had doing the

tasks they were asked to do, by asking each what the problems

were as soon as possible after completion of each task.
the NA

*

s

All

problems have been presented previously in this

chapter, the DM had none, and some of the definer'
have been presented.

s

problems

What will now be given are other prob-

lems that were mentioned by definers in answering defining

stimuli and completing surveys; these will be presented cycle
by cycle.

"
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Cycle

I

Defining Stimulus
Ms. Cindy Straub:

Ms.

Straub felt that a lot of

what she said was "pure idealism" and could
not be realized.
Also, a problem for her was that she felt
the administration

did not realize the negative picture Greeks have
of them.
Ms.

Barb Tootle:

Ms. Tootle felt the problem was

very complex and she tried to make it basic in her
answer;
her problem was in limiting the problem in a communicative
way.
Dr. Dick Arrnitage:

usual

Dr. Armitage said he had his

problems with focusing on the "how to" of measure-

ment and accountability.
Mr. Eric Gilbertson:

Mr.

Gilbertson felt he did not

really have close contact with the Greek community and much
of what he gave as an answer was "impressionistic" and

"rambling.
Mr. Bob Mintz:

Mr. Mintz said he "can really see

himself drifting off to the now instead of what should be"
in composing his answer.

Also, he said he had a problem

focusing on the specific task of changing his mind-set from

residence halls (where he was then working) to Greeks.
Ms.

Sherri Washburn:

She declined to respond because

she felt she would not know how, due to the fact that she

was "not really involved" in campus Greek affairs.
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Mr. Tom Conkle

:

Mr. Conkle said he had
problems

verbalizing his thoughts because he "wasn't
thinking too
well today."
Ms. Cindy Bauer:

Ms. Bauer had difficulty as she

said no one had ever asked her to think of
herself as
Greek in relation to the University.

a

Most problems that definers seemed to have were
very
diverse.

However, one common element that seemed to be a

problem for a few definers was that they had trouble
communicating their thoughts verbally or on paper. Many definers
seemed to have problems visualizing a response in their minds

when presented with the defining stimulus.
Survey Instrument
Mr. Eric Gilbertson:

For some items, Mr. Gilbertson

felt he had insufficient information for either checking or

not checking.

He did not want to check them because he did

not know really what was meant by the item.

He did not want

to leave the space provided for the item blank because he

did not want it to appear that he was disapproving something

without being really sure of what it meant.

He felt that his

problem was that he was trained to be exact and it was difficult to check something when one was not sure of its meaning.

’

He put a question mark by these items.
Ms. Barb Tootle:

Ms. Tootle felt that many of the

items did not portray to her that the relationship would be
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"fully" satisfactory; the items were small
while to her "fully
meant broader, more important items.
Ms. Cindy Straub:

were repetitive.

Ms.

Straub felt that some items

She also perceived some items as the ideal

Greek community within themselves but they had nothing
to do
with any relationship with OSU.
Mr. Jerry Morelli:

Mr. Morelli felt helplessness

when completing the survey; he really did not believe the

University had any intention of bettering Greek communityOSU relations.
Mr. John Jenkins:

Mr. Jenkins said that it took

awhile, one hour, for him to complete the survey, and he had
to sit down and away from everything else to do it.
In summary, all problems here seemed to be very

diverse among definers.

Some definers had trouble checking

certain items for varying reasons.

There were different

interpretations of how items fit into the whole.
Cycle II

Defining Stimulus
Ms. Cindy Bauer:

Ms. Bauer felt it was hard to

visualize "indicators"; to her this meant happenings where
reciprocal support was going on.

The stimulus was worded

"things that indicate to you."
Ms. Cindy Straub:

Ms. Straub said a problem for her
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was that she felt rusty because she
had been out of the Greek
system for one year.
Mr. Jerry Morelli:

Mr. Morelli felt the stimulus

question was ridiculous and could not
fathom any answer to it
Mr. Bob Mintz:
Mr. Mintz said that he had a hard
time staying away from specifics about
programs and that
he

needed to keep his answer broad enough to compass
what he
wanted to say.
Dr. Dick Armitage:

Dr. Armitage felt his problem

was in stating measurements that would be indicators
to him

because he did not know of any, since no one had come up
with
any to show or teach him.
Mr. Eric Gilbertson:

Mr. Gilbertson felt that his

perspective was really limited since he hears little about
what goes on in the Greek community.
In summary, some of the problems definers had were

common; two felt they were not enough in touch with the

situation in answering the stimulus.

Nearly all had dif-

ficulties visualizing responses to the stimulus.
Survey Instrument
Mr.

Tom Conkle:

Mr. Conkle had difficulty under-

standing what people meant by certain items.
Mr.

Eric Gilbertson:

Mr. Gilbertson again felt he

did not know what people were talking about by some items.

.
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and did not w,nt it to appear that
by not checking some he
was disagreeing that they should
ajjppen.

Ms. Cindy Straub:

Ms. Straub felt she wanted to

take separate items and put them into
one phrase to really
effectively express her sentiments.
In summary, a common problem experienced
by two

definers was that they were not sure of the meaning
of some
items.

Other problems experienced were not common; one

definer felt that two items should be put together
into one
item to effectively express her thoughts, indicating
difficulty in responding to the instrument.

Cycle III

Defining Stimulus
Mr.

Bob Mintz;

Mr. Mintz said it was difficult for

him to get a comprehensive and concise answer down on paper;
he did not feel he really got all he wanted to say or exactly

what he wanted to say written.
Mr. Tom Conkle:

Mr. Conkle said he had problems in

the sense of deciding what to write and to say it effectively

with the considerations of how administrators will read it
and how the whole project will come out.

He said he always

puts his thinking in these terms when answering defining

stimuli

A common problem expriences here by two definers was
that they had difficulty in deciding what to write and to
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say it effectively.

There were no other problems.

This

problem was common throughout the study.
Survey Instrument
Dr. Dick Armitage:

Dr. Armitage felt the survey took

a little while longer to complete than he
wanted it to.

While this was the only problem experienced here,
this particular one was experienced previously.

Cycle IV

Defining Stimulus
Mr. Bob Mintz:

"Every time

I

come in here

(the NA's

office) I'm faced with these intense questions that would
take two weeks to do."

Mr. Mintz said also that it was

always difficult to focus his mind; it was "always one

thousand miles away."
Mr.
a cycle

Tom Conkle;

For Mr. Conkle's answer he devised

(as can be seen in

Appendix

E)

and had a problem with

it in that he felt it was impossible to complete the cycle.

The problems experience here were not common, al-

though the first had been experienced previously by the same
person.

Survey Instrument
Mr. Tom Conkle:

Mr. Conkle felt he had to circle

six items as #26 and #27 "were very similar and equally
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important";

he circled these items as one.

This problem had been experienced
previously by Ms.
Straub.

Summary
This chapter has presented all problems that
occurred

from the implementation of the steps of the
Determining and
Defining Processes. These problems were:

Determining Process:
Incorrect needs phrase

Defining Process:
NA's lack of understanding of how to develop a

defining stimulus (sub-steps

5. 3. 1.2

through

5. 3.

1.5).

Definers' trouble in understanding defining stimuli.

NA's forgetting to do sub-steps (sub-step

5. 3.

1.6).

Time-consuming ways of having definers respond to

defining stimuli.
Definer responses to defining stimuli that seemed to
be tangential or not to follow from the stimuli.

Time-consuming ways of arranging

a time and

place

for definers to respond to defining stimuli.

NA's uncertainty that she was writing response state-

ments for surveys that were unitary.
NA's difficulty in translating definer responses into

survey items.
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NA

s

difficulty in deciding whether tangential

responses should be included in surveys.
NA's difficulty in wording instructions to
surveys
as directed in methodology.

Methodology's lack of providing for actions that
should be taken by NA to get survey completed by definers
(sub-step 5.3.5)

NA's difficulty in arranging times and places for

definers to respons to surveys.
Definers' difficulty in choosing only five items to

circle as the most important in surveys.

Survey structure's not allowing for extra comments

definers felt they had to make.

Sub-step 5.3.7's lack in specifying from which survey the item to be next defined is chosen, assuming more
than one survey is completed.
DM

'

s

expressing disagreement with the method by which

items are prioritized in surveys according to the methodology.

NA's forgetting to use "sub-item" rather than "item"
in subsequent surveys

(sub-step 5.3.8)

Near occurrence of the DM's leaving his job before
finish of field test.
DM's announcement before scheduled finish of field
*

test that he had enough data for his purposes.

.

.
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Methodology's lack of providing an option for
DM to
cahnge definers if DM has lost interest in a
particular

de-

finer

Discontinuance of definer cooperation.
Definers

difficulties as stated by themselves in

completing surveys.
Chapter V will present suggested solutions to these
problems

CHAPTER

V

SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS RESULTING

FROM IMPLEMENTATION OF DETERMINING
AND DEFINING PROCESSES

Introduction
Having presented the data concerning problems that
were encountered throughout the field test, it is now possible to present solutions suggested by the investigator to

these problems.

These solutions must be tried in other

field test settings and modified if not effective in solving
the problems for which they were produced.
In presenting these solutions, the chapter is arranged
in the following manner.

First, the step with which a prob-

lem was found will be presented.

A brief summary of the

problem will then be stated, and a solution will be suggested.
Finally, a rewording of the step, if appropriate, will be
given.
In some cases the solutions will be those that were

tried by the investigator and which worked; in other cases,
they will have been designed by the investigator to solve
the problem, but were not tried during the field test.

some instances,

In

solutions have not been found for problems
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since not enough information concerning that nature
of the

problem is available to determine probable solutions.

Presentation of Solutions
DETERMINING PROCESS
4. 2.1. 8

From the recorded responses, the NA constructs a phrase in the form "Who needs what
as defined by whom."

The problem encountered here was the incorrect wording of the needs phrase,

"Mr. Williams need to know

.

.

.

."

This wording makes it necessary only for the NA to ask Mr.

Williams whether he knows whatever the concern is; whether
he answers yes or no, the need is -assessed.

was not what the DM wanted done.

In fact, this

A solution for this partic-

ular problem, when a "need to know" is not what the DM wants
defined, might be to add a note to this step as follows:

NOTE:

If the NA is presented with a needs

sentence which contains the phrase "need to

know (something)" the NA should advise the

DM of the difference between have
know" defined and having the
fined.

a

"need to

(something) de-

The NA should make changes in the

,

:
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needs phrase accordingly if the
DM wants the
(something) defined.
For example, the needs
sentence, "Mr. Williams needs to
know what
the relationship ought to be
between OSU and
the Greek community as defined by
(someone)"

can be changed to: "OSU and the Greek
com-

munity need a relationship that is mutually
satisfactory" if the DM (Mr. Williams) wants
the relationship defined rather than what
he

needs to know about it.

DEFINING PROCESS
5. 3.

1.2

The NA develops a hypothetical situation

appropriate to the DM's stated purpose.
5.

3.1.

3

The NA inserts the Who and the What into the

situation.

5. 3.

1.4

The NA determines how the definer should

observe the situation.
5. 3.

1.5

The NA combines the results of sub-step
5. 3. 1.2

through

5. 3.

1.4 as a defining stimu-

lus for the definer a manner similar to the

following
"Imagine

[the hypothetical situation]
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and in that situation imagine
that [name of
needer s needs for [type of need
being de]

'

o-ined]

are fully met.

Observe that situa-

tion [in the manner specified in sub-step
5. 3.

1.4].

What are all the things you see

in the situation that indicate to you
that
[name of neederj's needs for

[type of need

being defined] are fully met?"
NOTE:

Here is an example of a stimulus

where the DM's purpose is to use needs data
in planning an individualized program for a

child.

The "what" in this situation is the

child's needs for "emotional support" and
the definer is the. child's parent:

"Imagine that our school is providing

individualized instruction for your child
and in this instruction all of your child's

needs for emotional support are being fulfilled.

As you observe this situation in

your mind, what are all the things that indicate to you that your child's need for

emotional support is being met?"

There were numerous problems with these steps, in-

cluding the NA's not understanding how to do any of them.

.
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The NA had problems constructing defining
stimuli while
following the example provided in sub-step 5.
3. 1.5. Following the example depended upon having performed
the previous

sub-steps

5. 3. 1.2

through

5. 3. 1.4,

which the NA could not

perform due to lack of understanding of how to do them.

The

definers had difficulties understanding and responding to

defining stimuli.

Since the investigator (NA) does not

understnad the steps, the only procedure
is the one used by her;

she

can suggest

in some cases this worked,

in others

problems were encountered.

This procedure is to follow the

example in sub-step

to construct defining stimuli.

5. 3. 1.5

The investigator cannot suggest a new solution at this time.

Since this procedure has already presented problems, it is

necessary for further field test work and revision to be
done

5. 3.1. 6

The NA asks the DM for approval of the defining stimulus.
NOTE:

The NA should asK the DM to consider

the following questions:
"Do you think this stimulus will work?

That is, do you think it will produce infor-

mation that you want and can use in decisionmaking.

"

.

:
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The problem with this step was
that the NA forgot to
implement it; the problem is not with the
step essentially,
as it is really the absence of steps
which provide for the
NA not to forget to do any step.
It is suggested that the
problem of forgetfulness be taken care of in
sub-step
5.1. 5. 2.1, where the NA is to list those
steps which he/she

intends to use.

An addition to the step would require that

the list be drawn up in the fashion of a check list
on which
the NA is to check off each step as it is completed
and exa-

mine the next step to be done.

The step would be written as

follows

5.

1.5. 2.1

The NA examines the procedures of Case II and
lists those which he/she intends to carry out.

After each step is completed, the NA checks it
off on this list and examines the next step
to be done

5.3.2

The NA arranges for each definer person to

respond to the defining stimulus.

The problems encountered here were the ways in which
the NA had the definers respond, arranging times and places
for the definers to respond, and definers wishing to discontinue
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their cooperation.

Solutions for difficulties in under-

standing and actually responding to the
stimuli have already
been suggested.
The NA found that the best way to have definers

respond to stimuli was to have them read the stimulus
and

respond in writing.

This caused the least amount of mis-

understanding between NA and definer.

The NA therefore pro-

poses this as a way to have definers respond.
The NA has no solution to the problems of the dif-

ficulty in contacting definers except to do what she did:
to keep calling until contacting them, and then apologizing

when contact has been frequent.

If this results in much

delay, the NA should obtain the help of the DM in contacting
a definer.

When arranging for

a

definer to respond to a stimulus,

the NA should make plans to meet the definer at a place and

time convenient to the definer.

definer'
respond.

s

The NA should go to the

office or place of residence to have the definer
The NA found that this resulted in much less delay

than having the definer come to the NA.

In arranging for

this, the NA should obtain the address and phone number he/she

would be most likely to reach the definer and at what times
he/she would be most likely to reach the definer.

Dates of

unavailability within the scheduled period of a definer
involvement should also be obtained.

1

s

2
3
4
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The problem of a definer's wishing to
discontinue

will be considered later in this chapter; however,
the in-

vestigator feels that a sub-step should be added here to
acquaint a definer with the option of discontinuing.

The

definer may wish to discontinue otherwise but may not be
aware that this can be a real option.

The provision of this

option is in keeping with not having the definer's unwillingness interfere with the data to be provided.
The further operationalization of this step would
then be as follows:

5.3.2

The NA arranges for each definer person to

respond to the defining stimulus.
5. 3.

2.1

The NA obtains from the definer the address

and phone number where the NA would be most
likely able to reach the definer.
5. 3. 2.

The NA obtains from the definer the times the

NA would be most likely to reach the definer.
5.3.2.

The NA obtains from the definer all known

dates of unavailability within the scheduled

period of a definer's involvement.

5. 3. 2.

The NA calls the definer as often as is

necessary to contact him/her and asks the

6
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definer for some of his/her time for defining.

If the contacts have been frequent,

the

NA apologizes for bothering the definer.
5. 3. 2.

4.1

if there is much delay due to not being
able

to contact a definer, the NA obtains the

DM
5. 3. 2. 5

1

s

help in contacting.

The NA makes plans with a definer to go to

the definer at a place very convenient to
him/her, an office, place of residence, etc.,
to respond to the defining stimulus.
5. 3. 2.

The NA has the definer read the defining

stimulus and respond in writing.

The NA

asks for clarification of anything he/she
feels is off the subject and has the definer

write this down.
5. 3.

2.7

If at any time the NA has the feeling that
a definer wishes to discontinue, the NA asks

the definer if in fact he/she wishes to disthe NA goes to step 10.0,

continue.

If so,

Revising.

If the DM receives advice that a

definer wishes not to continue and advises
the NA of this, the NA goes to step 10.0.
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5,3,3

The NA analyzes the responses into
"unitary

response statements" with one item
(defined

component of the need) per line and with

elimination of exact duplicates.
NOTE:

Where more than one wording seems

possible to the NA, the NA writes each

alternative possibility.

The problems with this step were that the NA was not
sure her response statements were unitary, she had difficulty
at times translating definer's responses into unitary re-

sponse statments, and difficulty deciding whether to include

tangential, of f-the-subject responses, or responses that were
said to be "already met" by definers.
If a NA is not sure that his/her statements are

unitary, it is suggested that he/she check Dr. Larry Benedict's

goals handbook (Benedict, 1973) which provides practice in

breaking down multiple statements, or check them with
son knowledgeable in this area.

a per-

The investigator in this

study did both.
If the NA has difficulty translating a response into
a

unitary response statement, it is suggested that the NA

make a best guess and check with the definer, asking whether
the NA's statement is what the definer meant to say.

For
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off-the-subject responses, this problem
may be solved by
sub-step 5. 3. 2. 6 above. For tangential

and "already met"

items, it is suggested that these be
included in the survey

because definers may have different
opinions concerning them.
This suggestion is added to the note
in sub-step
5.3.3.

ihe further operationalization of
sub-step

5

.

3

.

3

,

then, would be the following:

The NA analyzes the responses into "unitary

response statements" with one item (defined

component of the need) per line and with

elimination of exact duplicates.
NOTE:

Where more than one wording seems

possible to the NA, the NA writes each

alternative possibility.

Where a response

seems to the NA to be tangential to the con-

cept being defined the NA writes a unitary

response statement for it, including it in
the survey, to give definers the chance to

decide whether it is a component of the concept.
If the NA is told by a definer that a response

has been or is being met, he/she includes it
in the survey as other definers may have
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differing opinions as to whether
the response
is a component of the need
or is already
met.

If the NA does not understand
how to write

unitary response statements or if not
sure
that his/her response statements are
unitary,
the NA checks Dr. Larry Benedict's
goals

handbook or with someone knowledgeable in
this area.
If the NA has difficulty translating a de-

finer

s

response into a unitary response

statement, the NA writes down a best guess

and asks the definer if that was what the

definer meant to say.

Solutions to Problems with
Survey Instruments

5.3.4

Using all the unique statements produced in
5.3.3, the NA produces a survey instrument in

the form below:
1.

[Item]

2.

[Item]

3.

[Item]

The NA adds instructions as follows:
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"Imagine in your mind that (Whose) needs
for

(What)

are fully met.

the list that follows.

Read each item in

If the item is some-

thing that Who needs, place a checkmark in
the space provided."
"After completing the above, go back

over the list and circle the numbers of the
five most important needs."
NOTE:

The last sentence of the above instruc-

tions should be repeated on the last page of
the survey instrument.

The problems here were that the NA found it difficult
to word the instructions to the survey instrument according
to the above format when the defining stimulus followed a

different format.

The NA always kept the format consistent

between defining stimulus and survey instrument, and since
this presented no problems to the definers it is suggested

that the format of the defining stimulus be kept.

Another problem was the decision as to whether to
keep the format of the defining stimulus the same for the
survey instrument if the defining stimulus had presented

problems to definers.

The NA kept it the same and it pre-

sented no new problems in the survey for definers; it is
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suggested that it be kept the same
unless the NA can exactly
identify the problem with the defining
stimulus.

The additions to this step can be made
in the form
of notes:

Using all the unique statements produced in
5.3.3, the NA produces a survey instrument
in the form below:
1.

[Item]

2.

[Item]

3.

[Item]

The NA adds instructions as follows:

"Imagine in your mind that (Whose) needs
for

(What)

are fully met.

in the list that follows.

Read each item
If the item is

something that Who needs, place a checkmark
in the space provided.

"After completing the above, go back over
the list and circle the numbers of the five

most important needs."
NOTE:

The last sentence of the above instruc-

tions should be repeated on the last page of
the survey instrument.

.
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NOTE:
#

If the format of the corresponding

defining stimulus is different from
that of
the instructions given above, the
NA uses

the format of the defining stimulus
unless

definers had problems with it and only if
the NA can identify exactly what the
problems

were

Solutions to Problems with having
^
Definers complete Surveys

The problems that occurred with this step were often

not directly related to the connotations of the word
"arranges"; the step does not provide for actually getting
the survey completed.

Difficulties occurred in trying to

contact definers to set up appointments and in the ways in

which it was arranged for definers to complete the survey.
Other problems noted were that definers often found it difficult to circle just five items and that sometimes definers
felt they had to respond to items on the survey in ways not

called for in the instructions.
It is suggested that the same solutions for contact-

ing and having definers complete defining stimuli be used
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for the completion of survey instruments:

that the NA con-

tinue telephoning definers until contact
is made, using the
DM's help if there is much delay, and that
the NA make
arrangements to go to the definers personally to
have them
complete the survey instrument.

Concerning the problems encountered by definers in
c;'' rc ^

one,

;*-

n<?

j

us t five items, the number five is an arbitrary

so that if definers want to circle more or less than

^ ve
either.

-*-

s

acceptable

,

although it should not be encouraged

Since the circumstance of circling more than five

items did not cause any detrimental consequences in the field
test, the investigator does not see any reason for changing

the step at this time.

For the problem regarding the circumstance that

definers felt they had to respond to items in ways not called
for by the instructions to the survey instruments, the in-

vestigator feels a sub-step should be added to this step.
The largest problem here was when Mr. Eric Gilbertson, for

political reasons, did not feel comfortable either circling
or not circling some items; for these he placed question

marks.

Ordinarily when a definer does not understand the

meaning of an item he/she does not check it.

This problem

and other problems that occurred here should be taken care
of by a sub-step to the effect that if definers feel they

have to make notes for an item or mark an item in a manner

3
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different from what is asked, the NA
accepts this and notifies the DM of the fact and the
reasons for it.
The additions for this step would
then be as follows

5.3.5

The NA arranges for each definer person
to

complete the survey instrument.
5.3. 5.1

The NA calls the definer as often as is

necessary to contact him/her and asks the

definer for some of his/her time for defining.

If the contacts have been frequent,

the NA apologizes for bothering the definer.
5.3. 5.2

The NA makes plans with a definer to go to
the definer at a place very convenient to

him/her

— an

office, place of residence, etc.,

to complete the survey instrument.

5. 3. 5.

If a definer feels that he/she has to make

notes for or mark an item in a manner different from what is asked, the NA accepts
this, asks the reason for it, and notifies

the DM of the fact and the reason.

Solutio ns to Problems with Choo sing
Subsequent Items to be Defined
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The problem identified with sub-step 5.3.7 was that
it does not specify from which survey the item to
be next

defined is to be chosen, when more than one cycle of the
Process has been done.

Although another strategy

was used in the field test for choosing items to be defined,
the investigator feels that the step should be reworded to

specify that items to be defined should be chosen from the
first survey instrument completed.
The strategy used in the field test was to have the

DM choose the next item to be defined from the latest survey
done to see what resources were needed to reach an operational
level.

This was in fact what happened although it had been

decided to give the DM the choice to pick the mext item from
whatever survey he desired.

After looking at the data which

resulted, the investigator concluded that what actually

resulted was further operationalizing of one component of
the first survey which dealt with the complete fuzzy concept.
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Since it seems that much resources would
have to be spent
to reach a completely operational level
in any event, and
since doing further operationalizations on
one component
does not help in understanding the entire
fuzzy concept in

relation to its other components, it is reasonable
to suggest that resources be spent on operationalizing the
several

components of the entire fuzzy concept, which would be contained in the first survey.

Given limited resources, it

would be difficult to reach a completely operational level
in any case;

it is better to gather some data on several

components rather than much data on one component in order
to better understand the entire fuzzy concept.

The other problem that was encountered with these
steps was that the DM disagreed with the way items were

prioritized to be defined; he only cared about the number
of checkmarks, not circles, given an item.

As

a

DM who was

to use this data, the NA felt that this was his privilege.

Since this is a privilege of the DM, the investigator feels
that although the strategy for prioritizing items presented
in the steps is a good method from which to work, it should

be checked with the DM for his/her approval.

If the DM wants

to use some other method, the NA should agree to it.

The changes for these steps would then be as follows:

5

.

3.7

The NA identifies the first (or next) item to

2

2

2

.
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be further defined from the first
survey

instrument completed:

i.e., the item that

has the highest (or next highest)
total

score
5.

3.7.1

The NA chooses the item that has the highest
(or next highest)

5. 3. 7.

total.

if this is the first item to be chosen from

the survey, the NA explains this method of

choosing items to be next defined to the DM
by showing him/her the scores for all items
and the item with the highest total score.

The NA asks if this method meets with the

DM

'

s

approval; if so, the NA continues with

sub-step
5. 3. 7.

2.1

5. 3. 7. 3.

If this does not meet with the DM's approval,

the NA and DM discuss what method the DM

wants to use and the NA agrees with it.
5. 3. 7. 2.

The NA takes the first (or next) item to be

defined according to the DM's method and
goes to sub-step
NOTE:

5. 3. 7. 3.

Hereafter, the NA recycles to sub-step

5. 3. 7. 2.

to complete sub-step 5.3.7.

5
4
3

.
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5. 3. 7.

If there is no item,

step 5.1.
5. 3. 7.

the NA goes to sub-

•

The NA tests whether the item is a directly

observable behavior or state.
NOTE:

The NA tests whether an item is

directly observable by asking himself/
herself a guestion of the following type:
"If two people were sent somewhere to

see whether this item was actually happening, would they both come back with exactly

the same information?"
If the answer is "Yes," the item is con-

sidered a directly observable behavior or
state

5. 3. 7.

If the item is a directly observable beha-

vior or state, the NA sets it aside for the

Definition Reporting Process and goes to
sub-step 5.3. /.I or

5. 3. 7. 2. 2.

Solution to Problem of Neglecting to
Follow Sub-step 5.3.8 Completely

5.3.8

The NA goes to sub-step

5. 3.

1.2

(and follow-

ing sub-steps--excluding sub-step

5. 3. 1.6)

"
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substituting in those procedures the
word

sub-item

in place of the word "item.

The problem with this step was that the NA
did not
look at it in time to exclude sub-step
the word "sub- item."

5. 3.

1.6 and to use

No changes will be made here as it is

believed that if the NA follows the procedures at the very

beginning of the Defining Process and plans to check off the
use of each step to be implemented, this kind of problem

should not happen.

Occurrences with which the Methodology
did not provide Solutions
One occurrence was the near loss of the DM's co-

operation in leaving his job; this problem is provided for
in the Contingency Instructions of the Planning Process,

sub-step 3.8.

This sub-step instructs the NA to go to the

Revising Process, step 10.0, if any
occur.
are:

of

a

number of things

These are enumerated in the sub-step; some of them
the CDM expresses dissatisfaction with the conduct of

the needs analysis, a definer's cooperation cannot be secured,
and the cooperation of a DM is lost.

Another occurrence was the announcement by the DM
that he had enough data for his decision-making purposes

after only about half the resources were used.

gested that should this occur in

a

needs

It is sug-

analysis where
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there are other needs phrases to be
worked with for the same
DM, the extra resources should
be allocated to these other
phrases according to the DM's wishes.
in the case where
there is only the one needs phrase to be
worked with for the

particular DM, this problem might become part
of the Contigency Instructions since it involves notifying
the CDM and
perhaps renegotiating the resources. The Contingency
Instructions appear to provide for this problem by
incorporating the loss of decision-maker cooperation as an
occurrence for which the Revising Process is necessary.

It is

therefore felt that no additional changes in the methodology
are needed at this time.

Another occurrence was that the DM, two months after
naming the definers, could not remember who one of them was
and thought of another who, to his surprise, was not a definer.

In the first case, the investigator believes that

the NA should remind the DM who the person is and ask if the

DM is still interested in having the person as

a

definer.

In the second case, the NA should ask if the DM wants to add

the new person to the list of definers.

In either case,

the

NA should explain the consequences of adding or dropping a

person as a definer in terms of the data the DM will receive.
It is suggested that these problems'

part of the Revising Process.

solutions become

To recycle the NA to the

Revising Process should either of these problems occur, it
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is suggested that a note be added in the Defining
Process to

the effect that if either of these problems occur,
the NA

should go to step 10.0, Revising.

The note should be added

to sub-steps 5.3.2, where definers respond to defining

stimuli, and 5.3.5, where they respond to surveys, since

that is where the problems occurred in this study.

Suggested solutions to the above problems that might
become part of Revising are as follows.

A step should be

added at the end of these steps to recycle the NA to the

Defining Process.

The DM at this time should be made aware of
the option to change, add, or drop definers
if he/she wishes to at a particular time.

If at any time the DM does not remember who
a definer is,

the NA reminds him/her of the

definer's identity and asks the DM if he/she
still wants this person as a definer.
If the DM does not,

the NA asks the DM to

decide whether he/she wants to replace the

person with another of the DM's choosing.
The NA should explain the consequences con-

cerning the data which the DM will receive
in either case of dropping or replacement.

.
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In the case of replacement, the NA goes
to

sub-step 3.5.1 through 3.5.3.

These pro—

vide for the NA to contact the new definer,
asking cooperation and periods of availability.
If at any time the DM requests an addition

to the list of definers, the NA explains the

consequences of this action in regard to the
data which the DM will receive.

The NA then

goes to sub-steps 3.5.1 through 3.5.3.
If at any time the DM requests that a de-

finer be dropped, the NA explains that data

will no longer be collected from this def iner

Another problem was the discontinuance of

cooperation at the request of the definer.

a

definer's

Should this occur,

the DM should be told as soon as possible and asked to decide

whether to just let the person discontinue, contact the person himself/herself to try to obtain further definer co-

operation, or replace the person with another definer of the
DM

'

s

choosing.

This solution to the above problem should also be

placed in the Revising Process.
a step is as follows:

The solution in the form of
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If at any time a definer's cooperation is

lost, the NA advises the DM as soon as pos-

sible and asks the DM for a decision on

whether to only let the definer discontinue,
contact the definer himself/herself if the
DM still wants this definer's data to obtain
further cooperation, or replace the person

with another definer of the DM's choosing.
In the case of replacement, the NA goes to

sub- step 3.5.1 through 3.5.3.

In order to recycle the NA to these solutions, a

note should be added to sub-steps 5.3.2 and 5.3.5 to the

effect that if a definer's cooperation is lost, the NA
should go to step 10.0, Revising.

These sub-steps were where

in the field test the problem occurred.

At the end of this

solution, a sub-step should be added to recycle the NA to
the Defining Process.

Also regarding the discontinuance of

a

definer's

cooperation, the investigator, as stated in Chapter IV,

believes that the methodology should provide for advising
initiathe definer of the option of discontinuance at the

tion of the definer as well.
step 5.3.5 as follows:

A note might be added to sub-
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If the NA receives indications from
a definer

that he/she would rather not participate,
the
NA asks the definer whether he/she wants to

continue participating.

If not, the NA goes

to the steps in Revising providing for the

losing of a definer'

s

cooperation.

If the

DM advises the NA that he/she has been ad-

vised by a definer that the definer wishes
not to continue, the NA goes to these steps
in Revising.

Summary
This chapter has presented changes for the Deter-

mining and Defining Processes suggested by the investigator
as solutions to the problems she encountered while imple-

menting the processes.

The written processes incorporating

these changes can be found in Appendices F and G.

Chapter VI, the final chapter, includes

a summary of

the entire work and recommendations for further research.

.

CHAPTER

V

I

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Summary

During recent years the concept of needs
assessment
has become popular in the field of education.
The
impor-

tance placed upon the concept has resulted in
attempts to
find ways to do needs assessment tasks. All
studies

that

were reviewed in this work fell into one of the following
types of models:

determining needs only, measuring pre-

determined needs only, or both determining and measuring
needs
In determining needs only, the studies consisted of

procedures to ascertain what needs existed for people in
certain enterprises.

No attempts were made to measure to

what extent the determined needs were being met as in other
model types.

An example of this model is found in the study

for Project BASICS

(Eastmond,

determined by surveying

a

1971)

:

needs only were

population concerned with the

San Francisco school system.

Another example is the study

done for students in the State of Washington (Consulting

Services Corp.

,

1970).

Here a cross-section of the state
208
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population was surveyed to obtain
perceptions of state
educational needs.
Studies categorized as measuring
predetermined
needs followed a pattern whereby needs
were surmised to
exist before any enterprise was considered,
and the purpose
of the study was to measure the extent
to which the needs
were being met within some enterprise. An
example of
this

is a study done by the Appalachia Educational
Laboratory

in West Virginia, where the purpose was to
measure the

extent to which needs existed among the populace for
a

pre-school television series, and to measure the extent to

which these needs were being met with an existing pre-school
television series.

Where both determining and measuring of needs were
done, the studies followed a pattern of procedures whereby

not only were needs of people determined, but measuring of

those needs was also done to see to what extent the needs

were being met.

An example of this is a study done for the

State of Maryland (Hershkowitz

,

1972)

in which goals for

education were determined and prioritized by educators and
a random sample of the population.

The population also

judged the extent of goal attainment and gaps were estab-

lished for each goal which indicated how much the system
was deficient in meeting its goal standards.
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At the University of Massachusetts, a
method was
developed to accomplish needs assessment tasks.
The method
is called the Needs Analysis Methodology,
the purpose
of

which is to provide needs data for decision-making.

This

method falls into the type where both determining and

measuring needs is done, but also provides for the defining
or operationalizing of needs.
The methodology contains ten major parts or processes.

The first is the Preparation Process, through which the
of the methodology, the needs analyst, learns how
to apply it.

The process also provides for the needs ana-

lyst to come into contact with those who might be interested
in having a needs analysis done.

Major Process II, Contract Negotiation, involves

negotiating a contract with someone,

a

contract decision-

maker, who is interested in a needs analysis application
for his/her enterprise.

Process.

Major Process III is the Planning

With it the needs analyst plans for the imple-

mentation of the remainder of the methodology within the
available resources.

In the Determining Process, Major

Process IV, the needs analyst has the decision-makers,
for whom data will be provided, elicit the names of people

whose needs he/she is concerned about, the categories of
needs he/she is concerned about, and names of people who
can best define these needs.
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Major Process V, the Defining Process, provides for
those named as definers for a need in the Determining Process
to define that need.

By means of Major Process VI, Defini-

tion Reporting, the needs analyst reports the results of

defining to the decision-makers.
Major Process VII, Measuring, provides steps for
the needs analyst for measuring to what extent an operation-

ally defined need component is being met.

~

By means of Major

Process VIII, Measurement Reporting, the needs analyst
reports the results of measuring to the decision-makers.
In Major Process IX, Evaluation of the Needs Analysis,

the needs analyst evaluates the extent to which the data
are actually used by the decision-maker in his/her decision-

making.

Finally, Major Process X, Revising, provides pro-

cedures for revising an application of the methodology in
order to maximize its utility for the decision-maker.
The purpose of this dissertation was to field test
in the simplest of situations the Determining and Defining

Processes.

It is important to field test a methodology to

eliminate its problems, which might not be discerned without
field testing, and therefore provide the basis for improving
the methodology.

Metamethodology

(a

method for developing

testing
and testing methods) includes procedures for field

methodologies.
as part of its developmental processes for
testing has been
Further, since no previous formal field
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done with the Determining and
Defining Processes, it is
useful to conduct the test in the
simplest of situations
according to the law of parsimony in
research.
The law
states that if procedures will not
work under the simplest
of situations, they will not work
under the more complex.
The field test therefore was performed
on the "short form"
of the Determining Process and on
Case II of the Defining
Process.
The setting for the test was at a
university,

where decision-makers and definers were all
people connected
with the university.
In the conduct of the field test, the
investigator,

after some consideration of different possible
clients,

established contact with one who agreed to perform the
decision-maker role.

The investigator performed the Deter-

miuing Process with the decision-maker, who expressed the
need that Ohio State University and its Greek community
have a relationship fully satisfactory to both.

The decision-

maker named ten definers to define the need according to the

requirements of Case II of the Defining Process.
The investigator completed four cycles of the Defining Process.

Each cycle consisted of having each definer

respond to a defining stimulus, an open-ended question
intended to help the definer elicit his/her ideas about a
given concept.

The investigator then combined all responses

into a survey instrument and had each definer respond to the
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others'

ideas on the same topic.

The responses were scored

on the extent of agreement among definers and
the scores

were brought to the decision-maker for his decision
on which
item to define next.

When the first or next item was chosen, the investigator began a cycle of the Defining Process with the developiflsnt

of a defining stimulus appropriate to the item to be

defined.

Only four cycles of defining were performed because

the available resources permitted that many but no more.

An

operational level was not reached in defining the fuzzy
concept in this field test.
As stated above, the purpose of field testing is to
find problems in the procedures of a methodology (see Chapter
I)

.

This is an important step in improving the methodology

by making revisions where problems are found.

Problems that

were found and revisions that were made as a result of this
field test can be found in detail in Chapters IV and V.

Here,

major problems and their solutions will be outlined.
One problem encountered in the Determining Process
was that the investigator wrote a needs phrase that was

incorrect in regard to the decision-maker's meaning.

investigator v/rote as the original phrase:

The

"Mr. Williams

needs to know what the relationship ought to be between Ohio
State University and the Greek community."

The decision-

maker wanted the relationship defined rather than wnat he

..
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should know about it defined.

The proposed solution to this

problem was to add a note to the Determining Process
to the
effect that if a needs analyst is presented with a "need

to

know" from a decision-maker, the needs analyst should
make

sure that this in fact is what the decision-maker wants

defined.
In the Defining Process, several problems were

encountered.

One was the ways in which definers responded;

difficulties were encountered when definers responded verbally while the needs analyst took notes.

The proposed

solution was to have definers respond in writing to the
stimulus

Another problem was arranging times and places for
definers to respond.

Often definers were difficult to

contact and there were broken appointments.

The proposed

solution was to enlist the aid of the decision-maker if

difficulty is encountered in contacting definers and to
have the needs analyst meet the definer at

a

place conven-

ient to the definer.

Similar problems were faced when the investigator

attempted to arrange for definers to complete survey instruments.

Definers were difficult to contact and many appoint-

ments were broken.

The proposed solution is to enlist

decision-maker help in contacting definers and to have needs
analysts meet definers at places and times convenient to

definers
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Another problem encountered in defining was
that
the decision-maker disagreed with the way the
methodology
provided for prioritizing items from surveys.

The method-

oiogy instructed definers to check items which they
agreed

were needs and to circle the five most important ones.
Circles were given a score of ten and checks a score of
one.

The decision-maker in this study disagreed that

circled items should be scored higher than items with many
checks.

Items with many checks were more important to him

because of their value of predominant opinion.

A proposed

solution to this problem was to allow the needs analyst to
accept any method of prioritization preferred by the decisionmaker.

Another problem encountered was the decision by the
decision-maker that he had enough data for his purposes
when only about half the allocated resources had been used.
This could present problems in a full-scale needs analysis.

A proposed solution would be to allocate the unused resources
to other needs phrases for the same decision-maker;

if there

are no other phrases, the problem should become part of the

contingency instructions of the Planning Process.
Another major problem was the loss of definer
cooperation.

The investigator suggests that this was due

to lack of motivation on the part of definers.

A solution

to this problem would be to inform the decision-maker as
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soon as possible and have him/her decide
whether to let the
definer discontinue, to contact the definer
himself/herself
to convince the definer to continue,
or to replace the

definer with another of the decision-maker's
choosing.

it

should be mentioned here for purposes of future
research
that the sub-steps providing for the securing of
definer

cooperation found within Major Process III, Planning,
were
not performed in this field test.
This field test was the first field test to be per-

formed with Needs Analysis Methodology, and as such it was

one of the simplest field tests possible along a continuum
of field tests that must be done.

This simplest field test

was done according to the law of parsimony to find problems
in the procedures when implemented, and to revise these

procedures.

No assumption can be made that all problems

were found and solved; in fact, some problems that were
found were not able to be solved at this time.

One of these

was the fact that the investigator did not understand how
to do the steps concerning the development of a defining

stimulus, sub-steps

5. 3.1. 2

to 5. 3. 1.5.

Because she did

not understand them, she could not find solutions to problems

associated with them, such as problems definers had understanding stimuli and responding to them.

Another unsolved

problem was that the investigator had difficulty composing
instructions for survey instruments.

She did not totally
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understand how to do this.

Because of her difficulty in

understanding, she could not solve
problems that definers
had in understanding the instructions.

Recommendations for Further Research
In terms of further research, it is
suggested that

solutions for problems that were found but
which could not
be solved be found through further field
testing.
Also,

solutions that were given should be tested for
possible
problems.

All additional field tests of the methodology

should be done in the simplest cases until no additional

problems are found.

More difficult field tests should then

be done until these expose no more problems.

This process

along the continuum should be continued until the field
test in the most difficult situation exposes no Droblems.
The objective is to improve Needs Analysis Methodology.

At

this point hypothesis-testing can then be undertaken.
In terms of specific suggestions for further research,

the Determining and Defining Processes may be field tested

using the suggestions given in Chapter V but also field

testing the Definition Reporting Process, step 6.0.

In the

field test that was reported in this dissertation, Reporting

had to be done informally in any event even though not part
of the formal field test.
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Also, Case

I

of the Determining Process may
be done

with Case II of the Defining Process
incorporating the
changes suggested in this study, but with
definers who
be contacted in every instance by telephone.

must

The study

reported here indicated problems in telephone contact
and
the field test suggested here should give useful
data in

this regard.

As another field test, in a university setting Case

I

of the Determining Process may be done but with Case IV of

Defining

,

where definers number 101 or more and are students.

Students gave problems in the dissertation field test and
should provide useful data in this suggested field test.
It may be useful to field test the Preparation and

Contract Negotiation Processes, steps 1.0 and 2.0, together
as pieces of the methodology.

It proved successful to field

test Determining and Defining as pieces.

It may also be

useful to field test the Measuring and Measurement Reporting

Processes, steps 6.0 and 7.0.

While field testing is being done, the methodology
can be used to provide needs data successfully.

This can be

seen from the data provided by the field test and from other

applications of the methodology that have been done to obtain
needs data.
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Employers

Procedures
s 1.

Remarks

Obtain descriptive

an updated file should always

information on every
employer within the dis-

be maintained by the district
a

•

trict boundaries.

follow-up of former students

will give you a "hot" list of

•

business name

employers that are hiring

•

business address

your students

•

business telephone number

•

type of business

•

number of employees

•

name of owner/president
of firm.

(It is recom-

mended that major employers
adjacent to district

boundaries be included
in survey process.)
2.

Contact the em-

•

Employers will not respond to
lengthy questionnaire.

The

ployers for the following

a

information:

format must be simple and easy

•

number of current job

openings
•

job titles for the iden-

tified openings
•

how many bodies are re-

quired for each job title

to read.
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expectations for future
job openings

Contact is made by mail
with a telephone follow-up
3.

Prioritize and

select job areas of interest
to the college for further

study
4.

Make a second con-

the skill list sent to employ-

tact to those employers

ers is developed by faculty

who have indicated they

instructors.

have openings in selected

rate each skill as essential

job areas to find out:

or non-essential.

•

The employers

skill requirements for

current job openings
•

employment pattern for
job openings

Former Students
1.

Obtain list of

former students.

The

•

Most educational institutions
will have available graduation

following information

lists from the previous two

should be included:

years.

Information on addi-

•

name

tions, etc. will frequently

•

address

be located in pupil personnel

:
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•

telephone number

back dated files and in some

•

program major

cases, will be computer

•

date graduated or date

storage files.

of last enrollment

Former students also include

units completed

those students who have left

•

List should go back a mini-

the school but who did not

mum of one year.

graduate

Two years

previous attendance list

Some programs are short-term

is desired.

and certificates are given
for completion.

These students

will not be listed on the

graduate list but should be
included in the survey.
2.

Contact former

A follow-up contact should be

students by mail with a

made to those students who do

questionnaire that col-

not respond within a two-week

lects the following

period of time.

information

survey yields best results.

•

present employment

•

job title

•

name and address of

employer
•

program major while
attending educational
institution

A telephone
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•

relationship of present
job to training received

•

identification of most
useful skills learned
in training program

•

identification of skills
found to be useless

•

identification of skills
that should be added to

training program
Employers, Former Students, Current Students
1.

The data collected

from the above three populations will be summarized

individually.

The next

step is to compile and

prioritize the summary data.
The following types of in-

formation will be the result
of the compilation:
•

a

prioritized list of job

openings matched with
current program enrollments

.
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•

a

prioritized list of

job openings in program

areas where no programs
are currently offered
2.

Select occupational

Selection will be made accord

education programs to add,

ing to criteria such as in-

delete, maintain, reduce,

stallation costs, enroll-

or accelerate.

ment potential, enrollment
level at other competing

institutions

APPENDIX B
Cycle

I

Defining Process Responses to Defining Stimulus
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Ms. Tootle's response:

The autonomy of the individual Greek
chapters on
internal matters that is, the acceptance on
the part

of the

University of the national character of these
groups.
The reciprocal appreciation of and support
for

common aims/goals of the host institution and chapters
with
regard to student development.
That is-The chapters' awareness of the educational and

development goals of members as students and of
their role as university citizens
and
the University support for chapters as they attempt
to meet student needs educationally and develop-

mentally (support in terms of advisors, etc. as
well as philosophical support for org. goals).
In other words--administrators providing an environ-

ment or context which will facilitate goal achievement (not
just "not inhibit")

and

chapters living up to their goals and commitment
to the University.
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Ms. Bauer's response:

In my own mind, for which

own opinion

I

I

will substitute "in my

feel the relation between the
OSU Campus and

the Greek Community ideally should
be one of mutual respect.
Because of the special circumstances and
criteria surrounding
our Greek houses
I

(i.e.,

living, National/Organization, etc.).

feel we are a self regulating, self satisfying
and self

perpetuating student organization.
I

feel most importantly we should function as
a source

for student leadership

referral,

I

(as we

presently do), as

a

source of

feel ideally the Greek Community has a lot to

offer to the University in the realm of educational seminars,

pilot programs, etc.
The services such as bookkeeping through Mr. Trainer's
office, etc. are much appreciated and needed by the Greek

Community.
I

would like to feel personally that

I

in my position,

could serve in aiding the University in any capacity

— as

a

liaison, aiding in initiating programs campus wide, utilizing

my group and my counter group IFC on pilot programs etc.
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Mr. Mintz'

response:

The optional relationship between OSU and
the Greek
System would obviously be one in which the
resources of both
groups were maximized.
Specifically, the Greek houses offer
small and intensive living learning units; a true
experience

m

the practice of democracy; and a healthy alternative
life-

style of O.S.U. students.

Thus, the Greeks would have to

overcome their traditional isolationist policy and begin and

maintain programs and activities with other O.S.U. "livinglearning" centers (i.e., residence halls); classes should be

held in the Greek house settings; courses would be offered to

assist the Greeks in self management, fire, police, and sanitation services would be provided by O.S.U.; a Greek Cultural

Center would be established (similar in scope to the Black

Cultural Center) in the system to provide additional meeting
facilities for Greeks.

The Coordinator for Greek Affairs

office would be located here along with the potential of
rooms for guests and housing over flows; along with a variety
of other services and equipment for Greek use.

The University would recognize the autonomy of the

system in

a legal

sense, thus allowing governance and judicial

matters to be self regulated

.

.

.

with advisement of student

services personnel.

Greek housing would be offered as an alternative

division of student services, thus our regulations, and
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quotas would not be at the whim of the
Officeof Residence
and Dining Halls.

Greek houses would open their facilities
for controlled use by non-Greek O.S.U. functions.
The Greek Affairs Staff would be enlarged
to deal

not only re-actively with the system, but intensely
proactive as well.

Program reports and project plans would flow to the

Coordinator's Office.
The O.S.U. Alumni Association would place special

recognition upon Greek Alumni
mental Fund coffers are from
O.S.U. Monthly

;

— inasmuch as
Greeks — i.e.,

75% of the Develop-

special section in

functions, meetings, etc.

O.S.U. would provide limited athletic and recreational

facilities for Greek houses.
The Lantern would carry a continuous section devoted
to the Greek System and Activities.

The Greek System and O.S.U. together through the

University District Organization would make an all-out effort
to improve relations and conditions in the University District.

Since all other student organizations receive CSA

allocations--the Greek (i.e., IFC and Panhellenic) would
receive some financial support from C.S.A.
The Greeks would be included in the University Centrex

Telephone System

.

.

.

installation at their cost.
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Admissions, Housing, and the Greeks
would work together in the recruitment of specific
and/or outstanding
individuals for admissions-thus utilizing
all resources into
one outstanding effort
.
assisting all involved.
.

I

.

could probably go on for days.

if there are

specific areas that you have questions
or need more information please call.
I had a little difficulty
at first,

focus-

ing on the specific task and changing my
mind set from Residence Halls to Greeks.
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Ms. Straub's response:

ver kal support and cooperation coming from each
-

funds coming from the university, particularly

from the establishment of the Greek Cultural Center

strators

-

Greeks have to get more involved academically

-

on-going committee consisting of Greeks, admini-

,

etc. to continually define and evaluate the rela-

tionship between the two
-

Greek Advisory Committee

-

faculty and student input into curriculum

-

using Greek houses as classrooms
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Mr. Morelli's response:

university would respect Greek community as
separate
entity from the university, being privately
owned, and
con-

nected with alumni who would own the property
-

university would sanction Greek living

-

Greek community be responsible to adult alumni

realization that there would be no Greek community
if not for university
-

university understands that Greek community does

not detract from university life
-

university understands that Greek community living

is conducive to study
-

fraternities consciously put forth requests for

facilities they be granted or not just like any other group

-university sees that since fraternities are an
integral part they would be loyal to the university
-

university gives Greeks

a

chance for people to get

out of their dorm contract to move into a house
-

university would put into the contracts that if

people were interested in looking at fraternities/sororities
they could room together at some one place, not all over

campus
-

use of auditing facilities for those who desire

it--service
-

legal aid and legal counseling services
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-

Greek community needs help in getting
adjusted to
being more independent university needs
to help in helping
this along

—

-

Greek community needs to know that there are
other

services available to them (e.g., 4th floor Union)
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Mr. Conkle's response:
“

s^ch listens to the other

-

each tries to communicate

-

each is respectful

-

adequately represented in student programs

-

adequately represented in student government

-

well-patterned communication among Greeks

-

Greek community should talk to university more

-

communication good on both sides on alcohol,

housing policy

university should respect leadership training in
Greek community more
-

university should give help in leadership training

-

Greek community should sound out university on help

on auditing, accounting, leadership, managerial skills
- a lot of
-

improvement on Greek community's shoulders

don't like administration mostly going to Greek

community
-

administration should use Greek community as

sounding wall as to how their students will buy ideas

a
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Mr. Jenkins' response:

university and Greeks are proceeding on
common goals
university provides overall guidance to
Greek com-

munity
-

Greek community should sustain itself under
direction

of university
-

(goals,

ideals)

Greek community is fortunate to retain what it has

G^sek community coming back

— partly

due to univer-

sity contributions

university has grown where by nature was required
to spread for entire body of university
-

university and Greek community are working hand in

hand best under the circumstances given changes that have
been made
-

services provided are doing as well as they can

-

apathy leads to more Greek community involvement

-

Greek community offers students--additional role

to students--direct financial management and responsibility

(maybe university cannot)
-

university is abiding now by the role they should

-

member apathy

- Ms.

Tootle's programs are constructive

-

university--not restrictive policies

-

lack of manpower to provide assistance for programs

%
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Mr. Gilbertson's response:

it's difficult to understand what
antagonizes

Greeks about the institution
Greeks are less antagonistic than others
He assumes Greeks are well-adjusted and
happy
-

university should treat Greek community as regis-

tered student organizations

university should not intertwine with Greek community, e.g., "regulation of conduct," etc.
-

Greeks should be treated as any other student

-

Greek benefit the university more than vice versa

-

loyal alumni

's

contributions to university

— would

tend to think this would happen because of conservative

nature--heavy social emphasis
-

relationship not characterized by paternalism or

stand-offishness but university recognizes individuality of
Greeks
-

Greeks are concerned about getting through and

remaining "decent"
-

operates

Greeks' interests are external to what university
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Dr. Armitage s response:
'

that membership in fraternities and
sororities is
maintained at the same ratio as a %age of
undergraduates

enrolled or increased
interested and involved alums from Greek community

express in the usual ways a positive feeling to
him or university (President, Board of Trustees) about the
health of
the Greek community
the financial situation of all chapters be

maintained in black in a satisfactory balance indicating
the management system is operating effectively
~

that national offices of those Greek chapters con-

tinue to or do express approval of status and relationship
of their individual chapter to university as a whole on this

campus
-

that satisfaction of individual students in Greek

system be revealed through effective polling technique--

satisfaction with his own chapter and exploration of reasons
why or why not

— reveal

that university outreach was satis-

factory as far as he's concerned
-

university tends to extablish its sense of whether

they are doing their job properly from reactive judgmental
from measurement level of satisfaction from record
decisions
%
of accomplishment of Greek members through usual publicity

about what was going on in Greek system
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-

assessment of quality of people in
Greek system and
who take on leadership roles

because of selectivity in system,
university expectations placed would be higher than
other clubs
the university asks what are selectiveity
criteria,
how do they reflect on university
if other places around Ohio started saying
things,

this would indicate that the relationship was
not very good

university would begin to examine what relationship

might be if all these above happened

— something

would be the

matter
~

university measures the relationship according to

how many people, %age-wise, get involved as compared with
independents
-

is

-

certain graduate %ages get into job market and

'cum'

house by house superior to rest

further training and study
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Cycle I
Survey Instrument with Tabulated
Results
Y

m

have a reTa?iSnsMp ?hat is

d

fuUy satis^^tory^rboth^Read

factory to both, place a checkmark in the
space provided.

After completing the above go back over the
list
and circle the numbers of the five most
important items that
indicate this.

——

*

_4_

2.

That the University accept the national character
of the individual Greek chapters.

18_

3.

That there be reciprocal appreciation of common
aims/goals of the host institution and chapters
with regard to student development.

That the University recognizes the autonomy of
the
individual Greek chapters on internal matters.

That there be reciprocal support for common aims/
goals of the host institution and chapters with
regard to student development.

38

6

5.

That the chapters be aware of the educational goals
of members as students.

5

6.

That the chapters be aware of the development goals
of members as students.

5

7.

That the chapters be aware of members' roles as
University citizens.

4

8.

That the University support the chapters as they
attempt to meet student educational needs.

3

9.

That the University support the chapters as they
attempt to meet student developmental needs.

17

10.

That the University give advisory support to
chapters as they attempt to meet student needs.

3

11.

That the University give philosophical support for
organizational goals to chapters.
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5

12.

That administrators provide and
environment for
chapters whrch will facilitate goal
achievement.

14

13.

That chapters live up to their goals.

15

14.

That chapters live up to their commitment
to the
University.

8

15.

That verbal support for each other come
from the
University and the Greek community.

17

16.

The cooperation with each other come from the
University and the Greek community.

4

17.

That funds come from the University to the Greek
community.

15

18.

That there exists an on-going committee consisting
of members of the Greek community and the administration to continue defining the relationship
between the two.

25

20.

That there exists an on-going committee consisting
of members of the Greek community and the administration to continue evaluating the relationshio
between the two.

2

21.

That faculty have input into curriculum.

2

22.

That students have input into curriculum.

13

23.

That Greek houses be used as classrooms.

15

24.

That the University respect the Greek community
as separate entities from the University.

3

25.

That Greek houses be privately owned.

2

26.

That Greek houses be connected with alumni who
would own the property.

14

27.

That there be realization that there would be no
Greek community if not for the University.

4

28.

That the Greek community be responsible to adults
who are alumni.

4

29.

That the University sanction Greek living.

7

30.

That the University understand that the Greek
community does not detract from University life.

.
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2

31.

Thai the University understand that Greek
community
living is conducive to study.

6

32.

That fraternities and sororities be treated
like
any other group in considerations for granting
and
denial of conscious requests for facilities.

5

33.

That the University see that since fraternities
and sororities are an integral part of the University they would be loyal to the University.

26

34.

That the University give potential members of the
Greek community a chance to get out of their dorm
contract to move into a Greek house.

22

35.

That the University identify what people would be
interested in looking at fraternities and sororities
every year.

12

36.

That these people who would be interested in fraternities and sororities be housed together in one
area.

11

37.

That vacancies that occur from moving into Greek
houses be located in one area of dorms on campus.

5

38.

That the Greek community have use of auditing
facilities as a service for those who desire them.

5

39.

That the Greek community have legal aid services.

4

40.

That the Greek community have legal counseling
services

3

41.

That the Greek community have help from the University in getting adjusted to being more independent.

4

42.

That the Greek community know of other services
available to them.

15

43.

That OSU and the Greek community have mutual
respect for one another.

44.

That the Greek community be self-regulating.

3

45.

That the Greek community be self-satisfying.

5

46.

That the Greek community be self-perpetuating.

26

%

.
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5

47.

stude^leaXrsh™^

fUnCti °" aS 3

“““

48.

That the Greek community function as
referral.

14

49.

That the Greek community should offer
educational
seminars to the University.

14

50.

That the Greek community should offer pilot programs to the University.

6

51.

That the Greek community use Mr. Jim Trainer's
financial office for student organizations at the
Office of Student Programs and Development.

5

52.

That the President of Panhellenic aid the University as a liaison.

4

53.

That the Panhellenic President aid the University
in initiating campus-wide programs.

4

54.

That the Panhellenic organization be utilized on
pilot programs.

4

55.

That the IFC be utilized on pilot programs.

5

56.

That OSU and the Greek community listen to each
other

5

57.

That OSU and the Greek community are respectful
towards one another.

15

58.

That OSU and the Greek community try to communicate

5

59.

That the Greek community be adequately represented
in student programs.

5

60.

That there be well-patterned communication among
the Greeks.

3

61.

That the Greek community be adequately represented
in student government.

4

62.

That the Greek community talk more with the University

3

a

source of

.

2

63.

That communication be good between OSU and the
Greek community in issues of alcohol.
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64.

5

COIMUniCati ° n be good be tween
OSU and
on issues of housing policy.the

?rpL
Greek community
15

65.

inf
ing in

res P ect ^e leadership trainthe Greek community more.

5

66.

h
Un Ver ity give help in leadership
traininr*-o
,?
ing
to fK
the ^
Greek
community.

3

67.

That th e Greek community sound out
the University
^
for help on accounting.

3

68.

That the Greek community sound out
the University
for help on auditing.

4

69.

That the Greek community sound out the
University
for help on leadership.

5

70.

That the Greek community sound out the
University
for help on managerial skills.

4

71.

That the Greek community improve.

2

72.

That the administration use the Greek community as
a sounding wall as to how most members of the
community will "buy" their ideas.

4

73.

That the Greek community go more often to the
administration.

26

74.

That the resources of the Greek system be minimized

5

75.

That the resources of the University be maximized.

4

76.

That the Greek houses offer small and intensive
living/learning units.

5

77.

That the Greek houses offer a true experience in
the practice of democracy.

15

78.

That the Greek houses offer a healthy alternative
lifestyle for OSU students.

36

79.

That the Greeks overcome their traditional isolationist policy.

6

80.

That the Greeks begin programs and activities
with other OSU living/learning centers.

5

81.

That the Greeks maintain programs and activities
with other OSU living/learning centers.

%

.

.
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6

82

.

5

83

.

3

84

.

26

85

.

3

86

.

That fire services be provided by OSU.

4

87

.

That police services be provided by OSU.

3

88

.

That sanitation services be provided by OSU.

23

89

.

That a Greek Cultural Center be established.

2

90

.

3

91

.

3

92

.

3

93

.

2

94

.

3

95

.

15

96

.

16

97

.

6

98

.

5

99

.

5

100

.

T hat the Greeks begin programs
and activities
W1 th residence halls.
T hat the Greeks maintain programs
and activities
W1 th residence halls.

That classes be held in the Greek house
seetings.

That courses be offered to assist the Greeks
in
self-management

That the Greek Cultural Center be similar in
scope to the Black Cultural Center.

That the Greek Cultural Center provide additional
meeting facilities for Greeks.
That the Coordinator for Greek affairs office be
located at the Greek Cultural Center.

That the Center have a potential of rooms for
guests

That the Center have a potential of rooms for
housing overflows.
That the Center have a variety of other services
and equipment for Greek use.
That the University recognize the autonomy of the
Greek system in a legal sense.
That the University allow governance and judicial
matters to be self-regulated.
That the system have the advisement of Student
Services personnel within this autonomy.

That Greek housing be offered as an alternative
division of Student Services.
That Greek regulations not be at the whim of
Residence and Dining Halls.

.
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ft
3

101.

anfoinfng HaUs?

^

3t thS Whim of ^sidence

3

102.

That Greek houses open their facilities
for
controlled use by non-Greek OSU functions.

6

103.

That the Greek Affairs staff be enlarged
to deal
reactively with the system.

14

104.

That the Greek Affairs staff be enlarged to
deal
intensively pro-actively with the system.

4

105.

That program reports flow to the Coordinator's
office.

3

106.

2

107.

That the OSU Alumni Association place special
recognition upon Greek Alumni inasmuch as 75% of
the Development Fund coffers are from Greeks.

4

108.

That the OSU Alumni Association place special
recognition upon Greek Alumni through a special
section in the OSU Monthly.

3

109.

That the OSU Alumni Association place special
recognition upon Greek Alumni through functions.

1

110.

That the OSU Alumni Association place special
recognition upon Greek Alumni through meetings.

4

111.

That OSU provide limited athletic facilities for
Greek houses.

2

112.

That OSU provide limited recreational facilities
for Greek houses.

2

113.

That the Lantern carry a continuous section devoted to the Greek system and activities.

7

114.

That the Greek system and OSU together through
the University District Organization make an allout effort to improve relations in the University
District

6

'll 5.

Project plans flow to the Coordinator's Office

That the Greek system and OSU together through the
University District Organization make an all-out
effort to improve conditions in the University
District
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14

116.

That the Greeks (IFC and Panhellenic)
receive
financial support from CSA' since
all other student
organizations receive CSA allocations.

3

117.

That Greeks be included in the
University
es
* Centres
telephone system.

2

118.

a
t
i Stallat
int ° the tele P hon e system
a- ^L
i°? cost.
be at
the n
University's

14

119.

That the Greeks, Admissions, and Housing
work
together in the recruitment of specific
individuals
for admissions.

4

120.

That the Greeks, Admissions, and Housing work
together in the recruitment of outstanding individuals for admissions.

4

121.

That all resources involved in admissions be
utilized in one outstanding effort of admission.
^

2

122.

That all resources involved in admissions be
assisted by one another.

4

123.

That there be strong integration between OSU and
the Greek community.

3

124.

That the Greeks and the University proceed on
common goals.

3

125.

That the University provide overall guidance to
the Greek community.

4

126.

That the Greek community sustain itself under the
direction of the University.

5

127.

That the Greek community sustain itself under the
toals of the University.

5

128.

That the Greek community sustain itself under the
ideals of the University.

5

129.

That the Greeks and the University work hand in
hand best under circumstances brought about by
changes that have been made.

%

4

130.

That the Greeks and the University work hand in
hand best under circumstances brought about by
the shrinking dollar.

.
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2

131.

the Greek communit y offer
students direct
financial, management.

2

132.

That the Greek community offer
students direct
financial responsibility.

3

133.

That the University provide
non-restrictive
policies

2

134.

That the University provide manpower
to provide
assistance for programs.

2

135.

That the University learn what antagonizes
the
Greeks about the institution.

4

136.

That the Greek be well-adjusted.

13

137.

That Greeks be happy.

14

138.

That the University treat fraternities and sororities as registered student organizations.

4

139.

That the University not intertwine with the Greek
community by "regulation of conduct."

4

140.

That a fraternity or sorority member be treated
as any other student.

6

141.

That the Greek community benefit the University.

6

142.

That the University benefit the Greek community.

5

143.

That the relationship between the Greek community
and the University not be characterized by paternalism.

5

144.

That the relationship between the Greek community
and the University not be characterized by standoffishness

f^L

.

3

145.

That the University recognize the individuality
of the Greek community.

1

146.

That membership in fraternities and sororities be
maintained at the same ratios as at present as a
percentage of enrolled undergraduates.

3

147.

That membership in fraternities and sororities be
increased as a percentage of enrolled undergraduates

.
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4

148

.

4

150

.

_

151

.

4

_

152

.

3

_

153

.

3_

154

.

3

_

155

.

4

156

.

157

.

158

.

159

.

160

.

6

4

_

3

_

%

2

That interested and involved alums
from the Greek
community express in the usual ways a
positive
ab ° Ut thS health of the community
to Dr.
Armitage
That interested and involved alums from
the Greek
community express in the usual ways a positive
feeling about the health of the community
to the
Board of Trustees.
That the financial situation of all chapters be
maintained in the black in a satisfactory balance.
That the management systems of all chapters operate
effectively.
That national offices of all chapters express
approval of the status of their individual chapter
on this campus.

That national offices of all chapters express
approval of the relationship of their individual
chapter to the University as a whole on this
campus

That satisfaction level of the individual Greek
student with his/her own chapter be revealed
through an effective polling technique.

That reasons for the satisfaction level of the
individual student in the Greek system be explored
through an effective polling technique.
That University outreach be satisfactory to Dr.
Armitage.
That the University measure its effectiveness in
doing their job with the Greek community from the
record of accomplishment of Greek members.
That the University measure its effectiveness in
doing their job with the Greek community from the
record of accomplishment of Greek members through
publicity about what was going on in the Greek
system.

That the University assess who takes on leadership roles in the Greek system.

]
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12

161.

Th

2

162.

That the University know the
criteria for selectivity in the Greek system.

2

163.

That the University assess how the
selectivity
criteria would reflect on the University.

2

164.

at the Univ ersity
^
the Greek community

the Universi ty assess the
quality
neonlo
y of people
Greek system.

m \\
the

have higher expectations of
than other clubs because of
the selectivity criteria.
r,

.

1

165.

That the Greek community meet the range
of selectivity criteria.

1

166.

That other places around Ohio not say things
that
would indicate to the University that the
relationship between it and the Greek community was
not

good.

1

167.

That the University measure how good its relationship with the Greek community is according to the
percentage of independents who get involved with
the Greek community.

2

168.

That the University measure how good its relationship with the Greek community is according to
whether the cumulative grade point average house
by house is superior.

2

169.

That the University measure how good its relationship with the Greek community is according to
whether a certain percentage of Greek graduates
get into the job market.
,

170.

2

That the University measure how good its relationship with the Greek community is according to
whether a certain percentage of Greek graduates
get into further training and study.

After completing the above, go back over the list and
circle the numbers of the five most important items.
%

Thank you for your time!
Numbers 19 and 149 were inadvertently skipped
[Note:
over in the typing of the original document, thus the number
sequence is out of order but all the items are properly
noted.

APPENDIX C
Cycle II

Defining Process Responses to Defining Stimulus

.
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1.
Ms. Tootle's
response:
-

Residence hall exemption program
continued and

enhanced
2.
3.

Advisement (professional staff) provided
by University.
Communication channels open between Greeks
and

University.
4.

Recognition of Greek chapters as student
organiza-

tions continued.
5.

Continuation of development fund account.
Programming efforts on part of University for

chapters
7*

— continue

and increase.

Greek students participation in University activities

increased.
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Ms. Bauer's response:

indicators that there in reality
exists mutual support would be Greek students working
on committees— better
yet Greek students doing seminars—
University

supported— on

the importance of organization, peer
group understanding—

viewing your peers as people in positions
of authoritytoday and later in the business and
professional
world.

An

under stnading of the systems of organization
and responsi-

bility are something both the University and
Greek students
mutually understand and respect and could be mutually
bene-

ficial

.

.
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Ms.

Straub's response:

Don't know OSU's or chapters' goals in
student development

A lot of student development— specif
ically workshop labs,
value clarification, leadership, management
skills, organizational development— being offered in Greek
chapters to

University community.
These workshops should be supported by University by
being in conjunction with Student Services or Office of

Student Programs and Development.

Any experimental type of learning should be facilitated
by Greeks by their support and use of their facilities.

Combine learning in labs and the classrooms.
Greeks'

role— support and

foster.

Greek Cultural Center supported by both Greeks and

administration and big enough for meetings, classroom
facilities, labs, etc.

Greeks need to come out of 15th Ave., and get more

involved in traditional University activities or opportunities

.

Should be continuing redefinition and reevaluation com-

mittee composed of administrators, faculty, and Greeks to
evaluate the relationship between OSU and Greeks and common
goals toward student development.

Since Panhel and IFC are registered student organizations,
there should be more student development things (skills)

263

going on within meetinqs, sDerif
r>_
s P ecil:lc
inai
nr Panhel
u
y
ally
and IFC should
be service-oriented towards
student development.
Greeks with alumni support and
input should sponsor
workshops on management, agenda
setting.
'

i

Greek community now is an ocean-student
development is
going on without University support.
Should be more verbal communication
more often between
OSU and Greeks.

Should be more from University.
Should be continual trust and community
concerning

student development.

More respect from University concerning what each

chapter's own goals and philosophy toward student develop-

ment are in conjunction with their national organization.
More co— sponsor ing between Greeks and some segment of

University of activities.
Continuing of model pledge program.

Mr. Morelli's response:

Nothing that could be
reciprocal-OSU and Greek
should be kept separate.
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Mr. Conkle's response:

Information to University on kind of student
development chapters employ financial responsibility,
good citizenship, debate, compromise, majority vote,

leadership, economic

cooperation among brothers, social development, interacting
with older alumni.
Greeks should be made more aware of University aims/
goals regarding student development and how University hopes
to bring about student development.

Convince faculty and administration to lecture on
above topics in houses.

Teachers would permit students who use their work

experience in fraternities for credit hours or write papers
on this experience for credit.

Greeks should use their leadership and large membership to help out on University projects.

Should contribute more leaders to University society.
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Mr.

Jenkins' response:

Should recognize common aims.

Fraternity system is another
segment of University
activity and should not be accorded
any other
privileges.

Students in fraternities are
accepting responsibility
not regularly accepted by students.
Greeks should tailgate onto other
programs in existence— there should be no specific
developmental

program—

University doesn't have an obligation
to do it.
Impetus to put forth effort for student
body should
come from Greeks— academic community
should listen and give
.

resources if they are there and if community
decides to give.
Fraternities help University by identifying area and
P u ^ting forth sincere effort on developmental areas.

University should not nursemaid Greek community.

University programs in existence should be reviewed
as to how can they help in problems the Greeks face.

Panhel and IFC should work together.

Educational scholarship foundations established by
each national chapter for awards for pursuit of grad studies
should be tapped for money to be put into academic community
in providing fraternity and sorority management courses.
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Mr. Mintz' response:

Staff and resources of Greek
Affairs Office be
expanded so that there will be
staff people who would spend
a lot of outreach from the
office to provide expertise and
resources for chapter officer training.
They would sit down
with chapters and national people
and get what they want to
accomplish relating to what sort of
development they would
like to see take place at OSU.
Chapters would consult with
student development people and use them
as facilitators.
Together staff people and chapter officers
would develop
common goals for all chapters in developing a
student development model that would be implemented assuming
that they
.

are similar in clientele and environment.

Staff would help

each chapter implement the model so it would be congruent

with chapter personality, traditions ,• alumni groups and
national organizations and continually evaluate and help
improve that program.

Enhance student's role as member of OSU and not as
a

member of

a

particular organization.

Operationalization of national goals would be helping each chapter do this such that it would be an OSU

adaptation--common things going on.
Adding student development model and helping each
chapter implement it.

.
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One chapter's problems not too
difficult from another's
and this could be used as a base
to solve the problems.
Training would be easier— share
each other's experiences

Chapters provide living/learning models
for experimentation by any student development staff.

Chapters serve as living/learning centers
open to
non-Greek students for various programs and
activities under
auspices of student development staff.
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Dr. Armitage's response:

Number of people and apparent quality
and character
of people in Greek community who
emerge in leadership roles
visible to our office.

Continuing score of academic success of Greek
community people- -visible improvement touched
by Greek Affairs
Of f ice-- throughout system.
Improvement in handling of financial matters indi-

cating that student development training gets student
to a
more mature level. Monitored at chapter and individual

level

by Student Organization Finance Office.
Dr. Armitage continue to get improved feedback from

general sampling of alumni about Greek system--that it seems
to be working and improving according to their value systems.
Dr. Armitage would measure through regular meetings

of faculty advisors of Greek chapters approval or disapproval

of Greek Affairs Office's priorities of what would be beneficial

.
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Mr. Gilbertson's response:

Doesn't have much indication about
what's bothering
Greeks— feels they are well-adjusted people
who don't have
much to gripe about.
Silence means no problem

— it

indicates operation to

mutual satisfaction— not always true but Greeks
don't have
characteristic of silence meaning something.
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Cycle II

Survey Instrument with Tabulated
Results
9

t

e

coLon aiml/goals^f OSU and i the nG lr \ re h iPr ° Cal
3
Student development.
Read each^tem^n^he
list tha^f n
support for

After completing the above
and circle the numbers of the five go back over the list
most important items that
indicate this.
3

1.

36

That the residence hall exemption
program be
continued.
That the residence hall exemption
program
be
^
enhanced.

26

3.

That advisement by professional staff be
provided
by the University.

5

4.

That communication channels be open between Greeks
and the University.

6

5.

That recognition of Greek chapters as student
organizations be continued.

15

6.

That the development fund account be continued.

4

7.

That programming efforts on the part of the
University for the chapters continue.

14

8.

That programming efforts on the part of the
University for the chapters increase.

5

9.

That Greek students' participation in University
activities increase.

4

10.

That Greek students work on University-supported
committees to promote the importance of organization.

5

11.

That Greek students work on University-supported
committees to promote peer group understanding.

..
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1

12

.

That Greek students work on
University-support
committees to promote the viewing
people in positions of authority of peers as
today.

1

13.

That Greek students work on
University-support
committees to promote the viewing
people in positions of authority of peers as
business and professional world. later in the

3

14.

That Greek students do University-supported
seminars on the importance of
organization.

4

15.

That Greek students do University-supported
seminars on peer group understanding.

1

16.

That Greek students do University-supported
seminars on viewing your peers as people
in
positions of authority today.

0

17.

That Greek students do University-supported
seminars on viewing your peers as people in
tion of authority later in the business and posi
professional world.

13

18.

That the University and Greek students mutually
understand the system of organization.

3

19.

That the University and Greek students mutually
understand the system of responsibility.

3

20

.

That the University and Greek students mutually
respect the system of organization.

4

21

.

14

22

.

That the University and Greek students mutually
respect the systems of responsibility.

That the system of organization be mutually beneficial to both the University and the Greek
students

3

23.

That the system of responsibility be mutually
beneficial to both the University and the Greek
students

5

24.

That a lot of student development activities
be offered in Greek chapters to the University
community.

3

25

.

That workshop labs in value clarification be
offered in Greek chapters to the University community
.

.

.
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4

26

.

4

27

.

3

28

.

That workshop labs in leadership
Greek chapters to the University, be offered in
community.
That workshop labs in management
skills be offered
Greek chapters to the University
community.
a
rk
abS in or 9 ani zational development
hp nff°
f°inP iGreek
be
offered
chapters to the

community.
2

29

.

3

30

.

5

31

.

5

32

.

Universityy

That workshop labs be supported by the
University
by being done in conjunction with Student
Services.
That workshop labs be supported by the
University
by being done in conjunction with the Office
of
Student Programs and Development.
That any experimental type of learning be facilitated by the Greeks by their support.
That any experimental type of learning be facilitated by the Greeks through the use of their facilities
.

6

33

.

3

34

.

2

35

.

2

36

.

2

37

.

3

38

.

3

39

.

26

40

.

That learning in the workshop labs be combined with
the classrooms.

That the Greek Cultural Center be supported by both
the University and the Greeks.
That the Greek Cultural Center be large enough for
meetings

That the Greek Cultural Center be large enough for
classroom facilities.
That the Greek Cultural Center be large enough for
labs
That the Greeks be more involved in traditional
University activities.
That the Greeks be more involved in traditional
University opportunitie
That there be a committee for the continual redefinition and reevaiuation of the relationship
between the University and the Greeks, composed
of administrators, faculty, and Greek people.
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14

41

.

e

C
redefinitLn and ?^valuation of G COntinual
the

e

and
13

42

.

15

43

.

3

44

.

S

University and the Greeks
n

p; o

p?r

Sed ° f

toWSTSSudmi"

°f

^inistr-toSfSLlty.

That there be more student
developmental «vin e
a
6
Wlthin mee tings of Panhellenic
and IFC
as thev
y a re registered student organizations.
That Panhellenic and IFC be
towards student development. service-oriented

That Greeks with alumni support
and input sponsor
workshop on management.

a
1

45

.

That Greeks with alumni support and
input sponsor
workshop on agenda setting.

a
14

46

.

3

47

.

2

48

.

That verbal communication occur more
often between
the University and the Greeks.

That there be more verbal communication
from the
University.
That there be continual trust and community
concerning student development between the Universitv
and the Greeks.
-

3

49

.

15

50

.

16

51

.

1

52

.

14

53

.

15

54

.

That there be more respect from the University
concerning what each chapter's own goals and
philosophy towards student development in conjunction with their national organization are.

That there be more co-sponsoring of activities on
the part of the Greeks with segments of the University.
That the model pledge program be continued.
That the University and the Greek community are
and should remain spearate entities with nothing
that could be reciprocal between them.

That the University should recognize Greek students
as students as with any other student organization.
That information be given to the University on the
kinds of student development the chapters employ.
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55

4

.

development employed by chapters.
24

56

.

P-p

r?

employed by the chapters.
59

2

.

60

3

.

2

61

.

13

62

.

3

63

.

13

64

.

3

65

.

1

66

.

2

67

.

3

68

.

69

.

'

the

development

That information be given to
the Universitv on
e a pect ° f 5 ° od citizenship
as pari
?
of student development
employed by the chapters.

n
^

ln 5° rm tion be 9 iv en to the
University on
^
Shl
aspect of student development
p!
f
employed
by the
chapters.

/

3

st ^ent

That information be given to the
University on
the economic cooperation among
chapters.
That information be given to the
University on
the social development aspect of
student developnient employed by the chapters.
That information be given to the University
on
the interaction with older alumni aspect
of
student development employed by the chapters.
_

That Greeks be made more aware of University aims/
goals regarding student development.
That Greeks be made more aware of how the University hopes to bring about student development.
That faculty be convinced to lecture in the Greek
houses on topics concerning the kinds of student
development employed by the chapters.

That administrators be convinced to lecture in the
Greek houses on topics concerning the kinds of
student development employed by the chapters.
That teachers permit students who are gaining work
experience in fraternities to use this experience
to fulfill credit hours.

That teachers permit students who are gaining
work experience in fraternities to write papers
on this experience for credit.
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16

70

.

3

71

.

That Greeks use their leadership
to help
H out on
University projects.
r ekS USG thGir large
membership to help
ou^™
out
on n
University projects.
1

14

72

.

1

73

.

That Greeks contribute more
leaders to the University society.
That the fraternity system not be
accorded pri35 lfc 15 another segment of
University
Ictivity
.

13

74

.

1

75

.

1

76

.

15

77

.

1

78

.

2

79

.

1

80

.

3

81

.

3

82

.

3

83

.

That students in fraternities accept
ties not regularly accepted by other responsibilistudents.
That students in fraternities tailgate
onto other
programs in existence.
That the University riot have an obligation
to
implement any specific student development
program.

That the Greek community be willing to put forth
effort with the University for the student body.
That the inpetus to put forth effort for the
student body come from the Greek community, while
the academic community listen and give resources
if available wherever it decides.

That impetus to put forth effort for the student
body come from members of fraternal organizations.

That impetus to put forth effort for the student
body come from fraternal organizations in accordance with their national chapters.
That fraternities identify an area for student
development and put forth sincere effort on it.
That the Greek community be interested in what is
offered that cna be applied to them.

That the Greek community be encouraged to participate in what is offered that can be applied to
them.

1

84

.

That the Greek community participate in what is
offered that can be applied to them.
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2

85.

a
n
ity pro raras in existence
be reviewed
?
bv the
community in light of how
these
might help in problems they
face.

G^S

f

3

12

86

.

87.

•

That Panhellenic and IFC work
together.
That educational scholarship
' foundations to whi,~h
f r thS PUr Uit
°,
1-duate Suly
h
bY ® aCh national organization be
tanned ?
m° ney t0 b ® PUt int ° the acad emic
community.

TsTIlllZ^
3

88

24

89

That the money obtained from the
educational
scholarship foundations be used in
providing
ra ternity and sorority management
courses.
That the sraff and resources of the Greek
Affairs
k e expanded so that there will be
staff
people who would provide expertise and
resources
for chapter officer training.

^f lce
15

90.

That staff people from the Greek Affairs Office
sit down with the chapters and their national
people to ascertain what sort of student development they would like to see take place.

4

91.

That staff people from the Greek Affairs Office
consult with student development people and use
them as facilitators.

2

92.

That together staff people from the Greek Affairs
Office and chapter officers develop common goals
for all chapters in developing a student development model to be implemented.

1

93.

That it be assumed by staff people and chapter
officers that chapters are similar in clientele
and environment in developing common goals for
all in a student development model.

13

94.

That staff from the Greek Affairs Office help
each chapter at OSU in implementing the student
development model so that the implementation is
congruent with chapter personality.

11

95.

That
each
ment
with

staff from the Greek Affairs Office help
chapter at OSU implement the student developmodel so that the implementation is congruent
chapter traditions.

.
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2

96

.

af

S

l

l

fr ° m thG Greek Affairs
Office help

with chapter alumni groups.
2

97

.

Greek Affairs Office help
each
m
nt the student development
P
mode^ so that the
ih^ implementation
?
is congruent with
Its
its national organization.

chapter*^

1

98

.

congruent

llT

That the staff from the Greek
Affairs Office help
0111
e student development moSe} P
such ttat^her
K6
thingS
."

^

Imong^hapterrat^SU
14

99

.

1

100

.

That the staff from the Greek Affairs
tinually evaluate and help improve the Office constudent
development program.
That the Greek student's role as a
member of OSU
be enhanced and not as a member of
a particular

organization.
2

101

.

4

102

.

3

103

.

13

104

.

14

105

.

3

106

.

2

107

.

That chapters in implementing the student
development model use other chapters' problems in
implementation as a base for solving common problems.
That chapters share experiences in implementing
the student development model so that training
would be made easier.
That chapters provide living/learning settings for
experimentation by any student development staff.

That chapters serve as living/learning centers
open to non-Greek students for various programs
and activities under the auspices of a student
development staff.
That there be a substantial number of people in
the Greek community who emerge in leadership roles
visible to the Student Services Office.

That there be people of apparent good quality and
character in the Greek community who emerge in
leadership roles visible to the Student Services
office
That there be continuing visible improvement of
academic success of the Greek people throughout
the system as touched by the Greek Affairs Office.

.
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25

108

hat there be visible improvement
in the handlinq
matters b y the chapters as
monitored
hw
by the Student Organization
Financial Office.

15

109

ere be vis ible improvement in
the handlinq
financial matters by individuals in
chapters
as m° n i tored by the Student
Organization Finance

12

110

^

.

That there be indications that student
training is getting the Greek student todevelopment
a more
mature level.

—

111.

That the Vice President for Student Services
continues to get improved feedback from a general
sampling of alumni about the Greek system.

—

112.

That the Vice President for Student Services
through regular meetings of faculty advisors of
Greek chapters, monitor concurrence or nonconcurrence with thepriorities of the Greek
Affairs Office concerning what would be beneficial to the; community

/

1_ 113.

That the absnece of complaints from the Greek
community to the administration indicate that the
relationship is oeprating to mutual satisfaction.

After completing the above, go back over the list and
circle the numbers of the five most important items.
Thank you for your time!

[Note:
Through typographical error on the original
document the numbers 57 and 58 were skipped over. There are
no missing items on the questionnaire, only this inadvertent
skip in the number sequence.]

appendix d
Cycle III

Defining Process Responses to Defining Stimulus
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Dr. Armitage's response:

Solicit opinions on effectiveness
of training through
short questionnarie sent to:
1.

Chapter advisors

2.

Key interested (and informed)
alumni of each chapter
Coordinator of Student Organization
Finance Office
Professional staff of Greek Affairs
Office

3.

4.

—
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Ms.

Tootle's response:

Upon request from individual chapters,
being able to
deli ver workshops focusing on specific
needs such as
1.

officer-leadership skill building
chapter team building

conflict management in chapter situations
adviser relations/alumni relations

pledge education and member development
to deliver meaning
(a)

providing facilitators and designs

(b)

developing self-facilitating designs

(c)

providing "packets" of materials

— readings,

ideas, techniques
’

having staff
2.

Available for individual chapter officer counseling

and advisement
-

that they could come to an office and talk with
an adviser about any needs or concerns

-

that staff are available to talk with groups at

their meetings, retreats, etc.
3.

Working with IFC and Panhel officers as para-

professionals

— building

their skills and enhancing their

role as resources to chapters
4.

Same as #3 for advisers to chapters
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Increasing the ability of the staff
to perform the
above through communication with
other student development
colleagues, Greek advisers, national
officers, professional
meetings, etc.

.

284

Ms. Bauer's response:

All of the offices of student
services are set up
with a coordinated office hour
set up open to students
from
the Greek chapters.
There is an extensive orientation
to
get to know one another sessions
at the beginning of each
fall quarter,
what I am trying to say is that
there should
be a personal relationship between
these two groups
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Mr. Conkle s response:
'

The critical needs for chapter
officer training exist
xn the area of people power
to undertake the projects
of
leadership, financial, and managerial
education.
The COGA must spend time filling
out reports, attending various Greek related meetings,
(AIC,

IFC,

et al.) and counseling Greek student
leaders.

NPC, Panhel,

The responsi-

bility for adequate leadership education
on the chapter level
must be shared by a qualified SPA, who could
plan, organize,

and monitor seminars on areas of chapter
concern, e.g., rush,
finances, pledge training, P.R., philanthropy,
intra-murals.

.
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Mr. Jenkins'

response:

Chapter officer s within entire
system don’t understand responsibilities of
treasurer treasure himself
doesn't
understand.

Fraternity system is headed in the
right direction
in terms of course offerings.

Developmental-type courses for larger
fraternities—
effective courses to reach particular
fraternities.

Because of election of new officers,
developmental
aspect should be done in spring or late fall—
in this way
a planned program can occur.

Executive developmental programs for all officers.
Specific types of seminars

— treasurer,

president.

President should not go to each seminar.

Treasurer needs to learn how to handle money and to
be aware of indicators of bill problems.

Soundness of keeping books and integrating with the
FMS (has services to offer)

Rush programs should take more formalized approach.

Model pledge program good and helpful especially for
small chapters-- this is direction to go but can't be uni-

versally applied.
Fraternities should become actively involved in social
issues

— community

relations developmental program for benefit

of allowing fraternity energies to go to community people.
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Abbreviated executive developmental
sessions primarily
for new presidents and vice-presidents—
better understanding
of role of president of a group of
students, relationship to
other similar bodies, relationship to
university.

—
288

Ms.

Straub's response:

Model Officer Training Workshops— basic
design,
facilitated by G.A. Staff for use by individual
1*

chapters.

2.

Individual Officer Training Workshops

designed and facilitated by G.A. Staff
sponsored by Panhel and IFC

System wide workshops for:
1)

Presidents

2)

Rush Chairmen
-

workshop could include "how to rush" techniques and etiquete; discussion on inter-

chapter competition; rush psychology, etc.
3)

Treasurer (help from Jim Trainer) Student

Organization Finance Office

3.

4)

Pledge Trainers

5)

Recommendation Chairpersons (sororities)

6)

Vice-Presidents

7)

House Presidents or Managers

3)

Alumni

(ae)

Advvsors

Continuing Officer Training Workshops--follow-up

group discussions in following areas:
rush, finances; budget; programming; conflict

management; coping with the office of President;
pledge training; agenda; goal setting; how to run
a meeting;

management; alumni relations, etc.
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Continuation of the Greek Honors
Banquetmake mention of new officers.
4.

Perhaps Social Get Together sponsored
by
to honor New Officers (fraternity,
sorority)
-

with Enarson, Armitage, etc.
to make being an officer a BIG THING!

G. A.

Office

290

Mr.

Mintz' response:

Greek Staffing:
The would be professionals in the office
with specific expertise in leadership training and group
development.

There also would be a full time person to cultivate
and

service the alumni organizations.
Each chapter would have written available goals and

implementation techniques which would be jointly and quarterly
reviewed by Greek Affairs Staff and Chapter leaders and alumni.
Rather than large scale workshops, chapter level progarms

would be packaged and constantly used and updated.

A junior

officer training program, would be functioning which would
train chapter members so that they could later assume leadership positions in the chapters.

A variety of outside resource

persons would be available for immediate assistance to chapters.

There would be a series of monthly symposia to which

various chapter leaders would go to share program ideas.
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Hi

Cycle

Survey Insturment with
Tabulated Results

GREEK NEEDS ASSESSMENT
t thG St ff and res
the Greek Affairs Office^re
°urces of
be?
^
thiS
pansion all chapLrf^needs for e
fP ert ise and resources from
the staff for chantertainl "9
£»Uy met. Read
each item in the list till'
that chapters need, place a

eL^selnd^ "

,

a«i.

u,t

“a

3.
1

.

4.
2

.

That op ini° ns be solicited on the
effectiveness
of chapter officer training through
a
questionnaire sent to chapter advisors.short

That opinions he solicited on the
effectiveness
of chapter officer training through
a short
questionnaire sent to key interested and
informed
alumni of each chapter.
That opinions be solicited on the effectiveness
of chapter officer training through a short
questionnaire sent to the Coordinator of the
Student Organization Finance Office.

That opinions be solicited on the effectiveness
chapter officer training through a short questionnaire sent to the professional staff of the
Greek Affairs Office.
4

5.

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to deliver workshops
focusing on officer-leadership skill building.

15

6.

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to provide facilitators and designs in delivering workshops focusing
on officer-leadership skill building.

15

7.

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to develop selffacilitating designs in delivering workshops
focusing on officer-leadership skill building.
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15

8

.

That the Greek Affairs Office,
upon request from
h PterS
be able t0 provide "packets"
|'
of materials
mIterials cconsisting
of readings, ideas, and
techniques in delivering workshops
focusing
9 on
officer-leadership skill building.

3

9.

Greek Af fairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to deliver
workshops
focusing on chapter team building.

13

11.
10 .

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request
from
individual chapters, be able to provide facilitators and designs in delivering workshops focusinq
on chapter team building.

12.
2

13.

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to develop selffacilitating designs in delivering workshops
focusing on chapter team building.
That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to provide "packets"
of materials consisting of readings, ideas, and
techniques in delivering workshops focusing on
chapter team building.

3

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to deliver workshops
focusing on conflict management in chapter situations
.

5

14.

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to provide facilitators and designs in delivering workshops focusing
on conflict management in chapter situations.

4

15.

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to develop selffacilitating designs in delivering workshops
focusing on conflict management in chapter situations
.

4

16.

That the Greek Affaris Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to provide "packets"
of materials consisting of readings, ideas, and
techniques in delivering workshops focusing on
conflict management in chapter situations.

4

17.

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to deliver workshops
focusing on advisor relations.
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3

18

That the Greek Affairs Office,
upon request from
individual chapters, be able to
provide facilitators and designs in delivering
workshops focusingy
on advisor relations.

3

19

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon
request from
individual chapters, be able to develop
selffacilitating designs in delivering workshops
focusing on advisor relations.

4

20.

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request
from
individual cnapters, be able to provide "packets"
of materials consisting of readings, ideas, and
techniques in delivering workshops focusing on
advisor relations.

21.

That the Greek affairs Officer, upon request from
individual chapters be able to deliver workshops
focusing on alumni relations.

4

22

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to provide facilitators and designs in delivering workshops focusing
on alumni relations.

3

23.

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to develop selffacilitating designs in delivering workshops
focusing on alumni relations.

24.

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters be able to provide "packets"
of materials consisting of readings, ideas, and
techniques in delivering workshops focusing on
alumni relations.

3

25.

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to deliver workshops
focusing on pledge education.

4

26.

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to provide facilitators and designs in delivering workshops focusing
on pledge education.

3

27.

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request from
individual chapters, be able to develop selffacilitating designs in delivering workshops
focusing on pledge education.

4

14_

•
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5

28

.

tn© Greek Affairs nf f no
Up ° n request fr °">
individual chapters
i
i

tLSnSV

Pledg^educa?!^
3

29

.

5

30

.

3

31

.

4

32

.

3

33

.

14

34

.

4

35

.

4

36

.

3

37

.

14

38

.

14

39

.

5

40

.

VSring WOrksh °P s *>c».lng on

That the Greek Affairs Office,
upon request from
individual, chapters, be able to
focusing on member development. deliver workshops

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon
request from
individual chapters, be able to providl
facilitators and designs in delivering
workshops focusina
focusing
on member development.
reek Affairs Officer, upon request from
individual? chapters, be able to develop
selffacilitating designs in delivering workshops
focusing on member development.

That the Greek Affairs Office, upon request
from
individual chapters, be able to provide "packets"
of materials consisting of readings, ideas,
and
techniques in deli-ering workshops focusing on
member development.
That the GreekAf fairs Office have staff available
for individual chapter officer counseling.
That the Greek Affairs Office have staff available
for individual chapter officer advisement.

That chapter officers come to an office to talk
with an advisor about any needs or concerns.
That staff of the Greek Affairs Office be available
to talk with groups at their meetings.

That the staff of the Greek Affairs Office be
available to talk with groups at their retreats.
That the Greek Affairs Office work with IFC and
Panhellenic officers as para-professionals.
That the Greek Affairs Office work with IFC and
Panhellenic officers in building their skills as
resources to chapters.

That the Greek Affairs Office work with IFC and
Panhellenic officers in enhancing their role as
resources to chapters.

.

That the Greek Affairs
Office work with advisers
to chapters as
para-professionals.
That the Greek
Office work with advisers
to chapters in building
their skills as resources
to chapters.
That the Greek Affairs Office
work with advisers
to chapters in enhancing
their role as resources
to chapters.

That the ability of the staff
of the Greek Affaire
abo e -™ enti °ned tasks (Items
5 thrluqh
^creased^ through communication
l 5
with other student
development colleagues.

Sr

43^“

^

That the ability of the staff of
the Greek Affairs
above " m entioned tasks (Items
5 throuah 43
thrOUgh communication
with other 'creek aSvisersf

^™-^

That the ability of the staff of the
Greek Affairs
ace tC> P erform the above-mentioned
tasks (It^ms
5 through 43) be increased
through communication
with national officers.
That the ability of the staff of the Greek
Affairs
bo perform the above-mentioned tasks (Items
5 through 43) be increased through
communication
in professional meetings.
That all the offices of Student Services set up a
coordinated office hour open to students from the
Greek chapters.
That there be an extensive orientation and "get to
know one another" session at the beginning of each
Fall quarter for Student Services and the Greek
chapters

That there be a personal relationship between
Student Services and the Greek chapters.
That chapter officer training develop power of
people to undertake the projects of leadership.
That chapter officer training develop power of
people to undertake financial projects.
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13

53

.

of
54

.

55

.

56

.

57

.

53

.

59

.

3

60

.

3

61

.

2

62

.

That the SPA organize seminars on rush.

3

63

.

That the SPA monitor seminars on rush.

14

64

.

2

65

.

That the SPA organize seminars on finances.

3

66

.

That the SPA monitor seminars on finances.

3

67

.

2

68

.

That the SPA organize seminars on pledge training.

2

69

.

That the SPA monitor seminars on pledge training.

3

70

.

1

71

.

That COGA spend time filling
out reports.
C ° GA spend time attending
various Greekrelated meetings such as AIC.

That the COGA spend time attending
various Greekrelated meetings such as IFC.
C ° GA Spend tiEie att ending
various Greekrelated meetings such as NPC.

That the COGA spend time attending
various Greekrelated meetings such as Panhellenic.

That the COGA spend time counseling
Greek student
leaders.
That the responsibility for adequate leadership
education on the chapter level be shared by a
qualified Student Personnel Assistant (SPA)

That the SPA plan seminars on areas of chapter
concern such as rush.

That the SPA plan seminars on areas of chapter
concern like finances.

That the SPA plan seminars on areas of chapter
concern like pledge training.

That the SPA plan seminars on areas of chapter
concern like public relations.

That the SPA organize seminars on public relations.

..

.
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2

72.

2

73.

That the SPA monitor seminars
on public relations.
That the SPA seminars
of' chapter concern
like philanthropy.

0

74.

That the SPA organize seminars on
philanthropy.

1

75.

That the SPA monitor seminars on
philanthropy.

3

76.

That the SPA plan seminars on areas of
chapter
concern like intramurals.

0

77.

That the SPA organize seminars on intramurals.

1

78.

-‘-hcit

4

79.

That chapter officers within the entire system
understand tne responsibility of the treasurer.

3

80.

That the treasurer of a chapter understand the
responsibility of the treasurer.

3

81.

That the fraternity system be headed in the right
direction in terms of courses being offered.

4

82.

That attendance at the offered courses be good.

2

83.

That there be developmental-type courses for
larger fraternities.

4

84.

That there be effective courses to reach particular
fraternities

3

85.

Because new officers are elected at the end of
Winter Quarter, that the developmental segment
occur in the Spring to have a planned program.

0

86.

Because new officers are elected at the end of
Winter Quarter, that the developmental segment
occur in the lat fall to have a planned program.

15

87.

That there be executive developmental programs
for all officers.

88.

That there be specific types of seminars for
treasurers

89.

That there be specific types of seminars for
presidents

3

3

%

the SPA monitor seminars on intramurals.

.
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2

90

.

3

91

.

3

92

.

That presidents not go to all
programs being
offered.

That the treasurer be taught
to handle money,
nrohi

3

93

.

4

94

.

11

95

.

1

96

.

1

97

.

3

98

.

13

99

.

3

100

.

4

101

.

4

102

.

5

103

.

3

104

.

treasurer be awar e of indicators
of bill

That the treasurer keep sound books.
That the treasurer integrate with
the FMA
has services to offer.

which

That rush programs take a more formalized
approach.
That the model pledge program be directed
towards
small chapters.
That the model program not be universally
applied.

That fraternities become actively involved in
social issues.
That fraternities become actively involved in
community relations.

That fraternities develop programs to allow their
energies to be directed towards community people.
That there be abbreviated orientation executive
developmental sessions primarily for newly elected
presidents in which better understanding of the
role of president of a group of students occurs.
That there be abbreviated orientation executive
developmental sessions primarily for newly elected
presidents in which better understanding of the
chapter's relationship to other similar bodies
occurs

That there be abbreviated orientation executive
developmental sessions primarily for newly elected
presidents in which better understanding of relationship to the university occurs.
That there be abbreviated orientation executive
developmental sessions primarily for newly elected
vice presidents in which better understanding of
the role of vice president of a group of students
occurs

.

.
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3

105.

That there be abbreviated
orientation executive
developmental sessions primarily
for newly elected
vice presidents in which
bette/understanding of
relatl °nship to other similar
P
bodies
oc!urs?

2

106.

That there be abbreviated orientation
developmental sessions primarily for executive
newly elected
vice presidont 3
which better understanding of
relationship to the university occurs.

m

4

107.

That the Greek Affairs staff provide the
basic
design for model officer training workshops
for
use by individual chapters.

1

108.

That the Greek Affairs staff facilitate model
officer training workshops for use by individual
chapters

3

109.

That the Greek Affairs staff design individual
officer training workshops.

12

110.

That the Greek Affairs staff facilitate individual
officer training workshops.

23

111.

That individual officer training workshops be
sponosored by Panhellenic and IFC.

14

112.

That there be system-wide workshops for presidents

13

113.

That there be system-wide workshops for rush
chairmen

3

114.

That the workshops for rush chairmen include "how
to rush" techniques.

1

115.

That the workshops for rush chairmen include techniques on etiquette.

3

116.

That the workshops for rush chairmen include discussion on inter-chapter competition.

3

117.

That the workshops for rush chairmen include rush
psychology

13

118.

That there be system-wide workshops for treasurers

4

119.

That there be system-wide workshops for treasurers
with help from Jim Trainer.

..

.

.
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120.

trainers^

6 ** syste ™- wide

workshops for pledge

1

121.

be syste wide workshops for
recommendat?on chairpersons of sororities

2

122.

That there be system-wide workshops
for viceF
presidents.

3

123.

That there be system-wide workshops for
house
presidents

3

124.

Ihat there be system-wide workshops for alumni
advisors

4

125.

That there be continuing officer training workshops in rush.

1

126.

That there be follow-up group discussions in rush.

3

127.

That there be continuing officer training workshops in finances.

1

128.

That there be follow-up group discussions in
finances

4

129.

That there be continuing officer training workshops in budget.

12

130.

That there be follow-up group discussions in budget

2

131.

That there be continuing officer training workshops in programming.

1

132.

That there be follow-up group discussions in programming

r

(ae)

.

3

133.

That there be continuing officer training workshops
in conflict management.

2

134.

That there be follow-up group discussions in conflict management.

3

135.

That there be continuing officer training workshops in coping with the office of President.

3

136.

That there be follow-up group discussions in coping with the office of President.

4

137.

That there be continuing officer training workshops in pledge training.

%
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138.

3

training!®

f ° llow ‘ u P

9 rou P

discussions in pledge

2

139.

That there be continuing officer
training
y workshops in agenda.

2

140.

4

141.

That there be follow-up group discussions
in agenda
That there be continuing officer
traininq workshops in goal setting.

3

142.

That there be follow-up group discussions
in qoal
y
setting.

4

143.

That there be continuing officer training workshops in how to run a meeting.

1

144.

That there be follow-up group discussions on how
to run a meeting.

3

145.

That there be continuing officer training workshops
on management.

12

146.

That there be follow-up group discussions on
management.

3

147.

That there be continuing officer training workshops on alumni (ae) relations.

1

148.

That there be follow-up group discussions on
alumni (ae) relations.

3

149.

That the Greek Honors Banquet continue.

3

150.

That mention be made of new officers at the Greek
Honors Banquet.

3

151.

That a social get-together be sponsored by the
Greek Affairs Office.

2

152.

That President Enarson and Dr. Armitage be invited
to the social get-together.

1

153.

That the social get-together make being an officer
a BIG THING.

154.

That there be professionals in the Greek Affairs
Office with specific expertise in leadership
training.

%

3

.
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2

155.

Thai there be professionals
in
Off rce with specific expertise the Greek Affairs
in group develop-

11

156.

That there be a full-time person
in the Greek
S ° ffiCe t0 culti
te the alumni organizeUons!

-

2

157.

That there be a full-time person in
the Greek
Affairs Office to service the alumni
organizations.

12

158.

That each chapter write evaluable goals
that would
be jointly reviewed by the Greek Affairs
staff
chapter leaders, and alumni.

13

159.

That each chapter write implementation techniques
for the goals that would be jointly reviewed
by
the Greek Affairs staff, chapter leaders, and
alumni

2

160.

That each chapter write evaluable goals that would
be reviewed quarterly by the Greek Affairs staff,
chapter leaders, and alumni.

13

161.

That each chapter write implementation techniques
for the goals that would be reviewed quarterly
by the Greek Affairs staff, chapter leaders, and
alumni

12

162.

That chapter level programs be packaged rather
than large scale workshops.

2

163.

That chapter level programs be constantly used.

2

164.

That chapter level programs be updated.

25

165.

That a junior officer training program be functioning to train chapter members so that they could
later assume leadership positions in the chapters.

4

166.

That a variety of outside resource persons be
available for immediate assistance to chapters.

167.

That there be a series of symposia to which various
chapter leaders would go to share program ideas.

2
%

After completing the above, go back over the list and
circle the number of the five most important needs.
THANK YOU!

APPENDIX E
Cycle IV

Defining Process Responses to Defining Stimulus

.
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Ms. Tootle's response:

Regular workshops or seminars in
which skills are
improved and activities shared:
.

-

within chapter

-

system-wide

Performance ratings of various officer
areas i.e.
Treasurers effectiveness measured by fiscal
responsibilityprofit or loss.

—

Greek Affairs Staff available for private
consultation with officers.

Greek Affairs Staff available for consultation with
alumni advisers.

Greek Affairs Office assistance in needs assessment
for individual chapter officers.

Greek Affairs Office provide comparative data on
chapter programs as basis for evaluation by and of chapter

officers
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Mr. Mintz'

response:

Chapter Execitive Committees would
be active, functioning, dynamic groups— who because
of the development program, are constantly and consistently
evaluating and refocusing their energies.
There would be a junior office corps in
training for
each position and a variety of positions as
well.
Senior Officers feel competent in training junior

officers and are well aware of support services
available to
them through the Greek Affairs Office and Office of
Student
Services and feel comfortable in requesting their services.
There is a standard calendar of workshops and sym-

posiums sponsored by and for groups of chapter officers.
There is visible exchange of ideas between officers of different chapters.

Chapter officers have developed an inter-chapter
support system to supplement specific workshop skill needs

with personal and personally developmental needs.
There is professional and skill growth brought about
by outsiders.

And an internal support system as a by-product of
interaction.

—
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Ms. Straub's response:

Officer's need for Executive
Development are being
All the things:

met.

Workshops and training in basic leadership
skills.
2.
Workshops and training for individual office
(exampletreasurer)
1.

.

3.

Workshops and training in human relations.

4.

Workshops and training in group dynamics.

5.

Workshops and training chapter management and survival.

6.

On-going sessions with Greek Affairs staff for followup,

trouble-shooting and evaluation.

Since each chapter has its own personal needs when
it comes to officer training, each workshop must be designed

individually.

Perhaps a basic packet could be put together

with additions, deletions as needed.
Advisors and alumni should be involved in the officer

developmental programs.
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Dr. Armitage's response:

Positive follow-up opinions from
participants both
immediately after program completed
and several months later
2.
Feedback from Student Organization
1.

Finance, fma, and

Greek Affairs Offices indicating
improvement in executive
behavior, etc.
Interest in (and demand for) continuation
of program
after first cycle.
3.

308

Ms.

Bauer’s response:

Factors indicating this would
include seminars on
chapter functions. A rapport and
familiarity of a more

ad-

vanced level among the councils, the
council would see their
role in a much larger scope, and the
council would be considered in a more sophisticated level and
be viewed as an
instrument" or "arm" of the University subject
to more confidential information.

309

Mr. Conkle's response:

That the two councils engage
in seminar education
for chapter officers.
.

That the councils provide
communication forums enabling
officers to see their role in a larger
scope.

A T A

IFC

U.S.A.

GREEK SYSTEM

OHIO

That Greek membership remain strong, attracting

talented thinkers, scientists, philosophers, and
administrators

.

.
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Cycle IV

Survey Instrument with Tabulated
Results

for

exe=^^

n

y

Ch

Lv:io p^nfare1:nfL t :?th r th"e Cx ?^
devel me

U

'

^

" tal Programs.
Read each item in th^list
If the item is something that
officers need

°P

that follows
fon
place a checkmark in the space provided.

'

After completing the above, go back over
the lis t
and circle the numbers of the five most
important needs.
1.

That regular workshops be provided by the
Greek
Affair s Office in which skills are improved within
the chapter.

2.

That regular workshops be provided by the Greek
Affairs Office in which activities are shared
within the chapter.

3.

That regular workshops be provided by the Greek
Affairs Office in which skills are improved systemwide
.

4.

That regular workshops be provided by the Greek
Affairs Office in which activities are shared
system-wide

3_

5.

That regular seminars be provided by the Greek
Affairs Office in which skills are improved within
the chapter.

2

6.

That regular seminars be provided by the Greek
Affairs Office in which activities are shared
within the chapter.

2

7.

That regular seminars be provided by the Greek
Affairs Office in which skills are improved
system-wide

2

8.

That regular seminars be provided by the Greek
Affairs Office in which activities are shared
system-wide

11

9.

That performance ratings of various office areas
be done.

.

.
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3

10

.

2

11

.

5

12

.

5

13

.

14

14

.

That treasurers' effectiveness
be measured by
fiscal responsibility.
That treasurers' effectiveness
profit or loss.

15

.

3

16

.

13

17

.

2

18

.

11

19

.

1

20

.

2

21

.

1

22

.

11

23

.

3

24

.

1

25

.

measured by

That Greek Affairs Office staff
be
private consultation with officers available for
That Greek Affairs Office staff be
available for
consultation with alumni (ae) advisors.

That the Greek Affairs Office provide
assistance
needs assessment for individual chapter
offi-

m

C 6 IT S

3

be.

•

That the Greek Affairs Office provide
comparative
data on chapter programs as a basis for
evaluation
of chapter officers by chapter officers.
That chapter executive committees be active
groups

That chapter executive committees be functioning
groups.
That chapter executive committees be dynamic
groups

That chapter executive- committees because of the
development program be constantly evaluating.
That chapter executive committees because of the
development program be constantly refocusing their
energies
That chapter executive committees because of the
development program be consistently evaluating.
That chapter executive committees because of the
development program be consistently refocusing
their energies.
That there be a junior officer corps "in training"
for each position.

That there be a junior officer corps "in training"
for a variety of positions.
That senior officers feel competent in training
junior officers.

.

.

.
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12

26.

That senior officers be well
aware
services available to them through of support
the Greek
y
Affairs Office.

14

27.

That senior officers be well aware
of support
S
6
the ° f£ice
Student Services ^

^

14

28

.

^

That senior officers feel comfortable
in requesting
services of the Greek Affairs Office.

3

29.

That senior officers feel comfortable in
requesting services of the Office of Student
Services.

0

30.

That there be a standard calendar of workshops
sponsored by groups of chapter officers.

14

31.

That there be a standard calendar of workshops
sponsored for groups of chapter officers.

1

32.

That there be a standard calendar of symposiums
sponsored by groups of chapter officers.

13

33.

That there be a standard calendar of symposiums
sponsored for groups of chapter officers.

13

34.

That there be visible exchange of ideas between
officers of different chapters.

4

35.

That chapter officers have developed an interchapter support system to supplement specific
workshop skill needs with personal developmental
needs

2

36.

That professional growth be brought about by
outsiders

2

37.

That skill growth be brought about by outsiders.

1

38.

That an internal support system be a by-product
of interaction.

4

39.

That workshops be provided in basic leadership
skills

3

40.

That training be provided in basic leadership
skills

12

41.

That workshops be provided for individual offices
(e.g., treasurer).
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42

4__

.

That training be provided for
individual offices
lces
(e. g.
treasurer).
,

43

.

44

.

That training be provided in human
relations.

2_

45

.

That workshops be provided in group
dynamics.

5_

46

.

That training be provided in group dynamics.

2_

47

.

That workshops be provided in chapter management.

_

48

.

That training be provided in chapter management.

_

49

.

That workshops be provided in chapter survival.

1_

50

.

That training be provided in chapter survival.

12

51

.

14

52

.

23

53

.

11

54

.

_

2

13

3

1

That workshops be provided in human
relations.

That there be on-going sessions with the Greek
Affairs staff for follow-up.
That there be on-going sessions with the Greek
Affairs staff for troubleshooting.
That there be on-going sessions with the Greek
Affairs staff for evaluation.

That each workshop be designed individually for
each chapter's personal needs for officer training.

55

.

4

56

.

2

57

.

1

58

.

59

.

2

0

_

'

That a basic packet be put together with additions
and deletions as needed for a chapter.
That advisors be involved in the officer developmental programs.
That alumni (ae) be involved in the officer developmental programs.
That positive follow-up opinions be solicited from
participants immediately after the completion of
a program.
That positive follow-up opinions be solicited
from participants several months after the completion of a program.

.

—

,

.

.
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13

60

.

That feedback from the Student
Organization
Finance Office be obtained indicating
improvement
executive behavior.

m

3

61

.

14

62

.

2

63

.

1

64

.

2

65

.

12

66

.

1

67

.

13

68

.

2

69

.

1

70

.

1

71

.

That feedback from the FMA be obtained
indicating
improvement in executive behavior
That feedback from the Greek Affairs Office
obtained indicating improvement in executive be
behavior

That interest be stimulated in the continuation
of a program after the first cycle.
That demand exist for the continuation of
gram after the first cycle.

a pro-

That seminars be held on chapter functions.
That a rapport of a more advanced level exist
among the councils.

That a familiarity of a more advanced level exist
among the councils.

That the council see their role in a much larger
scope
That the council be considered in a more sophisticated level.

That the council be viewed as an "instrument" of
the university subject to more confidential information.
That the council be viewed as an "arm" of the
university subject to more confidential information.

14

72

.

13

73

.

That the two councils engage in seminar education
for chapter officers.
That the councils provide communication forums
enabling officers to see their role in a larger
scope (e g
.

.

IFC

-*

U.S.A.
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Ohio

«
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University

j*

Community

4
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12

74.

That Greek membership remain
strong.

2

75.

1

76

That the Greek membership attracttalented thinkers.
hS GreSk membershi P attract
talented scientists?

'

77

1

16
’

78.

2

ophers!

GreSk membershi P attract talented
philos-

That the Greek membership attract talented
admin-

After completing the above, go back over
and circle the numbers of the five most important the list
needs.
.

Thank you!

APPENDIX F
The Determining and Defining Processes

Incorporating Suggested Changes
as of December,

1975

.

.
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The Determining Process
4.0

ANALYST DETERMINES WHAT CONCERNS THE
DECISION-MA K ER HAS TN thr !* ium
V,”„n „rrntDS
WHAT AS DEFINED BY WHOM?"
TyjLNEM'lps

'

—

<

:

*
4.1

The NA plans how to carry out the
Determining
Process with a particular decision-maker.

4.1.1

The NA identifies the particular DM for
whom
the Determining Process has next been scheduled.

4.1.2

The NA determines from the Needs Analysis
Resource Allocation Chart (see the Contract
Negotiation Process) what resources are available for carrying out the Determining Process
for this DM.

4.1.3

The NA determines from the DM's Implementation
Schedule Chart (see the Contract Negotiation
Process) what overall schedule is planned for
the Determining Process for this DM.

4.1.4

The NA determines which case of the Determining
Process, (i.e.. Case I, IC, II, lie, III or
IIIC) should be used, and he plans how to carry
out the procedures of that case.
NOTE:
Where the NA is experienced at applying
the methodology and the amount of resources is
small, the following sub-steps of 4.1.4 will
probably be done "in the head" rather than on
paper

4.

1.4.1

If the DM is an individual person who has been

under a previous contract, the NA plans
how to carry out sub-step 4 3 (Case IC--The
Determining Process for a Continuing Individual
decision-maker)
a DM

.

4.

1.4. 1.1

The NA examines the procedures of the chosen
case and lists those which he intends to carry
out.

4.

1.4. 1.2

The NA allocates the available resources (DM
time, NA time, etc.) among the procedures on
his list.

2
3
4
5
6

.

.

.
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4. 1.4.

4. 1.4.

1.3

The NA develops a schedule for
carrying out the
listed procedures of the chosen case,
within
the allocated resources.
If the DM is an individual, the NA
plans how to
carry out sub-step 4.2 (Case I— The
Determining
Process i.or an Individual decision-maker)
.

4.

1.4.

4. 1.4.

If the DM is a group of persons who make
their
decisions as a group and where the group has
been a DM under a previous contract, the NA
plans how to carry out sub-step 4.5 (Case lie
The Determining Process for a Continuing Group
Decision-maker)
If the DM is a group of persons who make their
decisions as a group, the NA plans how to carry
out sub-step 4.4 (Case II— The Determining Pro-

cess for a Group Decision-maker)

4.

1.4.

If the DM is a group of persons who make decisions as individuals rather than as a group and

where the group has been a DM under a previous
contract, the NA plans how to carry out sub-step
4.7 (Case IIIC The Determining Process for a
Continuing Group of Individual Decision-makers)

—

.

4.

1.4.

4.1.5

If the DM is a group- of persons who make decisions as individuals rather than as a group,
the NA plans how to carry out sub-step 4.6 (Case
III--The Determining Process for a Group of
Individual Decision-makers)

The NA goes to the case which is to be carried
out for this particular DM:

--sub-step 4.3 for Case IC

— sub-step
— sub-step

4.2 for Case

I

4.5 for Case IIC

(not yet developed)

--sub-step 4.4 for Case II (not yet developed)

— sub-step

4.7 for Case IIIC

(not yet developed)

--sub-step 4.6 for Case III (not yet developed)
4.2

—

The Determining Process for an Indivi (Case I
The NA identifies in
d ual Decision-maker)
.

detail a particular decision-maker's concerns
about "Who needs what as defined by whom.

3
4
7

"

.
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4

.

2.1

4

.

2

.

1.1

If the available resources
are small, the NA
uses these "short form"
procedures.
-Lilt:

IN/

\

u

j.

any

contact with the DM.
4

.

2

.

1.2

The NA asks the DM to identify
one
group (a "needer") whose needs are person or
most important to him.

4

.

2

.

1.

The NA records the DM's response.

4

.

2

.

1.

The NA asks the DM to identify one type
of need
that most concerns him with respect to that
needer

4

.

2

.

1.5

The NA records the DM's response.

4

.

2

.

1.6

The NA asks the DM to identify the one person
or group (a "definer") who could best define
the specifics of the above-identified need of
the needer.

4

.

2

.

1.

The NA records the DM's response.

4

.

2

.

1.8

From the recorded responses, the NA constructs
phrase in the form "Who needs what as defined
by whom.

a

NOTE:

If the NA is presented with a needs
sentence which contains the phrase, "need to
know (something)," the NA should advise the
DM of the difference between having a "need
to know" defined and having the something
defined.
The NA should make changes in the
needs phrase accordingly if the DM wants the
(something) defined.
For example, the needs
sentence, "Mr. Williams needs to know what
the relationship ought to be between OSU and
the Greek community as defined by (someone)"
can be changed to "OSU and the Greek community
need a relationship that is mutually satisfactory" if the DM (Mr. Williams) wants the
relationship defined rather than what he needs
to know about it.
4

.

2

.

1.9

The NA determines whether the DM wants defining
to be carried out with respect to that phrase.

.
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4.2.1.10

If the DM do es not want
defining to be carried
Phrase, the NA asks the DM to
chanae
e
e
a d/ ° r thG need and/or
th e needer

untii the
b
he DM has
instructed a phrase about
} £
Which
he does want defining to be
carried out.
_

4.2.1.11

The NA re-allocates any unused
resources to the
Defining Process.

4.2.1.12

The NA goes to step 3.0— The Planning
Process—
to determine what procedure of the
methodoloqy
to apply next.
The Defining Process

5. 0

THE NA OBTAINS THE DEFINER'S OPERATIONALIZED
DEFINITION OF A PARTICULAR TYPE OF WRFn nv a
"PARTICULAR NEEDKR ^

5.1

The NA plans how to carry out the Defining
Process with regard to a who- what-whom phrase.

5.1.1

The NA identifies the particular DM for whom
the Defining Process has next been scheduled.

5.1.2

The NA determines from that DM's Phrase Time
Allocation Chart (Phrase TAC) the particular
who-what-whom phrase for which defining has
next been scheduled.

5.1.3

The NA determines what resources are available
for carrying out the Defining Process with
respect to that phrase.

5.1.4

The NA determines from the DM's Implementation
Schedule Chart and from the DM's Phrase TAC
what overall schedule is planned for the Defining Process for the phrase.

5.1.5

The NA determines which case of the Defining
Process (i.e.. Case I, II, III, or IV) should
be used, and he plans how to carry out the
procedures of that case.

5.1. 5.1

If the definer is an individual, the NA plans
how to carry out sub-step 5.2 (Case I— Defining
by an Individual Definer)

3
4

2
1
3

.

..
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5.

1.5. 1.1

5. 1. 5. 1.

5. 1.5.

1.3

5.1. 5.2

The NA examines the procedures
of
lists those which he/she intends Case I and
to carry out.
The NA allocates the available
finer s time, NA time, DM time, resources (deetc.) among the
procedures on his/her list.

The NA develops a schedule for carrying
out the
listed procedures of Case I, within
the allocated
resources
If the definer is a group of persons
that number
less than 11, the NA plans how to carry out
substep 5.3 (Case II Defining by a group less
than
J.

1.5. 2.

5. 1.

5.

j

•

The NA examines the procedures of Case II and
lists those which he/she intends to carry out
After each step is completed, the NA checks it
off on this list and examines the next step to
be done.

5. 1. 5. 2.

5.

X

The NA allocates the available resources (definer's time, NA time, DM time, etc.) among
the procedures on his/her list.
The NA develops a schedule for carrying out
the listed procedures of Case II, within the
allocated resources.

5.2.

If the definer is a group of persons that number
less than 101, the NA plans how to carry out substep 5.4 (Case III--Def ining by a Group less
than 101, and Greater than 10).

1.5.

5.1. 5. 3.1

The NA examines the procedures of Case III and
lists those which he/she intends to carry out.

5.1.5. 3.2

The NA allocates the available resources (definer's time, NA time, DM time, etc.) among
the procedures on his/her list.

5

The NA develops a schedule for carrying out the
listed procedures of Case III, within the allocated

.

1

.

5

.

3

.

3

resources
5.

1.5.

If the definer is a group of persons that number
101 or more, the NA plans how to carry out substep 5.5 (Case IV Defining by a Group of 101 or

—

more)

5
3

.
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NOTE:
Case IV has not yet been developed
at
this point in time.
The NA should apply the
steps of Case III, making
appropriate adjustments where necessary,
size o £ samples etc!)
(

5.1. 5.

The NA goes to the case which is
to be carried
out for this particular definer:

— sub-step
— sub-step
— sub-step

5.2 for Case

I

5.3 for Case II
5.4 for Case III

step 5.5 for Case IV (not yet developed)
(Case H) The NA obtains an op erationalized
definition of the needer s need according to
the definer where the definer is a group of
persons who number less than 11.

5.3

1

5.3.1
5.

3.1.1

The NA develops a defining stimulus.
The NA asks the DM to state the DM's purpose
for obtaining data in relation to this phrase.
NOTE:

The NA should ask the DM to consider the
following questions:

"How would you use data relative to the
phrase?"
"How would you use data obtained by
definition of this need?"
5. 3.

1.2

5. 3.1.

a

The NA develops a hypothetical situation appropriate to the DM's stated purpose.

The NA inserts the Who and What into the situation.

5. 3.

1.4

The NA determines how the definer should observe
the situation.

5. 3.

1.5

The NA combines the results of sub-step 5. 3.1.2
through 5. 3.1.4 as a defining stimulus for the
definer in a manner similar to the following:
and in
Imagine [the hypothetical situation]
needer]
's
that situation imagine that [name of
needs for [type of need being defined] are
Observe that situation [in the
fully met.
,

2
3

.
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fl6d ln sub " ste P 5.3.1.4].
ail the fh
things you see in the situation What are
that
ndicate to you that [name of
neederj's
needs
for [type of need being defined]
are fully met?

alHL

E
ere iS an exam le of a stimulus
where
nM'os purpose is to P use
tho
the DM
needs data in olanVldUahZed program for a child. The
i
^what in this
situation is the child's
emotional support" and the definer is need for
the
child's parent:
.

Imagine that our school is providing individualized instruction for your child and in
this instruction all of your child's needs
for
emotional support are being fulfilled. As you
observe this situation in your mind, what are
all the things that indicate to you that your
child s need for emotional support is being met?"
.

5. 3.

1.6

The NA asks the DM for approval of the defining
stimulus
NOTE:

The NA should ask the DM to consider the
following questions:

"Do you think this stimulus will work? That
do you think it will produce information that
you want and can use in decision-making?"
is,

5. 3.

1.7

5.3.2

5.

3.2.1

5. 3. 2.

5.

3.2.
%

If the DM does not approve the defining stimulus,
the NA goes to sub-step 5. 3. 1.1 and asks for
further clarification of DM's purpose.

The NA arranges for each definer person to
respond to the defining stimulus.

The NA obtains form the definer the address and
phone number where the NA would be most likely
able to reach the definer.

The NA obtains from the definer the times the
NA would be most likely to reach the definer.
The NA obtains from the definer all known dates
of unavailability within the scheduled period
of a definer 's involvement.

7
4
5
6

.
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5. 3. 2.

5. 3. 2.

The NA calls the definer as
often
sary to contact him/her and asks as is necesthe define/
for some of his/her time for
defining.
i? the
contacts have been frequent, the
NA apologies
for bothering the definer.
4.1

If there is much delay due to
not being able
to contact a definer, the NA obtains
the DM's
help in contacting.

5. 3. 2.

Thti

5. 3. 2.

The NA has the definer read the defining stimulus
and respond in writing. The NA asks for clarification of anything he/she feels is off the
subject and has the definer write this down.

5. 3. 2.

If at any time the NA has the feeling that a
definer wishes to discontinue, the NA asks the
definer if in fact he/she wishes to discontinue.
If so, the NA goes to step 10.0, Revising.
If
the DM receives advice that a definer wishes
not to continue and advises the NA of this, the
NA goes to step 10.0

NA makes plans with a definer to go to
the
definer at a place very convenient to him/her,
an office, place of residence, etc., to
respond
to the defining stimulus.

NOTE:
Should the DM not remember who a particular definer is at any time, the NA goes to step
10.0
If at any time the DM speaks of a person who
he/she has believed was named as a definer but
who in fact was not, the NA goes to step 10.0.
If a definer 's cooperation is lost, the NA goes
to step 10.0

5.3.3

The NA analyzes the responses into "unitary
response statements" with one item (defined
component of the need) per line and with elimination of exact duplicates.
NOTE:
Where more than one wording seems possible to the NA, the NA writes each alternative

possibility
Where a response seems to the NA to be tangential
to the concept being defined, the NA writes a

2
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unitary response statement for it,
including it
in the sur ey to give definers
the chance to
decide whether it is a component of
the concept
If the NA is told that a response
has been or
is being met, he/she includes it in
the survey
as other definers may have differing
opinions
as to whether the response is a component
of the
need or is already met.
,

5

.

3

.

3.1

If the NA does not understand how to write
unitary response statements or if not sure that
his/her response statements are unitary, the NA
checks Dr. Larry Benedict's goals handbook or
with someone knowledgeable in this area.

5

.

3

.

3.

If the NA has difficulty translating a definer's
response into a unitary response statement, the
NA writes down a best guess and asks the definer
if that was what the definer meant to say.

5

.

3.4

Using all the unique statements produced in 5.3.3,
the NA produces a survey instrument in the form
below:
1

.

[Item]

2.

[

Item]

3.

[

Item]

The NA adds instructions as follows:

"Imagine in your mind that (Whose) needs
for (What) are fully met.
Read each item in
If the item is somethe list that follows.
thing that Who needs place a checkmark in the
space provided."
,

"After completing the above, go back over
the list and circle the numbers of the five
most important needs."
The last sentence of the above instrucNOTE:
tions should be repeated on the last page of
the survey instrument.
If the format of the corresponding defining
stimulus is different from that of the instruc-

tions given above, the NA uses the format of

2
3

*
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the defining stimulus unless definers
had problems with it and only if the NA
can identify
exactly what the problems were.
5.3.5

The NA arranges for each definer
person to
complete the survey instrument.

5. 3.

5.1

The NA calls the definer as often as is
necessary
to contact him/her and asks the definer
for some
of his/her time for defining.
if the contacts
have been frequent, the NA apologies for bothering the definer.

5. 3.

5.1.1

If there is much delay due to not being able
to
contact a definer, the NA obtains the DM's help
in contacting.

5. 3. 5.

The NA makes plans with a definer to go to the
definer at a place very convenient to him/her
an office, place of residence, etc., to complete
the survey instrument.

5. 3. 5.

If a definer feels that he/she has to make notes
for or mark an item in a manner different from
what is asked, the NA accepts this, asks the
reason for it, and notifies the DM of the fact

and the reason.
NOTE:
Should the DM not remember who a particular definer is at any time, the NA goes to step
10 0
.

.

If at any time the DM speaks of a person who he/
she has believed was named as a definer but who
in fact was not, the NA goes to step 10.0.

If the NA receives indications from a definer
that he/she would rather not participate, the
NA asks the definer whether he/she wants to conIf not, the NA goes to the
tinue participating.
steps in Revising (step 10.0) providing for the
If the DM
losing of a definer' s cooperation.
advises the NA that he/she has been advised by
a definer that the definer wishes not to continue, the NA goes to these steps in Revising.
If a definer'
to step 10.0.

s

cooperation is lost, the NA goes

2
3

2

.
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5.3.6

The NA tabulates the results.

5. 3. 6.1

For each item on the survey
instrument, the NA
counts the number of circles and
the number of
checkmarks

5. 3. 6.

For each item, the NA computes
a total which
equals the number of checkmarks plus
ten times
the number of circles.

5.3.7

The NA identifies the first (or next)
item to
be fruthr defined, i.e., the item that
has the
highest (or next highest) total score.

5. 3.

7.1

5. 3. 7.

5. 3. 7.

5.

The NA chooses the item that has the highest
(or next highest) total.
If this is the first item to be chosen from
the
survey, the NA explains this method of choosing
items to the next defined to the DM by showing
him/her the scores for all items and the item
with the highest total score. The NA asks if
this method meets with the DM's approval; if
so, the NA continues with sub-step 5. 3. 7. 3.

2.1

3.7 .2.2

If this does not meet with the DM's approval,
the NA and DM discuss what emthod the DM wants
to use and the NA agrees with it.

The NA takes the first (or next) item to be
defined according to the DM's method and goes
to sub-step 5. 3. 7. 3.
NOTE:
5. 3. 7.

5.3.7.

5.

3.7.4

Hereafter, the NA recycles to sub-step
2.
to complete sub-step 5.3.7.

If there is no item,
5.1.

the NA goes to sub-step

The NA tests whether the item is
observable behavior or state.

a

directly

The NA tests whether an item is directly
observable by asking himself/herself a question
of the following type:
NOTE:

"If two people were sent somewhere to see
whether this item was actually happening, would
they both come back with exactly the same infor-

mation?"

5
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If the answer is "ypq
a directly observable
5. 3. 7.

or
d

or

'

e

•

P

.

”3:? 9 2 !r

»
'

4-v,^

„•

.

behavior

directly observalbe behavior
sets it aside for the
Definitionn
eSS and 9063 t0 sub - st
®P 5?a“^

^

5.3.8

The NA goes to sub-step 5. 3.
1.2 (and following
e
uding sub-step 5. 3. 1.6) substituting
in th7
those procedures the word "sub-item"
in F
plaie
of the word "item."

5.3.9

When the scheduled Defining has been
completed
or when no more resources are available
for
Defining, whichever occurs first, the NA
qoes to
step 3.0 The Planning Process- to
determine
what procedure should be applied next.

APPENDIX G
Suggested Additions to Step 10.0 of Needs Analysis
Methodology, The Revising Process
as of December,

1975

:

:
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The following procedures
should be made part of
the
Revising Process, step 10.4 (Case
X-Revising Initiated by
the Needs Analyst for One or
More Decision-makers (not
yet
developed)

The DM at this time should be made
aware of the option
r dr ° P definers if he/she
'
wishes to
at a particular ?
time.

mn™?

If at any time the DM does not
remember who a definer
is, the NA reminds him/her of the
definer's identity
and asks the DM if he/she still wants
this person as
a definer.
If the DM does not, the NA asks the DM
to
whether he/she wants to replace the person decide
with another of the DM s choosing. The NA should
explain
the consequences concerning the data which
the DM
will receive in either case of dropping or
replace'

ment.

In the case of replacement, the NA goes to
sub-steps
3.5.1 through 3.5.3.
These provide for the NA to
contact the new definer, asking cooperation and
periods of availability.
If at any time a definer's cooperation is lost, the
NA advises the DM as soon as possible and asks the
DM for a decision on whether to only let the definer
discontinue, contact the definer himself /herself if
the DM still wants this definer's data to obtain
further cooperation, or replace the person with another definer of the DM's choosing.
in the case of
replacement, the NA goes to sub-steps 3.5.1 through

3.5.3.

The following procedures should be made part of
the Revising Process,

step

10.5

the Request of a Decision-maker

(Case W

— Revising

(not yet developed)

at
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bime the DM requests an addition
to the
rs
the N explains tha consequences
of this
thif actirn
a to the
action in regard
data which the DM
NA thSn 9 ° eS t0 sub - steps 3.5.1
'

throughlTa

